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A FOZTRAN IV computer program which incorporates the method of character is t ics  
was written to ass i s t  in the design of supersonic inlets. The computer program was 
written with the intention of studying many types of inlet configurations with a minimum 
of computer time. Particular attention was given to a discussion of a reformulation of 
the boundary value problem to  introduce throat Mach number and flow angle as direct 
program input quantities. Comparison between the computer results and experimental 
data indicates good agreement for  a number of different configurations. 
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DESIGN OF SUPERSONIC INLETS BY A COMPUTER PROGRAM 
INCORPORATING THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 
by Bernhard  H. Anderson 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A FORTRAN IV computer program which incorporates the method of characteristics 
was written to  assist in the design of supersonic inlets. The program is versatile so 
that many inlet types can be studied with a minimum of computer time. 
the engineering design parameters, that is, throat Mach number and flow angle, could be 
introduced as direct input quantities to  the computer program. Attention was also given 
to a discussion of streamline tracing by a numerical integration of the mass flux from a 
known physical boundary to determine the opposite boundary. 
trate and corroborate the numerical methods used. The report also includes FORTRAN 
listings for  the main programs and subroutines and discussions of their various func- 
tions. 
Particular attention was given to  reformulating the boundary value problem so that 
Selected examples are presented and compared with experimental results to  illus- 
INTRODUCTION 
The mathematical methods for  designing supersonic inlets by characteristic theory 
have been available for  many years  (ref. 1). However, the major obstacle in the design 
of supersonic inlets by the method of characteristics has been the great complexity of 
the numerical procedures required for  configurations other than simple wave solutions. 
Thus, to facilitate the design of inlets, computational programs have been written f o r  
use on high-speed computers (refs. 2 to 4). Because of the often complex nature of the 
boundaries which constitute a supersonic inlet, these programs have been limited to 
specific configurations. In addition, computational methods currently being used for  the 
design of high-performance inlets often necessitate extensive trial-and-error procedures 
to  arr ive at an optimum design. This results from the fact that some of the primary 
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input data to the computer program a r e  mathematical in significance and only indirectly 
related to important engineering design parameters, such as throat Mach number, flow 
angle, and distortion. 
For these reasons, a FOXTFUN IV computer program, employing the method of 
characteristics, w a s  written with two objectives in mind: (1) to  study a greater variety 
of supersonic inlet configurations and (2) to reduce the time required for  trial-and-error 
procedures to  arrive at optimum inlet design. The computer program was written with 
the intention of being able to construct a variety of inlet configurations by interchanging 
specific subroutines. In this manner, greater flexibility of choice was attained, and the 
time required to  program a specific inlet configuration was greatly reduced. The second 
objective was accomplished by a reformulation of the boundary value problem for  hyper- 
bolic equations. By this reformulation of the boundary data, the engineering design 
quantities, such as throat Mach number and flow angle, were introduced as direct input 
quantities to the computer program. As a consequence of introducing the engineering 
parameters as input, the computer program will calculate the surface contours required 
to satisfy the specified throat conditions with the minimum inviscid throat distortion. 
To facilitate the use of the method of characteristics in the design of supersonic in- 
lets, numerical procedures have been derived from the general theory and adapted to  
high-speed computers. Particular attention was given in this study to  a discussion of 
boundary data and ways they may be applied for  more effective inlet design. In addition, 
attention w a s  given to  a discussion of streamline tracing by a numerical integration of 
the mass flux from a known physical boundary. This technique was used extensively in 
the computer program with great effectiveness. 
To illustrate and corroborate the numerical methods, selected examples are pre- 
sented and compared with experimental results. Sample problems are also included to 
illustrate the use of the program to achieve specific objectives. This report also pre- 
sents FORTRAN listings for  the main programs and subroutines, descriptions and func- 






C characte ristic 
‘d, a 
C 
dimensionless coefficient defined by eq. (3) 
dimensionless coefficient defined by eq. (4) 
additive drag coefficient 
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dimensionless coefficient defined by eq. (5) 
dimensionless coefficient defined by eq. (6) 
dimensionless coefficient defined by eq. (7) 





dimensionless local velocity relative to critical speed 
coefficients for  equation of boundary 
dimensionless radius, 4 x T  
dimensionless x -component of velocity (see appendix A) relative to critical 
speed 
dimensionless y-component of velocity (see appendix A) relative to critical 
speed 
dimensionless x-coordinate relative to cowl lip radius 
dimensionless y-coordinate relative to cowl lip radius 
parameter defining C, characteristic family (see eq. (A10)) 
parameter defining C - characteristic family (see eq. (A10)) 
shock angle 
ratio of specific heats 
deflection angle 
tangent of solid boundary 
cotangent of conic ray half angle (see eq. (Bl)) 
Eigen values of eq. (A7) 
conic ray half angle 
local Mach angle with respect to  local flow angle 
dimensionless density relative to critical conditions 
local flow angle with respect to coordinate system 
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C cowl surface 
cb centerbody surface 
ref reference conditions 
w wall conditions 
0 free-stream conditions 
Superscript: 
I parameter defined as (a - l)/(a + 1) 
parameter defined by eq. (A6) 
average conditions - 
GOVERN IN G EQUATION S 
To facilitate the use of the characteristic theory in the design of supersonic inlets, 
(1) Steady three-dimensional flow with cylindrical symmetry 
(2) Homentropic flow within shockless flow regions 
numerical procedures were developed with the following underlying assumptions: 
Assumption (1) is not overly restrictive since a large class of two- and three- 
dimensional inlets of practical interest are satisfied by this condition; assumption (2) 
is implemented along physical boundaries by basing the calculations on the total- 
pressure recovery along that streamline. In general, the accuracy of results with 
assumption (2) was not appreciably different from isentropic calculations. In general, 
these e r r o r s  were of the order of 0.10 to 0.50 percent in local Mach number. 
Characterist ic Equations 
Flow with cylindrical symmetry is characterized by the conditions that all pertinent 
quantities depend only on the abscissa x along the axis and the distance y from the 
axis. The characteristic equations and compatibility conditions are found in reference 1 
and derived in appendix A. They are given, respectively, by 
d y = B d x  C- d y = A d x  
4 
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dy = Adx 
(1) 
y  B  
where 
d u = E d v + G d x  C 
d u = D d v + F d x  
A = tan (9 + p )  
B = tan (9 - P )  
D = -tan (9 - p)  
E = -tan (9 + P )  
F = G =  C 2 v  
2 2 y  u - c  
In addition to the above equations, Bernoulli's Law gives the following relation: 
2 2  2 2 2  a ( u  + v ) + ( l - a ) c  = 1  
(7) 
where 
The set of equations (l), (2), and (8) have been made dimensionless by dividing the spatial 
coordinates by the cowl lip radius and the velocity coordinates by the critical speed. The 
equations for two-dimensional flow are obtained by setting F = G = 0. 
Conical Flow Field Equations 
Further mathematical simplifications are possible for the case of axisymmetric flow 
if the flow field considered is that produced by a cone with sufficiently small half angle 
that the shock front is attached. Under these conditions, the velocity components u, v 
and speed of sound c depend only on the angle between the axis of symmetry and the 
family of concentric cones between the obstacle cone and shock wave. When the velocity 
components u and v are introduced as the independent and dependent variables (see 1 
5 
du = Ddv + Fdx 
:J . (2)     x 
 ~ Il) (3) 
 ~ Il) (4) 
 ~ Il) (5) 
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I appendix B) , respectively, the governing equation becomes 
(1 - u 2 ) (u + vvu) 2 
vvuu = (1 + v:) - 
2 2  2 
l - U ( U  + v )  
I '  
where the subscripts indicate differentiation. Along the cone surface, the boundary con- 
dition is specified by the relation 
The conditions to  be satisfied by the velocity immediately behind the conical shock are 
specified by the oblique shock equations 
(12) 




v = (s, - u) cot Ps (1 3) 
V v =- 
u - s ,  
where s, is the dimensionless free-stream velocity and Ps is the shock-wave angle. 
Equations (10) to  (14) are derived in reference 1 and listed in appendix B. 
Oblique Shock-Wave Relations 
The standard oblique shock relation used was obtained from reference 5 and is given 
6 4 2 sin Ps + b sin Ps + c sin P + d = 0 
S 
where 
2 2 b = -  M + 2 - y s i n  6 
M2 
6 
 ,  
_ ~ 2) (1 - (J ) (u + vv u) 
 -   -------
uu u 2 2 2 
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b  _  + 2 _ y sin 0 (16) 
M2 
2 cos 6 d = - -  
M4 
~ M is the Mach number upstream of the shock wave, and 6 is the deflection angle. 
FORMULATION OF BOUNDARY DATA 
The type of data which must be prescribed to have a well-set problem is fundamental 
to  establishing a numerical solution to the characteristic equations. In the design of 
supersonic inlets, a common situation which arises includes a known physical boundary 
along with an initial datum line which can be either noncharacteristic (such as a shock 
wave) o r  one member of the two-family set of characteristics (fig. 1). The solution of 
the flow field can then be established in the triangular domain ABC in the x, y plane. 
A more general way of formulating boundary requirements is to consider the flow 
field to  be constrained between two boundaries (fig. 2), one of which may not be defined. 
In order to establish a well-set problem, data must be prescribed along the initial datum 
line and a pair of boundary data must be provided. The possible combinations of boundary 
data include 
(1) Prescribing the two boundary curves, y = ycb(x) and y = yc(x), and solving for  
the flow field in the domain ABCD and conditions along each of the bounding 
surfaces 
distribution along the same surface, q = qcb(x) (Under these conditions, the 
boundary value problem is to establish the flow field and the necessary contour 
of the second surface, y = yc(x), which are consistent with the initial data and 
prescribed boundary information. ) 
q = q&(x) and q = ~ ( x )  (Under these conditions, only the magnitude of the 
velocity is lmown on each of the two boundaries. The solution must thus include 
establishing the unknown surfaces and flow field which satisfy the prescribed 
initial and boundary data. ) 
(2) Prescribing one boundary surface, y = ycb(x), and the corresponding velocity 
(3) Prescribing the velocity distribution for each of the surfaces, for  example, 
F o r  the purposes of this report, the three types of boundary data described are 
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(2) Free-boundary problem (Case 2) 
[3) Doubly-f ree-boundary problem (Case 3) 
Fixed-Boundary Problem 
When both boundaries are fixed, the equations of the bounding surfaces become the 
controlling influence (i. e. , they are program input variables). For this  situation, if a 
particular flow field must be established within the region ABCD (i. e. , throat Mach 
number and flow angle (fig. 2)), a trial-and-error iteration for the surfaces y = ycb(x) 
and y = yc(x) must be used. 
Free-Bou ndary Problem 
The free-boundary problem is a useful way of prescribing boundary data if a par- 
ticular flow field is to be established, for  example, in the throat region of a supersonic 
inlet. Prescribing the centerbody contour and velocity distribution establishes the 
manner in which the flow is to be compressed and the coordinates of the upper surface, 
y = yc(x), which is the streamline which passes through the cowl lip. To establish a 
uniform flow field downstream of domain ABCD, the velocity and surface angle of bound- 
ary (1) are held constant downstream from point C. This establishes the requirement of 
a particular throat Mach number with minimum inviscid flow distortions. 
For the free-boundary problem, the establishment of the unknown surface, y = yc(x), 
essentially reduces to finding the streamline which passes through point A in figure 2. 
In any inviscid flow, the streamlines, by definition, form surfaces across  which there is 
no flow and consequently may be replaced by a solid boundary. The streamlines can be 
determined either by constructing them incrementally from known local conditions or by 
integration of the mass flux from known boundary conditions. This latter method was 
used extensively throughout the computer programs. Equations used for  the streamline 
tracing are derived in appendixes C and D, and discussions as to their use appear in 
detail in later sections. 
The boundary for which the pair  of data, y = y,(x) and q = qw(x), can be pre- 
scribed must satisfy the condition that the downstream leading characteristics from the 
initial datum line do not intersect that surface. If the wrong boundary is chosen, an 
overspecified problem will  result. 
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Dou bly-Free-Boundary Problem 
I 
The doubly-free-boundary problem is an alternate way of prescribing boundary data 
and may have useful applications. Its disadvantage lies in the loss of direct control of 
flow direction, which becomes important in inlet design. This immediate disadvantage 
does not occur for either the fixed o r  free-boundary problems. In any case, the doubly- 
free-boundary problem was not explored further in this report. 
NUMERICAL PROCEDURES 
Each net point in the x,y plane is determined by the characteristic equations and 
compatibility conditions specified by equations (1) and (2). The properties u , v  a r e  
obtained from the compatibility conditions, while the characteristic equations locate the 
point in the x, y plane. The computational work divides itself into four distinct groups; 
namely, 
(1) C onical flow field calculations 
(2) Basic characteristic field point 
(3) Basic characteristic boundary point 




Conical  Flow Field Calculat ions 
The mathematical construction for the flow past an  infinite cone with attached shock 
fronts is obtained from a numerical solution of equation (10) by means of a Runge-Kutta 
integration. The conical shock angle Ps is established by an iterative process which 
begins with an initial estimate of the shock angle for  the given free-stream conditions. 
The relations governing the transitions through conical shocks are the same as those €or 
plane oblique shocks; the curvature of the shock cone has no effect. The necessary 
boundary conditions to be satisfied along the shock front can thus be described by equa- 
tions (12) to  (14). A solution of equation (10) is found which is compatible with the shock 
values of u,v defined by equations (12) and (13) and has an initial slope specified by 
equation (14). The solution is then continued so  that vu increases until 
along the cone surface. The cone angle thus obtained is compared to the specified cone 
angle, and new estimates of the shock angle Ps a r e  made until the cone angle and flow 
/ 
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angle a re  equal. When convergence has been reached, the boundary conditions u ,v  on 
the cone have been established. The solution for any point in the conical flow field can 
thus be calculated from equation (10) by specifying the ray angle associated with the flow 
field point. The formulae used for additive drag and mass flow spillage calculation in 
the conical flow field appear in appendix E. 
* 
Basic Characterist ic Field Point 
The program specifies each field point by a (K, I) index combination. Increasing 
the K-index (with I held constant) occurs along a C+ characteristic (fig. 3), while in- 
creasing the I-index (with K held constant) indicates a C - characteristic. The unknown 
position coordinates x(K, I), y(K, I) a r e  obtained by a simultaneous solution of char- 
acteristic equations (1) in finite difference form, that is, 
(19) 
y(K, I - 1) - y(K - 1, I) + L ( K  - 1, I) - Bx(K, I - 1) x(K, I) = - 
A - B  
y(K, I) = y(K - 1, I) + [x(K, I) - x(K - 1, I)] 
where 
A = 0 . 5 0  [A(K, I) + A(K - 1, 11 
B = 0 . 5 0  [B(K, I) + B(K, I - ifl - 
The unknown velocity coordinates a re  obtained from a simultaneous solution of the com- 
patibility eonditions (eq. (2)) in finite difference form. that is. 
v(K, I~~~(K,I-1)-~(K-l,I)+b~(K-l,I~-~~(K,I-1)+~[~(K,I)-~(K,I-l)l - D - E  -F[x(K,I)-x(K-l,I ] (20) 
u(K, I) = u(K, I - 1) + E[v(K, I) - v(K, I - l)] + G[x(K, I) - x(K, I - l)] 
where 
- 
D = 0. 5[D(K, I) + D(K - 1, I)] 
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v(K, I) '" u(K, I-I) - v(K -1, I) + DV(K -1, I) - Ev(K, 1-1) +G[x(K, I) -x(K, 1-1)] - f[x(K, I) - x(K -1, I)] (20) 
D-E 
  )  [v( ,  1 J , i 1 J 
  O  ( ,  ,  
 O  5 [E( ,  1  
 
- 
F = 0.5[F(K, I) + F(K - 1, I)] 
. - 
G = 0.5[G(K, I) + G(K, I - l)] 
The iterative process begins with an estimate of the flow properties (i. e. , u, v, and c 
at the field point x(K, I), y(K, I)) which determine the coefficients A, E, 5, E, and F. 
The field point and the flow properties are then calculated from equations (19) and (20). 
New values of the quantities A, E, E, E, and F from which the field point and its prop- 
' erties can be recalculated are thus obtained. The iteration continues until a specified 
convergence between successive calculations is reached. I 
Basic Characterist ic Boundary Point 
Calculation of the basic boundary point (which occurs in the fixed-boundary problem) 
is performed in an analogous manner to  the basic field point except for  the replacement 
of one of the characteristic equations by boundary conditions. The condition of a solid 
boundary requires that the normal component of velocity at the point x(K, I), y(K, I) 
(fig. 4) be identically zero. 
The boundary curve is specified as a polynomial of third order,  that is, 
yw = % + R1x + %xL + R3xd 
Hence, the boundary point x(K, I), y(K, I) is determined by the simultaneous solu- 
tion of the C, characteristic equation with the equation of the boundary curve. Thus, 
The velocity components are obtained from the compatibility condition along the C - char- 
acteristic and the condition of no flow normal to  the boundary. This gives 
(22) 
[u(K, I - 1) - Ev(K, I - 11 + Gb(K, I) - x(K, I - l)] u(K, I) = 
1.0 - €E 
I 
v(K, I) = EU(K, I) 
11 
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3 2 - -} R3x(K, I) + ~x(K, I) + (R1 - B )x(K, I) + Ro - y(K, I - 1) + Bx(K, I - 1) = 0 
(21) 
2 3 yw(K, I) = Ro + R1x(K, I) + ~x(K, I) + R3x(K, I) 
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E = -= R1 + 2.0 %x(K, I) + 3.0 R3x(K, I) 
dx 
The iteration for  the basic characteristic boundary point proceeds in a like manner as 
iteration for  the basic field point. 
Shock Field Point Calculat ion 
Shock field point calculations are inherently different from field point calculations 
in that the conditions known a r e  just upstream of the shock wave. Thus, the oblique 
shock relations must be included in the calculations of the flow field behind the shock 
wave. The shock point x(K, I), y(K, I) is geometrically located on the downstream side 
of the intersection of the shock wave and the opposite family of characteristics in the 
upstream region (fig. 5). The upstream properties of the shock point x(K, I), y(K, I) 
are found by a linear interpolation between the proper net points in the upstream region. 
The iterative process to  determine the downstream conditions begins with the assumption 
that the deflection angle at the point x(K, I), y(K, I) is the same as the deflection angle 
at the previously calculated shock point x(K - 1, I), y(K - 1, I) (fig. 6). From the 
oblique shock relations, the first estimate of the flow properties behind the shock are 
established. A C+ characteristic is then constructed from the shock point x(K, I), 
y(K, I), as shown by the dashed line in figure 6. The intersection xref, yref of this 
characteristic with its opposite member is the reference point. Conditions at this refer- 
ence point a r e  obtained by a linear interpolation between the previously calculated points 
x(K - 1, I), y(K - 1, I) and x(K - 1, I + l), y(K - 1, I + 1). A basic characteristic field 
point calculation, previously described, is then performed to  obtain the lattice point 
x(K, I + l), y(K, I + 1). This calculation is based on the two net points x(K, I), y(K, I) 
and x(K - 1, I + l), y(K - 1, I + 1). The shock point x(K, I), y(K, I) is then recomputed 
by a field point calculation based on the lattice points xref, yref and x(K, I + l),  
y(K, I + 1). A new estimate of the deflection angle at the shock point is then obtained, 
and the sequence is repeated until the desired convergence has been obtained. 
Shock Boundary Point  Calculat ion 
To obtain the quantities at a shock point x(K, I), y(K, I) under the conditions where 
the previous shock point lies on a physical boundary (fig. 7), a C+ characteristic is 
constructed from x(K, I), y(K, I) (dashed line) which intersects the boundary. The 
12 
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* 
intersection point of this characteristic with the boundary becomes the reference point 
The conditions behind the shock at the point x(K, I), y(K, I) are obtaineg in Xref’ Yref. 
the manner described in the previous section. The iteration proceeds in a similar man- 
ner  as the shock field point calculation except the properties at the points xref, yref 
and x(K, I + l), y(K, I + 1) are obtained by a basic boundary point calculation previously 
described. 
CONSTRUCTION OF FLOW FIELD 
Two basic methods of specifying boundary data were used in the computer program. 
These are (1) the fixed-boundary problem in which the centerbody and cowl contours are 
the primary input variables to the program and (2) the f ree  -boundary problem where a 
single surface curve and Mach number distribution a r e  the primary input data. In the 
actual construction of the flow field, both methods are used in conjunction with each other. 
Cowl Lip Calculat ion 
One example of a fixed-boundary problem is illustrated in figure 8. The two bound- 
ary curves, y = ycb(x) and y = yc(x), represent the centerbody and cowl surfaces of the 
diffuser. The initial data lie along the incident shock; however, these data a r e  incre- 
mentally determined as the flow field behind the incident shock is constructed. The con- 
struction begins with a shock boundary point calculation, the boundary point being located 
at point A in figure 8. The calculations always start with a downstream characteristic 
from the initial datum line, in this case the incident shock. Since the boundary has been 
reached in the first calculation (point A), the computations proceed with a shock field 
point calculation to  locate the next shock point. Field point calculations a r e  then per- 
formed to determine the next downstream characteristic from the shock to  the cowl 
boundary, until the point just before the boundary has been reached. At that time, a 
boundary point calculation is performed to  determine the flow properties on the cowl 
surface. This sequence of calculations is continued until the entire incident shock has 
been constructed. 
At this point in the calculations, there are several alternatives available in the com- 
puter program. These alternatives are discussed in the following sections. 
13 
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Reflecting Shock Problem 
\he incident shock in figure 8 can be allowed to reflect off the centerbody surface 
represented by y = ycb(x). In this case, the construction of the flow field behind the re- 
flected shock proceeds in exactly the same manner as the flow field behind the incident 
shock, which has previously been discussed. 
Canceled-S hock Problem 
Another variation of the fixed-boundary problem which is used in the computer pro- 
gram is to  specify a lower surface y = ycb(x) such that the shock is canceled at that 
boundary. The initial datum line now becomes the last downstream characteristic from 
the incident shock to  the upper surface, y = yc(x). Under these conditions, the lattice 
points along the initial datum line a r e  known. Hence, only field point and boundary point 
calculations are used sequentially in the construction of the flow field. If two character- 
ist ics of the same family intersect, the upstream characteristic is deleted and the cal- 
culations continue. Under this condition, the program automatically prints out the locus 
of the intersecting characteristics of the same family. 
Free-Boundary Problem 
Another alternative which is provided in the computer program is to  specify that the 
incident shock (fig. 8) be canceled and to furnish the centerbody contour, y = ycb(x), 
and the velocity distribution along this surface. This is the free-boundary problem and 
is illustrated in figure 9. In this case, the initial datum line is specified to  be the first 
downstream characteristic from the upper surface that intersects the lower surface of 
the diffuser (line AB in fig. 9) which was determined from the previous calculations. 
istic AB from the lower to the upper surface (see appendix C). This integration estab- 
lishes the numerical value of the streamline which is the upper surface $ = $ref since 
the point A l ies  along this contour. The numerical value of the streamline which makes 
up the lower surface is arbitrary and, hence, set equal to  1 ($ = 1). The construction 
of the flow field and the determination of the unknown surface, represented by 1c, = IC, ref , 
proceed in the following manner. Since the contour and velocity distribution along the 
lower surface are specified, the sequence of calculations begins with a field point cal- 
culation for  the second lattice point D along the characteristic CE. Simultaneous 
with the field point calculation, a mass flux integration is performed. 
quence of calculations is continued along the characteristic C E until the calculated 
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st ream function first exceeds the value of the reference stream function (i. e. , q = qref). 
At this time, an iteration is performed to  locate the point along the characteristic CE 
f o r  which the value of the stream function matches the reference value (i. e. , q = qref). 
This iteration is based on the two lattice points q < qref and 1c/ > qref indicated by 
square symbols in figure 9. The boundary coordinates (point D) in addition to the prop- 
erties at this point a r e  thus established by this iteration. The calculations a r e  continued 
in the manner described until the entire flow field has been established. 
Another example where specifying the contour and the velocity distribution proves 
advantageous is in the construction of the flow field resulting from an isentropic spike 
(fig. 10). In this example, the upper surface degenerates to the focal point; hence, this 
point is a singularity. Conditions at the focal point are specified by assuming two- 
dimensional reverse Prandtl-Meyer flow. The initial data are obtained from conical 
flow field calculations at specified intervals. The reference stream function qref is 
specified by integration of the mass flux along the initial characteristic from the focal 
point to  point A on the cone surface. Field point calculations a r e  then performed simul- 
taneously with a stream -function integration to  establish the next leading characteristic 
through the focal point, OB in figure 10. When the value of the stream function first 
becomes less than the value of the reference stream function < qref an iteration is 
performed to locate the surface coordinates, point B. Successive characteristics a r e  
then constructed until the flow field and spike contour have been established. 
In principle, the establishment of one physical boundary by means of a mass flux 
integration does not preclude flows where shock waves are present. Under these condi- 
tions, however, the integration must account for  the change in entropy experienced 
across  the shock wave. 
SELECTED INLET EXAMPLES 
To indicate the use of the computer program in the design of supersonic inlets, four 
examples are presented and discussed. The purpose of this section is to indicate the 
manner in which the computer program can be used to satisfy different design require- 
ments. There are two types of calculations which can be used to solve for  the internal 
flow field. In one type the inlet geometry is specified (fixed-boundary problem) and in 
the other the Mach number and surface angle distribution must be specified (free- 
boundary problem). In addition, additive drag and mass flow spillage calculations are 
included (see appendixes D and E) for  conical flow o r  simple wedge spillage. F o r  those 
inlet configurations for which the boundary is to be determined, 
will curve-fit the unspecified surfaces, and the coefficients will 
listings. 
the computer program 
appear in the output 
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This section also illustrates the use of the primary subroutines and the functional 
organization of the main program. FORTRAN listings of the main programs and sub- 
routines are found in appendix F. A complete listing of the program is presented in 
appendix G. 
Bicone Inlet 
Presented in figure 11 is a 10°-18.50 bicone mixed-compression inlet designed for a 
free-stream Mach number of 2.50. The second oblique shock intersected the cowl lip 
for  the design condition (fig. ll(b)) while about 0. 5 percent of the capture mass  flow was 
spilled supersonically by positioning the cone shock forward of the cowl lip. The initial 
internal cowl angle was set at 5. Oo, while a Mach number of 1. 30 and nominal flow angle 
of -1.4' were specified for  the throat conditions. In addition, it was  specified that a 
constant throat Mach number section extending a distance downstream of the throat sta- 
tion be included in the inlet design. Under these conditions, about 60 percent of the 
supersonic area contraction took place externally. The theoretical total-pressure re- 
covery at the throat was 0.968 behind the terminal shock. 
The conical shock angle and boundary conditions on the first cone were computed in 
subroutine CSA by specifying a free-stream Mach number (AMO) of 2.500 and a cone 
angle (THETAC) of 10.0'. The profile of the second shock as well as the resulting flow 
field were computed in subroutine CONE. This was accomplished by specifying the de- 
flection angle (ALPHA) between the two cones and the initial spacing parameter (START) 
which locates the original net-point spacings along the shock. The coordinate system 
always places the origin at the spike tip. For the example shown in figure 11, the param- 
eter (START) was set to  a value of 0.050, which gave a total of 27 net points along the 
second shock. The cowl lip is located at unit radius by specifying the angle between the 
centerline and angular cowl position (THETAL) and setting SPILL = 1.0. This positions 
the intersection of the two cones relative to  the cowl lip by requiring the second oblique 
shock to intersect the cowl lip. Additive drag and mass flow spillage calculations are 
then performed in subroutine DRAG, assuming only conical flow spillage (see appendix E). 
tion. Subroutine SHOCK constructs the cowl oblique shock and the resulting flow field by 
using the specified initial cowl angle (COWLA), which in this example is 5.0'. If there 
are no coefficients specified for  the cowl surface, the program automatically assumes a 
straight line whose slope is tan(C0WLA) and which passes through the cowl lip position. 
F o r  this particular example, the cowl oblique shock was canceled at the centerbody sur- 
face, x = 2.78 in figure ll(b). This was aclcomplished in the program by setting 
NSHK = 1 (i. e. , there should be only one oblique shock internal to the inlet with no shock 
The internal flow is constructed by using subroutines SHOCK and SURF in combina- 
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reflections). Under this condition, subroutine SHOCK locates the first characteristic 
behind the cowl oblique shock which intersects both the cowl and centerbody surfaces and 
performs a mass flux integration to  determine the reference streamline. This estab- 
lishes the initial datum line to  be used in subroutine SURF and the reference streamline 
of the cowl. All other information computed downstream of this initial characteristic is 
thus ignored. Hence, under the condition where NSHK = 1, subroutine SHOCK con- 
structs the flow field within the domain in which the cowl surface can influence the 
oblique shock profile. Downstream of the initial characteristic which intersects the 
centerbody determined in subroutine SHOCK, the internal flow as well as the contour 
coordinate points are constructed in subroutine SURF. This is accomplished by specify- 
ing in the main program as input data the parameters AMT(J), THR(J), ANG(J), and 
NIS(J) (see appendix F). With this information, subroutine S U W  constructs a parabolic 
surface of length THR(J), measured from the last known centerbody surface point, and 
having a final angle of ANG(J). On this surface, the program assumes a linear Mach 
number distribution which has a final Mach number of AMT(J) at the end of the section. 
Subroutine SURF, with this information, constructs the cowl contour which satisfies the 
boundary conditions specified. The number of net points for  this calculation is controlled 
by the index parameter NIS(J). It can be seen that very complex surfaces which have 
precise distributions can be constructed from the basic forms described by specifying as 
many sections (indicated by the J index) as needed. There are several  options con- 
structed into this program which serve useful functions. By setting THR(J) = 0, the 
program will focus all leading characteristics from the cowl at the point which starts 
the J section. Conditions at the focal point are automatically assumed to satisfy the 
Prandtl-Meyer relation. By setting ANG(J) = 0, subroutine SURF will construct a 
centerbody surface whose Mach number distribution is specified by AMT(J) and whose 
angular distribution is satisfied by focused Prandtl-Meyer compression at a point below 
the body surface. The final angle in this case is determined by the program. For the 
example shown in figure 11, the input data were as follows: 
SEGMENT AMT(J) THR(J) ANG(J) NIS(J) 
1 1. 300 0.400 0 10 
2 1. 300 .400 0 8 
3 1.300 .400 0 8 
Subroutine SURF, in this example, constructs the internal contours of the inlet such that 
the flow is initially compressed isentropically to  a Mach number of 1.300 over a dis- 
tance equal to  40 percent of the cowl lip radius, measured along the centerline from the 
shock impingement point. This segment of the centerbody surface was assumed to  be a 
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body has already been compressed to Mach 1.300, the data input for segment 2 was used 
to  construct a transition section on the cowl to reduce its Mach number to  1.300. This 
transition section on the cowl can be seen in figure 11 and lies between x = 3.02 and 
x = 3.22. The data for  segment 3 were used to hold the 1.300 throat Mach number a dis- 
tance of 0.400 downstream of segment 2. When the inlet flow field calculations are com- 
pleted, the program curve-fits the centerbody and cowl contours and lists the table of 
coefficients as output. These coefficients can then be used to evaluate the off-design 
capability of the inlet. 
Two-D imensional Focused Compression In let 
Shown in figure 12 is a two-dimensional isentropic ramp inlet, designed for  a free- 
stream Mach number of 2.70, in which the external flow w a s  compressed to  a focal point 
Mach number of 2.05. The initial ramp angle and internal cowl angle were both set at 
5. Oo, while a t  the inlet throat a Mach number of 1. 300 and flow angle of -5.00' were 
specified. With these conditions, approximately 70 percent of the supersonic area con- 
traction took place externally. The Mach number distribution and the characteristic 
solution along the centerbody and cowl contours are presented in figures 12(a) and (b), 
respectively. For this inlet, the theoretical total-pressure recovery behind the terminal 
shock was computed to  be 0.956. 
For this inlet example, it was specified that two-dimensional flow calculations 
should be performed. This was accomplished by setting NDIM = 2, as opposed to  
NDIM = 3 for  the previous example. The calculations to construct the isentropic ramp 
contours and flow field were performed in subroutine SPIKE. Again, the spacing param- 
eter  START must be specified to  establish the net-point spacings along the initial datum 
line. In addition, an M-index parameter must be specified to  divide the flow field into 
M + 1 C+ characteristics passing through the focal point. Thus, the M-index parameter 
divides the Mach number distribution at the focal point into M equal Mach number seg- 
ments between the initial Mach number and the focal point Mach number (AMF). Down- 
stream of the isentropic section, the flow field is constructed in subroutine SHAPE. The 
initial datum line in this subroutine is taken to  be the last of the family of C+ character- 
istics computed in subroutine SPIKE. Unless otherwise specified, the program auto- 
matically assumes a straight line segment aft of the isentropic ramp, as was the case 
for  the example shown in figure 12. This condition is indicated by the constant Mach 
number distribution along the ramp surface downstream of x = 1. 34 (circular symbols 
in fig. 12(b)). 
Fo r  this inlet example, the cowl oblique shock was again canceled at the ramp sur-  
face. The internal flow field and surface contours were determined in the same manner 
as for the bicone inlet previously discussed. 
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Two-Dimensional Ramp In le t  
I 
Another example of a two-dimensional inlet that was designed by the computer pro- 
gram is shown in figure 13. Although similar in appearance to the example previously 
Sel f -s tar t ing In le t  
The condition of self-starting with a minimum cowl wave drag imposes unusual com- 
putational requirements on the fourth inlet example (fig. 14) so that it warrants discus- 
sion. Externally, the flow was compressed isentropically to  a final focal point Mach 
number (AMF) of 1.600. The flow field and contour of the isentropic spike were com- 
puted in subroutine SPIKE. The initial half-cone angle (THETAC) was set  at 16.0' and 
the free-stream Mach number was specified to be 2.500. It was also specified that for  
an average entering Mach number of 1.60, the minimum internal Mach number should 
not be less than 1. 35. In addition, the requirement of minimum cowl wave drag dictated 
that the initial internal cowl angle be about 17. Oo, which set the Mach number just behind 
the oblique shock on the cowl at 1.35. In order to  turn the cowl contour back as quickly 
as possible to  reduce the cowl projected area, external expansion was provided on the 
spike contour aft of the station x = 1.61. The contour of this segment of the spike was 
19 
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discussed, basically different design specifications required a somewhat different com-
putational approach. Foremost in the design specifications was the condition that the 
initial cowl angle be set at 00 • For optimum overall performance, this requirement 
dictated that, at most, 50 percent of the supersonic area contraction takes place exter-
nally. The throat Mach number and flow angle were set at 1. 300 and -5.000 , respec-
tively; the same as the previously discussed two-dimensional inlet. To accomplish 
these objectives, the external ramp contour was designed such that all the compression 
waves entered the inlet (fig. 13{b». This had the desirable effect of reducing the de-
flection angle at the cowl lip from the 12.20 of the previous example to 5.00 , while keep-
ing the same amount of flow compression on the ramp surface upstream of the oblique 
shock. Consequently, the theoretical total-pressure recovery behind the terminal shock 
in the throat was 0.971 for a free-stream Mach number of 2.700. 
The external contour of the ramp surface was constructed in two segments. The 
first segment was a plane two-dimensional ramp with an angle of 5.00 • The second seg-
ment was composed of a parabolic section chosen such that the final Mach number on the 
ramp surface before the cowl oblique shock was about 2.00. Computational work for the 
external flow field was performed in subroutine CONE by specifying ALPHA = 0 and 
introducing the proper coefficients for the ramp surface. The internal contours of this 
inlet were determined in the manner described in the previously discussed examples. 
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chosen to provide a nearly uniform Mach number profile at the cowl lip. Results for  
th i s  section of the flow field were computed in subroutine SHAPE by specifying the ap- 
propriate coefficients. A nominal throat flow angle of -3.0' was  set for this inlet con- 
figuration. The problem, therefore, in this inlet design reduces itself to finding the 
proper Mach number distribution and contour along the centerbody surface which would 
ensure a constant Mach number of 1.35 along the cowl surface while turning the flow 
along the cowl a total of 20.0'. 
The calculation for  the solution of this problem was  accomplished in subroutine SURF 
by systematic variations of the program input variables AMT(J), THR(J), and ANG(J). By 
sucxessive approximations, several inlet designs were established, each of which came 
nearer to  satisfying all the requirements. The characteristic solution for the final con- 
figuration is shown in figure 14(b), while the Mach number distribution is shown in fig- 
ure  14(a). The overall total-pressure recovery behind the terminal shock in the throat 
region was 0.955 for a design Mach number of 2.500. 
Off-Design Calculat ion 
Off-design calculations can be performed on the various types of inlet configurations 
discussed. In each case, the coefficients of the equations specifying the various surfaces 
are input data to the program. If the cowl oblique shock was  to be canceled at the center- 
body shoulder for  on-design operation, as was the case in the inlets discussed, the loca- 
tion of the shoulder must be specified for off-design calculations. This is done by 
specifying the index parameter (ISHK) which selects the position point BODY(ISHK) as 
the shoulder point. It must be understood that canceling the shock for  design conditions 
does not necessarily imply cancellation at off -design Mach numbers. 
The position of the cowl lip for off-design calculations is specified by the coordinates 
X COWL, Y COWL. If these two parameters are nonzero quantities, the program will 
automatically shift the coefficients describing the cowl contours to  their proper positions. 
If the cowl lip is positioned outside the region of influence of the previously computed 
flow field, the calculations will  terminate, and an e r r o r  message wil l  be indicated in 
the output listings. This can be changed by choosing another value of BODY(2) along 
the centerbody surface which initiates the forward flow field calculations. 
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
To illustrate the agreement between the numerical methods described in the previous 
sections and experimental data, selected examples are presented in figures 15 to 18. 
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Attention is given in the discussion of these examples to  show the influence of boundary 
layers and to  indicate the degree of accuracy of this type of flow calculation. l 
lsent ropic Spike Conf igurat ions 
Figure 15 presents an isentropic spike forebody configuration designed for a f ree-  
stream Mach number of 2.49 and a final focal point Mach number of 1.46. The char- 
acteristic solution is shown in figure 15(b), while a comparison between the measured 
and calculated static -pressure distribution is presented in figure 15(a). The previously 
unpublished data were obtained from the investigation of reference 6. In general, the 
boundary layer did not greatly influFnce the static-pressure distribution along the spike 
surface, as testified by the good agreement between the calculated (solid line) and 
measured (symbols) values. Some boundary-layer influence was noticed, however, near 
the end of the isentropic section, but the focusing characteristics were not appreciably 
impaired, as indicated by the Schlieren photograph (fig. 15(c)). 
More pronounced boundary -layer influence was indicated on an isentropic spike 
forebody configuration designed for  a free-stream Mach number of 3.85 (fig. 16). The 
axisymmetric characteristic solution for  this configuration is shown in figure 16(b). The 
cone had an initial half angle of 8. Oo, while the final focal point Mach number was set at 
1.75. Figure 16(a) shows a comparison between the calculated (solid line) and measured 
(symbols) static-pressure distribution along the spike contour obtained from reference 7. 
Generally, good agreement was obtained between the experimental and calculated static 
pressures;  however, all data tended to  fall somewhat higher than the predicted distri- 
bution. This was typical everywhere except for a short range in the no-roughness condi- 
tion (circular symbols) immediately following the laminar boundary -layer separation 
region (dashed line). Turbulent boundary layer was undoubtedly induced along the spike 
surface by the application of roughness at the spike tip, as indicated by the slightly 
higher static-pressure level (comparing circular and square symbols). This was 
realized everywhere except in the separation zone of the no-roughness case. 
Bicone Fore body Conf igurat ion 
Shown in figure 17 is a bicone forebody configuration in which the first cone had a 
half angle of 10.0' while the second cone half angle was 18.5'. Calculations were per- 
formed at a free-stream Mach number of 2.49, which was identical to  that for  the data. 
The data were obtained in an unpublished investigation conducted in the Lewis 10- by 
10-foot supersonic wind tunnel at maximum Reynolds number. The diameter of the 
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oblique shock intersection point was 40.6 centimeters. The axisymmetric characteristic 
solution is presented in figure 17(b). Coordinate points along the contour were normal- 
ized such that the intersection of the first and second oblique shocks occurred at a radius 
(dimensionless y coordinate) of 1. A comparison between the experimental data (cir- 
cular symbols) and calculated values (solid line) of static pressure along the surface con- 
tour indicated generally fair agreement (fig. 17(a)). Upstream of the junction between 
the first and second cones, the data were slightly lower than calculated values. Down- 
stream of the juncture point, slightly higher static pressures were measured than were 
calculated, indicating some boundary -layer influence. Surface disturbances on the 
second cone, clearly visible in the Schlieren photograph (fig. 17(c)), prevented the pos- 
sibility of distinguishing any boundary-layer influence aft of x = 1.40. There appears to  
be no boundary-layer "bridging" at the junction of the conical surfaces. This type of 
flow separation may induce a greatly modified shock pattern, particularly in the vicinity 
of the cowl lip of an inlet. 
Single-Cone Inlet Configuration 
Figure 18 presents the computer solution obtained for  a single-cone mixed- 
compression inlet designed for a free-stream Mach number of 2. 500. External com- 
pression was obtained by a 12. 5' half-angle conic forebody. The initial cowl angle was 
set at 0' in this inlet example; the oblique shock originating from the cowl lip was re- 
flected from the internal contour surfaces. The internal contour surfaces were obtained 
by curve-fitting the contour specifications used in fabricating the inlet. 
The characteristic solution for  this inlet configuration is presented in figure 18(b). 
Shown in figure 18(a) is a comparison between the static -pressure distribution obtained 
from the computer program (solid and dashed lines) and experimental data (symbols) 
obtained from reference 8. In general, there was good agreement between the theoreti- 
cally determined static pressures  and measured pressures upstream of the throat re- 
gion (x = 3.48).  Within the throat section, agreement between calculations and data is 
more difficult t o  realize owing to  the complex shock boundary -layer interactions. These 
interactions were partially minimized by porous bleed in the regions indicated in fig- 
ure  18(b). In general, the shock reflection points (as indicated by data) appear to occur 
upstream of the calculated points and thus indicate reflections off the boundary layer. 
This tends to  foreshorten the shock regions in the downstream direction. More detailed 
discussions of the experimental data can be found in reference 8. 
Off -design performance calculations of this inlet at Mach numbers of 2.30 and 2.02 
reveal increasingly better agreement in the throat region with decreasing free-stream 
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C ONC LU D IN G REMAR KS 
The theory, numerical methods, and computer program for  the design of supersonic 
inlets have been presented. The computer program was written with the intention of de- 
signing many types of inlets with a minimum of computer time. For example, the execu- 
tion time for  the inlet presented in figure 11 was 0.62 minute with 30 initial net points 
along the starting shock. The execution time for  the inlet presented in figure 18 was 
1.23 minutes for  five internal shocks with 31 net points along the first cowl oblique shock 
wave. 
Because computer programs of this type a r e  used primarily for design application, 
it becomes important for  the programmer to  use methods whereby optimum designs a r e  
more readily obtained. By introducing throat Mach number and flow angle as direct pro- 
gram input variables, the difficulty in obtaining the proper surface contour was consider- 
ably reduced. This reduced the overall time required to  obtain the designed inlet con- 
figuration. In addition, minimum inviscid throat Mach number distortions could be 
achieved. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, September 3, 1968, 
126 -1 5-02 -1 1-22. 
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DERIVATION OF GENERAL COMPATIBILITY 
AND CHARACTERISTIC RELATIONS 
The set of equations which describe steady, irrotational isentropic flow in three 
dimensions with cylindrical symmetry are 
2 2 2  2 2  (c - u  )ux - uv(u + vx) + (c - v )v + cv= 0 
Y y Y  
V x - $ = O  
(A31 2 2  2 a (u + v ) + (1 - a2Q = 1 
where the velocity components u , v  and the speed of sound c are dimensionless with 
respect to the critical speed, and the coordinates of a point x,y are dimensionless with 
respect to  a characteristic length. In equation (Al) the subscripts x ,  y indicate differ- 
entiation. A linear combination of equations (Al) and (A2) is 
pu + qu + rvx + sv + t = 0 (A4) X Y Y 
where 
p = h l ( 2  - u ) 2 l  
q = -A2 
r = h2 - 2hluv 
s = hl(C2 - v 2 ) 
Y J 
The characteristic equations are obtained by requiring the derivatives of u, v with 
respect to  x ,y  to  form derivatives in the same direction (i. e. , dx:dy = p:q = r:s. If 
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(A 5) 
x(7) and Y(T) represent a curve with xz:yz = p:q = r:s, equation (A4) represents the 
derivatives of u, v along this curve, and T(X, y) define the characteristics. Thus, I 
or  
PY, - qxT = 0 
ry, - sxT = 0 
Using the set of equations (A6) gives the pair of linear algebraic equations 
1 2 2  (c - u )y,xl + XTX2 = 0 [-2uvY, - (c 2 2  - v )X,lXl + y,h2 = 0 
For the set of equations (A7) to have a nontrivial solution for  A, the determinant of the 
coefficients of X must vanish; thus, 
(c2 - u 2 2  )y, + 2uvx,y7 + (c2 - v2)x; = 0 
The characteristic directions are therefore given by 
2 2  
f d(uv)2 - (c2 - u2)(c2 - 2)] 
xT C - U  
and the characteristics equations become 
1 Y, = c+x, Yp = c-xp 
Equations (A10) are two separate ordinary differential equations of first order which 
define two one-parameter families of characteristics C+ and C in the x,y plane. 
These families a r e  represented in the form a(x,y) = Constant, P(x,y) = Constant and 
form a curvilinear coordinate net such that P is constant along a C+ characteristic 
and Q! is constant along C-. To obtain the compatibility conditions, equation (A4) was 
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successively multiplied by x and y. Using equation (A6) gives 
pu + rv + tx, = 0 
7 7 
qu, + sv, + ty = 0) 
7 
Using the set of equations (A5) results in the pair of algebraic equations 
Y 
Using the first equation of sets (A7) and (A12), respectively, and requiring that this pair  
has a nontrivial solution for X gives the results 
T h e  pair  of compatibility conditions are thus given by 
2 
u,+'-v,+ - - (.2c- ,2 ;)xQ = O 
+ p+vP + (e2 $9 = O 2 
The characteristic equations and compatibility relations can be more conveniently ex- 
pressed by introducing the angle 9 between the flow direction and the positive x-axis; 
then, 
u = q cos 9 
v = q sin 9 
The roots 5, and <-, being the slopes of characteristic directions of C, and C-, are 
thus 
26 
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u{3 + ~+ v {3 + 2 2 Y x{3 = 0 
c -u 
-t9   
u = q cos -t9} 
 -t9 
(A14) 
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[+ = tan (8 + 1) 
<, = t a n  (8 - p )  
where 1-1 is the angle between the flow direction and that of the corresponding character- 
istic. 
The characteristic expression, equation (A8), can be written in the form 
2 2 2 
c (1 + I, ) - (UC, - v) = 0 
Using equations (A14) and (A15) gives the following result: 
( A m  2 2 2  c = q sin p 
Thus, the, speed of sound is simply the component of flow velocity normal to the direction 
of a characteristic. 
With these rotations, the characteristic equations assume the form 
ya = tan($ + p)xa c+ 
yp = tan(8 - p)x c -  
2 
2 2  
ua = -tan(8 - p)v - c x  
c - u  
2 
up = -tan(8 + p)vp - c x  
c 2 2  - u  
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L  t  (,9 - /l) (Al5) 
r  /l  t  l  t  t  l  i ti   t t f t  i  t
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DERIVATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF CONICAL FLOW 
For  the mathematical construction of conical flow patterns, assume that the velocity 




~ Equation (A2) thus becomes 
v +VU = o  
77 17 
~ and equation (Al) becomes 
2 2  2 2 (c - u )UV - 2uvv - (c2 - v )qv + c v = 0 
77 17 
where subscripts refer to  differentiation. Equation (B3) assumes a particularly useful 
form when v is introduced as a function of u; thus, from (B2) 
I 
Differentiating (B4) with respect to u leads to the following relation: 
1 u = - -  
17 
vuu 
v = - -  
vuu 
77 
Introducing equations (B4) and (B5) into equation (B3) leads to the particularly simple 
form of the Taylor-Maccoll equation 
2 
vvuu = 1 + v; - C 2 ( U  + vvu) 
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and equation (A1) becomes 
x]=-
y 
V 7]u 0 
7] 7] 
  2   )u c 7]V 
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B ) B ) B3)  
  
2 -2( )2 
  u c u VV  (B6) 
Eliminating c2 by mean of Bernoulli’s equations yields 
2 2 ( , 2 )  (1 - Q 1 ( u + w , ,  
vvuu = 1 +vu  - 
l - O ( U  2 2  + v )  2 
A1 ng the cone surface, the flow has the direction of the ray 17 = x/y traced by the cone 
in the x ,y  plane, and thus 
U v = -_ 
u v  1 7 = %  I
The conditions to  be satisfied along the conical shock (ref. 1) a r e  given by 
‘,“7r 2 2 u = (1 - Q )q) cos ps + - 
v = (% - u) cot ps J 
where 
In addition, the initial slope along the shock is given by 
is the dimensionless free-stream velocity and ps is the conical shock angle. 
V - vu -  








  . )  
(B8) 
(B9) 
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DERIVATION OF STREAMLINES IN AXISYMMETRIC FLOWS 
The continuity equation for  axisymmetric flow may be written as 
From equation (Cl), there exists a stream function x,y such that 
I *x = -PvY *y = PUY 
Along the two one-parameter families of characteristics C+ and C - in the x, y plane, 
which a r e  represented by P(x, y) = Constant and Q(x, y) = Constant, 
(C 3) 1 *, = qxx, + *yY, * p  = GxXp + *yYp 
where the derivatives x, y, and x p ,  yp are given by 
x, = cos(9 + p) 
y, = sin(8 + p)  
xp = cos(8 - p )  





When cylindrical coordinates are introduced such that 
u = q cos 9 
v = q sin 9 
and the relations, equations (C4) are used, equation (C3) becomes 
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I     
  
r  ti  ( l), t r  i t   tr  f ti  
t/lx = -pvy } 
t/I  puy y 
(Cl) 
(C2) 
t   f    _  
 (3(    o' ,  onst~nt,
( 3) 
O" O' {3'  {3 
XO'  s(..  fJ.   
O'  in(..9  fJ.)  C+ 
(C4) 
{3  s(..9 fJ.   
 (3  in(..9 fJ.)  
  
  ..9 
 ..9 
  )  ) 
Simplifying the above equations results in 
@a = g y  sin p =- 
M 
*@ = -qy sin p = - -myJ M 
From the set of equations (C4), 
sin(p + 8) 
do = - 
sin(p - 8) 
The ref ore, 
where the + sign is used for  integration along a C+ characteristic and the - sign is 
used for  integration along a C- characteristic. If the interval AB is used as the dis- 
tance between successive points on the characteristic net (along the appropriate char- 
acteristic), it may b e  assumed that pq/M sin(p * 8) takes the average of the values at 
points A and B; thus, 
For  two-dimensional flows, equation (C9) reduces to the expression 
31 
!/Ia = qy [Sin (,9 + Jl) cos ,9 - cos(,9 + Jl) sin ,9] I 
lP~ = qy [Sin(~ - M) cos ~ - cos(~ - M) sin ~] J 
  
 
.1, • -pqy 
'I" {3  -  m Jl  
 
da = __ d....:y __ 
i (Jl  ,9) 
d{3 = _ dy 





    
    _ f 
   
 y P J  (Jl ±,9  f 
 
(Cg) 
i i l ti  g
lPB = lPA +~~M Sln7M ± ~)t + [M Sin7M ± ~)JB}YB - YA) (CIO) 
 
The derivation of the stream-function integration procedure along a C, character- 
istic appeared first in reference 9.  For a simple wave region (two-dimensional flow) 
the integration of equation (C8) takes on a particularly simple form since the integrand 
becomes constant along either the C+ or C- family of characteristics; thus, 
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VATION OF STREAMLINES IN CONICAL FLOW FIELD 
The construction of streamlines in a conical flow field becomes particularly simple 
if the integration of mass flow is performed along rays passing through the apex of the 
cone. Thus, equation (C3) is replaced by 
+r = +xXr + +yYr @) 1) 
where 
r =  i 2  x + y  
The derivatives xr and yr are given by 
xr = cos 0 
yr = sin 0 
where 0 is the ray angle. Using equations (C2) and the polar form of the velocity com- 
ponent s gives 
qr = pqy(sin 0 cos 8 - cos 0 sin 8) 
qr = jqy sin(0 - 8) 
Therefore, when equation 0 2 )  is used, the streamline is specified by 
Since integration of the mass flux is performed along rays passing through the cone apex, 
the quantity inside the brackets is constant, and hence 
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xr = cos e} 
  e r 
(Dl) 
(D2) 
e )   
t
til   i  e  -a  e i  -a)} 
til   p inCe -a  
(D2) 
l YB til = til A + fpq si~(e - -a)] y dy [ sm e YA 
(D3) 
(D4) 
     
 
, 
When yA = 0 with no loss in  generality, the stream function becomes a function 
I 
I of y along a specified ray of angle 0; thus, 
p(O)q(@) sin[@ - a(@)] 2 
@ =  Y 
2 sin 0 
34 
1/1 = 1/1 + {P(8)Q(8) sin [8 - ,9(8)]} ! fy2 _ y2 ) 
A sin e 2 V B A 
1/1 A'   
of y along a specified ray of angle 8; thus, 




ADDITIVE DRAG AND MASS FLOW SPILLAGE IN CONICAL FLOW FIELD 
For  a conical flow field, the transition across  the shock wave is governed by the 
oblique shock relations and is followed by a continuous isentropic compression to  surface 
conditions (fig. 19). The capture streamline is established by an integration of the mass 
flux along successive generatrix rays lying between the cowl lip location (point P in 
fig. 19) and the shock wave. Derivations of the integral formulas used in this calcula- 
tion are presented in appendix D. The reference stream-function value (capture stream- 
line) is first established by integration of the mass flux along the generatrix ray OP by 
using equation @5); that is, 
Subsequent points along the capture streamline (i. e. , points Q, R, and S in fig. 19) 
are thus obtained from the relation 
When the generatrix ray becomes coincident with the conical shock wave, the capture 
mass  flow is obtained from the equation 
When the notation in figure 19 is used, the additive drag coefficient is defined as 
Equation (E4) may be approximated by the method of numerical integration. Thus, the 
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(D5); , 
(E1) 
   , . ) 
   
y(6) = 
p(6)q(6) sin[6 - ,9(6)] 
(E2) 





   
(E4) 
  
I additive drag was computed by using the relation 
where the J-index designates the intersection points of the capture streamline and gen- 
eratrix rays, starting from the cowl lip position. 
36 
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APPENDIX F 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DESIGN OF SUPERSONIC INLETS 
The required input data are presented for  this program so that it may be readily em- 
ployed. In actuality, there are two main programs, INLET 1 and INLET 3, to assemble 
the subroutines to arrive at the desired inlet design. The difference between INLET 1 
and INLET 3 is the type of forebody configuration desired for the inlet. INLET 1 designs 
an inlet with a focused isentropic forebody configuration, while INLET 3 assumes a bi- 
cone o r  biramp forebody. The input data required for both of these main programs are 
the same except for three parameters which are noted. In addition, the computer pro- 
gram contains several options, depending on the type and amount of calculations required. 
This is made clear in the following outline of the input required for  this program. 



























Description and comments 
free-stream Mach number 
ratio of specific heats 
initial cone or  ramp angle, radians 
estimate of cone shock angle, radians 
for INLET 1 only: final focal point Mach number for 
isentropic forebody configuration 
for  INLET 3 only: deflection angle 
initial increment used in calculation for  cone shock 
angle; set DELB = I.  O X ~ O - ~  
set DELUl = l .0X10-5 
integration increment for conic flow field calculations; 
convergence parameter; set E R ~ R  = I . O X I O - ~  for  
most applications 
initial cowl angle, radians 
for  INLET 1 only: location of focal point relative to 

















 1  XlO-4 
1
1  1. OXlO 5 
R OR  1  XlO-4 
 
  
Card FORTRAN Card Description and comments 
symbol columns 
2 THETAL 37-48 for  INLET 3 only: location of cowl lip relative to  spike 
tip (measured in radians) 
START 49-60 initial net-point spacing parameter 
Both THETAP and THETAL are angular locations relative to the inlet centerline. These 
parameters are used only when the cowl contour is unspecified. Under this condition, 
the program always takes the cowl lip radius as 1. 
SPILL 
DELP 
3 FOCUS 1-12 for  INLET 1 only: set FOCUS = 0 to locate the focal 
point along the initial shock wave; set FOCUS = 1.0 
to locate the focal point at THETAP (In both of these 
cases, the cowl lip is placed at the focal point.) 
1-12 for INLET 3 only: set SPILL = 0 to locate the cowl 
along the initial shock wave; set SPILL = 1.0  to 
locate the cowl at THETAL 
13-24 parameter which limits the extent of the initial datum 
line for off -design calculations (OFF = 1.0); ratio 
of angular location of last initial data point to initial 
shock angle 
The program constructs the initial datum line from the point on the surface, BODY (2), 
to  a point in the field whose angular location is DELP times the initial shock angle. 
3 OFF 25-36 set  OFF = 0 for  on-design calculations; set OFF = 1.0 
to indicate off -design calculations 
XCOWL 37-48 x-coordinate of cowl lip position 
I YCOWL 49-60 y-coordinate of cowl lip position 
The parameters XCOWL and YCOWL are used when a relative shift between the spike tip 
and, cowl lip is desired. Under these conditions, it is recommended that the cowl con- 
tours corresponding to the design conditions be used. The program will automatically 
shi€t the cowl contour such that the cowl lip is located at XCOWL, YCOWL. If there is 
no shift, set XCOWL, YCOWL = 0. If the cowl lip falls outside the region of influence 
of the previously computed flow field, an e r r o r  message will be printed out and the cal- 
culations terminated. This can be corrected by choosing a different BODY (2) position, 
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Description and comments 
set PFUNT = 0 to bypass the output printout for  the 
forebody flow field calculations; otherwise set 
PFUNT = 1.0 
set NDIM = 3 for  axisymmetric flow field calculations; 
set NDIM = 2 for  two-dimensional flow field calcula- 
tions 
number of initial I-net point spacings for  isentropic 
spike o r  ramp calculations 
number of sets of cowl contour coefficients read in as 
input 
number of sets of body contour coefficients read in as 
input 
number of internal isentropic compression sections 
number of increments in additive drag calculation 
index which specifies at which centerbody contour point 
BODY (ISHK) a discontinuity occurs for  cowl shock 
cancellation; used with off -design calculations only, 
i. e. , OFF = 1.0; otherwise set ISHK = 1, indicat- 
ing no shock cancellation 
number of internal shock waves to  be computed; 
NSHK-1 specifies the number of internal shock re- 
flection points; to cancel cowl lip shock, set 
NSHK= 1 
cowl contour is specified by a third-order polynomial 
of form 
Y = R(1,l) + R(I, 2)X + R(1, 3)X2 + R(I, 4)X3 
COWL(1) specifies the x-location after which the I-set of 
coefficients is valid; hence, the I-set of coefficients 
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Carid FORTRAN Card 
symbol columns 
Description and comments 
centerbody is specified by equation 7 5 so, 1) 
y = S(1,l) + S(I,2)X + S ( I , 3 ) 9  + S(1, 4)x3 
S(I74) 
BODY(I) 43-54 BODY(I) performs the same function as the parameter 
37-42) valid in the region BODY(1) I X < BODY(I+l) 
I=l, NS cow L(1) 
th th and NS The coefficients for the NR set are dummy variables and are set equal to zero, 
while COWL(NR) and BODY(NR) specify the region in which the (NR-l), (NS-1) set of coef- 
ficients are valid. If the cowl and centerbody contours are to be computed, set  NR = 1 
and NS = 1 and set the coefficients to zero. If a set of coefficients is provided, for ex- 
ample, for the forebody contour, the program will automatically recompute the internal 
contours for  the conditions specified. The following set  of cards read in information 
pertinent to computing the internal cowl and centerbody contours, otherwise they are 
unnecessary. 
th 6 AMT(J) 1-12 final Mach number specified for  the end of the J sec- 
J=l, NTHR tion 
th THR(J) 13-24 length of J section 
ANG(J) 
NwJ) 37-42 number of surface net points within THR(J) 














I, 1  8(1, 8(1, 3 r I, X3 
I) ::; (I+1) 
COW I)
th 
( ) )  -1  
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C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  PROGRAM F O R  TWO R A M P  I N L E T ,  N D I M = 2  
C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  PROGRAM F O R  TWO C O N E  I N L E T 9  N D I M = 3  
A M O = F R E E  S T R E A M  M A C H  NUMHER 
G A M = R A T I O  O F  S P E C I F I C  H E A T S  
T H E T C = I N I T I A L  C O N E  OR R A M P  A N G L E  ( R A D I A N S )  
A L P H A = S E C O N D  C O N E  OR R A M P  D E F L E C T I O N  A N G L E  ( R A D I A N S )  
COWLA=COWL A N G L E  ( R A D I A N S )  
T H E T A L = L O C A T I O N  OF COWL R E L A T I V E  T O  S P I K E  T I P  ( R A D I A N S )  
R E T A E = E S T - I M A T E  O F  C O N E  S H O C K  A N G L E  ( R A D I A N S )  
R ( I , J ) = C O E F F I C I E N T S  O F  COWL CONTOUR S E C T I O N S  
S ( I , J ) = C O E F F I C I E N T S  O F  C E N T E R B O D Y  CONTOlJR S E C T I O N S  
COWL ( I )  =COWL C O N T O U R  R E G I O N S  
B O D Y ( I ) = C E N T E R H O D Y  C O N T O U R  R E G I O N S  
D E L U l = I N T E G K A T I O N  I N C R E M E N T  I N  C O N E  F I E L D  C A L C U L A T I O N  
C O W L X = X - C O O R D I N A T E  Of- COWL L I P  
C O W L Y = Y - C O O R D I N A T E  O F  COWL L I P  
E R R O R = C O N V E R G E N C E  P A R A M E T E R 9  S E T  ERROR=O.1-3 FOR MOST A P P L I C A T I O N S  
M z N U M B E R  O F  I N I T I A L  I - N E T  S P A C E  
NR=NI IMRER d F  COWL CONTOtJR S E C T I O N S  
N S = N U M B E R  O F  C E N T E R B O D Y  C O N T O U R  S E C T I O N S  
NTHR=WUMHER O F  I S E N T R O P I C  C O M P R F S S I O N  S E C T I O N S  
N S H K = N U M R E R  O F  I N T E R N A L  S H O C K S  
ND=NUIblRER O F  I N T E G R A T I O N  I N C R E M E N T S  I N  A D D I T f V E  D R A G  C A L C U L A T I O N  
I S H K = S H O C K  I M P I N G M E N T  P O I N T  O N  BODY C O N T O U R  S E C T I O N  
COMMAND P A R A M E T E R S  
S E T  NDIM=2 F O R  TWO D I M E N S I O N A L  FLOW C A L C U L A T I O N S  
S E T  N D I M = 3  FOR T H R E E  D I M E N S I O N A L  F L O W  C A L C U L A T I O N S  
S E T  ALPHA=O.O FOR A S I N G L E  C O N E  I N L E T  
S E T  S P I L L = O . O  F O R  COWL L O C A T E D  ON F I R S T  O B L I Q U E  SHOCK 
S E T  S P I L L = l . O  FOR COWL L O C A T E D  A T  T H E T A L  
S E T  N S H K = 1  F O R  I S E N T R O P I C  I N T E R N A L  C O M P R E S S I O N  
S E T  N S H K  G R E A T E R  T H A N  1 9  I S H K = l ,  FOR I N T E R N A L  SHOCKS T O  R E F L E C T  
S E T  OFF=O.O F O R  O N - D E S I G N  C A L C U L A T I O N S  
S E T  O F F = l . O  F O R  O F F - D E S I G N  C A L C O L A T I O N S  
41 
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 F ~CIFI  S 
I I IA  E  P LE C ) 
E   TION LE C ) 
E C ) 
 L L TIVE  PIKE IP C ) 
B IMAT  F E CK LE C ) 
CI,J FFI IENTS F L  TIONS 
CI,J FFI IENTS UF BODY U  TIONS 
LC )=COW  I S 
CI) B  I S 
I R I  EMENT N E IELD L ION 
 , T OR=0.1-3  T 
- I TE ~ L P 
PL AT S 
= - I TE  L P 
=   ITIAL  A E 
J B  L U  I S 
  B D   I  
N B  IC E ION IONS 
  NAL  
M  I N  N I   












I    I NA    
   I NAL U   
PHA=O.O   I LE  T 
=O.O     T   
L=I.0     L 
l  IC NAL I  
   , =l,  N ~ L   
F=O.O  -   
FF=I.0  I  U  
  E   
COMMON AMO,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELUl,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 







5 READ C5,400) AMO,GAM,T~ETC,BETAE,ALPHA,DELB,DELlJl,ERROR,COWLA, 
ITHETAL,START 
READ C5,402) SPILL,DELP,OFF,XCDWL,YCOWL,PRINT 
READ (5,404) NDIM,M,NR,NS,NTHR,ND,ISHK,NSHK 
READ C5,406) CCRCI,J),J=I,4),CDWLCI),I=1,NR) 
READ C5,406) CCSCI,J),J=1,4),BIJDYCI),I=I,NS) 
400 FORMAT C6E12.0/5EI2.0) 
402 FORMATC6E12.0) 
 
404 F O R M A T  ( 8 1 6 )  
406 F O R M A T  ( 5 E 1 2 . 0 )  
408 F O R M A T  ( 3 E 1 2 . 0 ~ 1 6 )  
500 F O R M A T  (//37X942HCHARACTERISTIC P R O G R A M  F O R  A R I - R A M P  I N L E T / / )  
5 0 2  F O R M A T  ( / / 3 7 X v 4 2 H C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  PROGRAM FOR A B I - C O N E  I N L E T / / )  
600 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 0 X y 3 H A f ' l O q  ~ ~ X ~ ~ H T H E T C ~ ~ O X , ~ H B S ~ ~ O X T ~ H A L P H A ~ ~ O X ~ ~ H C O W L A ~  
602 F O R M A T  ( 2 3 X ~ 1 P 5 E 1 4 . 5 )  
604 F O R M A T  ( / / 4 2 X v 2 3 H C O W L  L O C A T E D  A T  T H E T A  = l P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
1 / /  1 
606 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 8 X T 6 2 H S H I F T  I N  C E N T E R R O D Y  C O E F F I C I E N T S  D U E  T O  S H O C K  I M F  
l I N G M E N T  P I _ ) I N T / / )  
608  F O R M A T  ( / / 4 0 X v 6 H D E L X  = l P E 1 2 . 5 r 2 X 7 6 H D E L Y  = l P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
610 F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
REG=1.0  
S H I  F T X = X C O W L - C O W L  ( 1  ) 
S H I F T Y = Y C O W L - l  . O O O  
I F  ( X C O W L  .EO. 0 . 0 )  S H I F T X = O . O  
I f  ( Y C O W L  .EO. 0 . 0 )  S H I F T Y = O . O  
DO 10 I = l ? I \ I R  
C A L L  S H I F T ( I T S H I F T X ~ S H I F T Y )  
D[J 1 2  K = l r 5 0  
C A L L  E O I J K ( K T I T O . O T O . O T O . O I O . ~ )  
C A L L  E O U I ~ I ~ O ~ O , O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ 0 ~  
C O N V P ~ ~ 1 . 0 + ~ G A M - 1 . 0 ~ / 2 . 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ - G A M / ~ G A M - 1 . 0 ~ ~  
C f l N V I ~ ~ ~ 1 . O + ~ G A M - 1 . 0 ~ / 2 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ - 1 . O / ~ G A M - 1 . 0 ~ ~  
SIGSO=(GAM-l.O)/(GAM+l.O) 
10 C O N T I N l J E  
00 1? I = 1 1 5 0  
1 2  C L I N T I N U E  
I F  ( N D I M  
C A L L  P S A  
IJC = IJK 
V C = V K  
R S = H E T A K  
D E L C = T A N  
T)ELS=TAF\I 
G O  TI1  16 
14 C A L L  C S A  
U1  =IJC 
V l = V C  
.GT. 2 )  G O  T O  14  
AMOvO.0 T T H F T C  1 
T H E T C )  
HS 1 
H E T A E  1 
D E L 1 = - 1  .O/ I )ELC 
16 C A L L  [ I S W R ( A M O T B S )  
I R E V = 1  
R E C V (  1, I R E V ) = R E C I I V  
K E C V ( 2 v I R E V ) = K E C O V  
F A C T R = K E C 0 V t C [I N V P 
K = l  
1 = 1  
S I  GN=-1.0 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 1 0 )  
W R I T E  (69500) 
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  GO T O  18  
GO T O  20 
18 W R I T E  ( 6 1 5 0 2 )  
2 0  W R I T E  (6,600) 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 6 0 2 )  A M O T T H E T C T H S T A L P H A T C O W L A  
I F  ( O F F  .EO. 0.0) GO T O  2 6  
xcowL=cc)wL ( 1 )  
Y C O W L = l  .ooo 
T H E T A L = A T A N ( Y C U W L / X C O W L )  
42 42 
404 F  (RI ) 
406 F K  (SEI2.0) 
40R F T (3 12.0, ) 
500 F  (//37X,42HCHAR ERI I  P  F  A BI-RAMP INLET//) 
50  F  (// , CTERISTIC PROG ~ F  A BI-CONE INLET/I) 
600 F T (1130X,3HAMO,10X,5HT ETC,10X,2HBS,10X,5HALPHA,10X,5 COWLA, 
lin 
602 F R T ( ,l .51 
604 F T (/142 ,23 L L  AT T  lPE12.511) 
606 FOR AT (/12RX,62 S IFT IN CENTERBODY C EFFICIE TS DUE TO SHOCK I F 
lI E T POI //) 
608 FOR AT (1140X,6 ELX =lPE12.5,2 ,6 OELY IPEI2.5//1 
610 FOR AT (l lI 
EG=I.0 
S IF = COWL-COWL(I) 
IFTY=YCOWL-l.000 
IF ( L .EQ. . ) S IFTX=O.O 
IF ( L . O. . ) IFTY=O.O 
DU 10 I=I,N  
LL I (I,SHIFTX,SHIFTY) 
10 I U  
DU 12 1,50 
DO 12 1=1,  
LL PlJ (K,I,O.O,O.o,o.o,o.O) 
CALL I(I,O.O, .O,o.o,o.O) 




I  ( OIM . T. 1    
L ( O,O.O,TH I 
lI   lIK 
=  
B B T  
  (T ) 
D TAN(B I 




l -1.0/D LC 









IF (NDIM . . 2) GO TO 1R 
WR I T E (6,50  I 
GO TO 20 
18 RITE 1 ,502) 
20 vlRITE (6, ) 
RITE (6,6021 ,THET ,BS,ALPHA,COWLA 




22 W R I T E  (6 ,604)  T H E T A L  
D E L S = D E L P * D E L S  
2 4  C A L L  O U T  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 1 0 )  
I F  ( A R S ( A L P H A 1  .GT. 0.0) GO T O  3 0  
I F  ( A B S ( S ( I , ~ ) - S ( ~ T ~ ) )  .CEO E R R O R )  GO T O  30 
C A L L  D R A G ( T H E T A L 9 1 . 0 9 N D )  
D E L S = D E L P * T A N ( B S )  
GO T O  30 
T H E T A L = B S  
26  I F  ( S P I L L  .GT. 0.0) GO T O  2 8  
2 8  C A L L  D R A G ( T H E T A L , l o O y N D )  
30 K = l  
1 = 1  
S I GM=-l.O 
E X T E N D =  I S H K  
RODY(ISHK)=EXTEND*BODY(ISHK) 
REG=-1.0  
C A L L  C O N E ( K ~ I ~ S T A R T T A L P H A T S I G N ~ P R I N T )  
I R E F = 1  
I f  ( N R  .GT. 1 )  GO T O  32 
X S = X ( K R E F v I R E F )  
Y S = Y ( K R E F y I R E F )  
D E L S P = T A N ( C O W L A )  
XP=XS+3.0  
R E G = 1 . 0  
C A L L  ~ ~ ~ R V E ( X S ~ Y S ~ ~ ~ L S P ~ X P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ T ~ ~ O T N R )  
N R = N R + l  
GO T O  3 4  
32 I F  ( A B S ( A L P H A 1  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 34  
I F  ( O F F  .GT. 0.0)  GO T O  3 4  
xcowL=cowL ( 1 ) 
Y C O W L = l  .ooo 
D I S T = X C O W L - X ( K R E F * I R E F )  
I F  ( A B S ( D I S T )  .GT. E R R O R )  GO T O  3 8  
GO TO 4 2  
36 C A L L  E O ~ J K ( K R E F I I R E F T X C O W L , Y C O W L , U ( K R E F T I R E F ) T V ( K R E F T I R E F ) )  
34  I F  ( O F F  .EO. 0.0)  GO T O  42 
3 R  C A L L  P U T ( X C D W L 9 Y C O W L )  
42 DELTA=COWLA-ATAN(V(KREFtIREF)/U(KREF)/U(KREF,IREF)) 
BODY(ISHK)=BODY(ISHK)/EXTEND 
I F  ( A B S ( D E L T A 1  .LT. 0.010) DELTA=O.O 
I F  ( D E L T A  .GT. 0.0) DELTA=O.O 
I F  ( N S H K  .EO. 0 )  GO T O  64 
I F  ( N S H K  .GT. 1 )  GO T O  44 
S E T P = O F F  
S E T O = O F  F 
GO T O  46 
44 S E T P = 1 . 0  
46 C A L L  M A T R X  
K R = K R E F  
I R = I  R E F  
S I G N = ( - l . O ) * * ( J + l )  
R E G = S  I G N  1 
S E T O = O  0 
DO 48 J = l ? N S H K  
I F  ( N S H K  o E Q .  1) R O O Y ( I S H K ) = B O D Y ( I S H K ) s E X T E N D  
C A L L  S H O C K ( K R I I R ~ D E L T A T S I G N , S E T P , S E T O )  
I F  ( N S H K  .EQ. 1 )  B O D Y ( I S H K ) = B O D Y ( I S H K ) / E X T E N D  
K R = K R E F  
43 
2 E  TAL 
O O
 LL T 
ITE ,610) 
F B (AL H ) . T. ~ O    
F (I,2)-S(2,2)) r,E. )    
LL O G(THETAL,I.0,NO) 
O ( S) 
   
 F PILL . T. )    
 




  K 
B Y(I ) O* OoY(I )
G=-1.0 
LL ( ,I,START,ALPHA,SIGN,PRINT) 
l 







   
  ) T.     
 F T.     
XCOW COW  )
L=I.000 
oI L-X(KREF,IREF) 
 o  T.     
 L QUK(KREF, I F,XCOWL,YCO , ( , I  , EF, IREF)) 
   
  F O.     
8 L O ,  
Y(I I Y(I I EX  
oELTA LA- TAN(V(K ,IREF)/U(KREF, F ) 
F ) T. 0) TA=O.O 
  T. .0) o =O.O 
  Q. )    







 ,NSH  
N=(-l.O)**(J+l) 
S N 
  . .  B I O I * O 
 K(KR,IR,oELTA,SIGN,SETP,SETQ) 
  Q.  o ( ) o (IS K)/EXTENo 
I R = 1  
S T F R = P S  I 
D E L T A = - D E L A  
4 8  C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( N S H K  .GT. 1) GO TO 64 
I F  ( I S H K  .EQ. 1) GO TO 5 6  
X S H K = B C D Y ( I S H K )  
I F  ( O F F  .EO. 0.0) GO TO 60 
Y S H K = S ( I S H K ~ l ) + S ( I S H K ~ 2 ) * X S H K + S ( I s H K ~ 3 ) * X s H K ~ ~ ~ + ~ ( ~ s H K ~ 4 ) ~ x s ~ K * * 3  
D E L X = X ( l v l ) - X S H K  
D E L Y = Y ( l r l ) - Y S H K  
I F  ( A B S ( D E L Y 1  OLT.  E R R O R )  GO TO 56 
I F  ( A B S ( D E L X 1  .GT. E R R O R )  GO TO 50 
50 R E G = - 1 . 0  
DO 5 2  I = I S H K T N S  
C A L L  S H I F T ( I T D E L X T D E L Y )  
W R I T E  (61610)  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 0 6 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 0 8 )  O E L X T D E L Y  
52 C O N T I N U E  
5 4  C A L L  OUT 
5 6  I F  ( N T H R  .EO.  0 )  G O  TO 64 
DO 5 8  J z l r N T H R  
C A L L  S H A P E ( ~ T ~ T R E G T ~ . O T ~ . O )  
REG=(-loO)**(J) 
5 8  C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 66 
60 I F  ( N T H R  .E(?. 0 )  GO TO 64 
K R = K R E F  
I R =  I R E F  
R E A D  ( 5 9 4 0 8 )  ( A M T ( J ) T T H R ( J ) T A N G ( J ) T N I S ( J ) T  J = l , N T H R )  
DO 6 2  J = l , N T H R  
C A L L  S U R F ( K R ~ I R ~ N I S ( J ) ~ A M T ( J ) T T H R ( J ) ~ A N G ( J ) T S T F R T ~ ~ O )  
K R = K R E F  
I R = 1  
6 2  C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  OUT 
E N D  
64 W R I T E  (61610)  






  . T. )    
  . O. . )    
  . Q. )    
D (I
ISHK,I)+S(ISHK,2)*XSHK+S(ISHK,3)*XSHK**2+S(ISHK,4)*XSHK**3 
l 1,1)- S K 
l (I,I) S K 
 l ) . T.     
 l ) .I .     
G=-1.0 
  ,NS 




 ,60 ) D l ,D lY 
 llOU
   . )    
  =I,  
EG=(-l.O) *(J) 
ll PE(I,I,REG,I.0,1.0) 
 I  
   
 F  . O. )    
 
IRE  
 ,40 ) T(J), R(J), NG(J), IS(J), I, R) 
  I R 




  ,610) 
llOUT
    
 












































C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  PROGRAM F O R  I S E N T R O P I C  R A M P  I N L E T 9  N D I M = Z  
C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  PROGRAM F O R  I S t N T R O P I C  S P I K E  I N L E T 9  N D I M = 3  
A M O = F R E E  S T R E A M  M A C H  N U M B E R  
G A M = R A T I O  O F  S P E C I F I C  H E A T S  
T H E T C = I N I T I A L  C O N E  OR R A M P  A N G L E  ( R A D I A N S )  
A M F = E X T E R N A L  F O C A L  P O I N T  M A C H  NUMBER 
COWLA=COWL A N G L E  ( R A D I A N S )  
T H E T A P = L C O A T I O N  O F  F O C A L  P O I N T  ( R A D I A N S )  
B E T A E = E S T I M A T E  O F  C O N E  SHOCK A N G L t  ( R A D I A N S )  
R ( I 9 J ) = C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF COWL CONTOUR S E C T I O N S  
S ( I 9 J ) = C O E F F I C I E N T S  O F  C E N T E R B O D Y  CONTOUR S E C T I O N S  
C O W L ( I ) = C O W L  C O N T O U R  R E G I O N S  
B O D Y ( I ) = C E N T E R B O D Y  C O N T O U R  R E G I O N S  
D E L B = I N I T I A L  I N C R E M E N T  FOR C O N E  SHOCK A N G L E  C A L C U L A T I O N  ( R A D I A N S )  
D E L U l = I N T E G R A T I O N  I N C R E M E N T  I N  C O N E  F I E L D  C A L C U L A T I O N  
S H I F T X = S H I F T  I N  COWL X - C O O R D I N A T E  F R O M  D E S I G N  P O S I T I O N  
S H I F T Y = S H I F T  I N  COWL Y - C O O R D I N A T E  F R O M  D E S I G N  P O S I T I O N  
E R R O R = C O N V E R G E N C E  P A R A M E T E R 9  S E T  E R R O R = O o l - S  F O R  M O S T  A P P L I C A T I O N S  
M z N U M B E R  OF I N I T I A L  I - N E T  S P A C E  
NR=NUMRER O F  COWL C O N T O U R  S E C T I O N S  
N S = N U M B E R  O F  C E N T E R B O D Y  C O N T O U R  S E C T I O N S  
N T H R = N U M B E R  O F  I S E N T R O P I C  C O M P R E S S I O N  S E C T I O N S  
N S H K = N U M B E R  OF I N T E R N A L  S H O C K S  
N D = N U M B E R  O F  I N T E G R A T I O N  I N C R E M E N T S  I N  A D D I T I V E  D R A G  C A L C U L A T I O N  
I S H K = S H O C K  I M P I N G M E N T  P O I N T  O N  B O D Y  C O N T O U R  S E C T I O N  
I N D E X z K - I N D E X  T O  I N C R E A S E  NUMBER OF G R I D  M E S H  P O I N T S  
N G R I D = N U M B E R  OF A D D I T I O N A L  G R I D  S P A C I N G S  
COMMAND P A R A M E T E R S  
S E T  N D I M = 2  F O R  TWO D I M E N S I O N A L  FLOW C A L C U L A T I O N S  
S E T  N D I M = 3  F O R  T H R E E  D I M E N S I O N A L  FLOW C A L C U L A T I O N S  
S E T  FOCUS=O,O F O R  E X T E R N A L  C O M P R E S S I O N  T O  F O C U S  O N  SHOCK'  
S E T  F U L U S = l . O  F O R  E X T E R N A L  C O M P R E S S I O N  T O  F O C U S  A T  T H E T A P  
S E T  N S H K = 1  FOR I S E N T R O P I C  I N T E R N A L  C O M P R E S S I O N  
S E T  N S H K  G R E A T E R  T H A N  1 9  I S H K = l t  FOR I N T E R N A L  S H O C K S  T O  R E F L E C T  
S E T  OFF=O.O F O R  O N - D E S I G N  C A L C U L A T I O N S  
S E T  O F F = l O O  F O R  O F F - D E S I G N  C A L C U L A T I O N '  
45 






































 RA   I   , 2
I  RA   ~N PI  IK  ,  
EA    
  I I   
     
AL I T   
 ) 
Q  AL I T ) 
TE    LE ) 
,J)=COEFFICIE     I  
,J)=COEFFICIE  D   I  
( D   
TERBOD    
       
 N  LD  
 ,  R=0.1-3   I  
  I TE  IGN ITION 
N  TE M I N ITION 
=   IAL   
B    I  
  D   I  
 IC ION I  
 NAL  
  ION  N   
I T INT    ION 
= -      ID  I  
 I NAL ID I  
  










   IONAL   
S=O.O  NAL ION    '
CUS=l.O  AL ION     
l  I  RNAL ION 
   , I,  NAL   T 
=O.O   









5 READ (5,400) AMO,GAM,THETC,BETAE,AMF,DELB,DELUl,ERROR,COWLA, 
ITHFTAP,START 
R~AD (5,402) FOCUS,DELP,OFF,XCOWL,YCOWL,PRINT 
READ (5,404) NDIM,M,NR,NS,NTHR,ND,ISHK,NSHK 
READ (5,406) «R(I,J),J=I,4),COWL(I),I=1,NR) 
READ (5,406) «S(I,J),J=1,4),BODY(I),I=1,NS) 
400 FORMAT (6E12.0/5E12.0) 
402 FORMAT (6E12.0) 
 
404 F O R M A T  ( 8 1 6 )  
406 F O R M A T  ( 5 E 1 2 . 0 )  
500 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 3 X 9 5 0 H C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  P R O G R A M  F O R  A I S E N T R O P I C  R A M P  I N L E  
408 F O R M A T  ( 3 E 1 2 . 0 9 1 6 )  
1 T / /  1 
1 E T / /  1 
502 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 3 X 9 5 1 H C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  P R O G R A M  F O R  A I S E N T R O P I C  S P I K E  I N L  
600 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ H A M O ~ ~ O X ~ ~ H T H E T ~ T ~ ~ X T ~ H ~ ~ , ~ ~ X ~ ~ H ~ ~ W L ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ / / ~  
602 F O R M A T  ( 2 3 X ~ l P 5 E 1 4 . 5 )  
604 FORMAT(//33X941HISENTROPIC C O M P R E S S I O N  F O C U S E S  A T  T H E T A  = l P E 1 2 . 5 / /  
1 )  
l I N G M E N T  P O I N T / / )  
606 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 8 X 9 6 2 H S H I F T  I N  C E N T E R B O D Y  C O E F F I C I E N T S  D U E  T O  S H O C K  I M P  
608 F O R M A T  ( / / 4 0 X 9 6 H D E L X  = ~ P E ~ ~ O ~ T Z X , ~ H D E L Y  = 1 P E 1 2 * 5 / / )  
610 F O R M A T (  1H1) 
S H I F T X = X C O W L - C O W L ( l )  
S H I F T Y = Y C O W L - 1 . 0 0 0  
I F  ( X C O W L  .EO. 0.0) S H I F T X = O . O  
I F  ( Y C O W L  .EO. 0 . 0 )  S H I F T Y = O . O  
R E G = 1 . 0  
D O  10 I = l r N R  
C A L L  S H I F T ( I T S H I F T X T S H I F T Y )  
10 C O N T I N U E  
DO 1 2  K=lr50 
D O  12 I=1150 
C A L L  E O U K ( K ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 1 0 . 0 )  
C A L L  E O U I ~ I ~ O ~ O T O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~  
C O N V P = ( 1 . O + ( G A M - 1 . 0 ) / 2 ~ O ~ * * ~ - G A M / ( G A M - l . O ~ ~  
SIGSO=(GAM-l.O)/(GAM+l.O) 
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2) G O  T O  14 
U C = U K  
V C = V K  
B S = B E T A K  
D E L C = T A N ( T H E T C )  
D E L S = T A N ( B S )  
GO T O  16 
14 C A L L  C S A ( B E T A E 1  
u1 =uc 
V l = V C  
D E L 1 = - 1  . O / D E L C  
I R E V = l  
12 C O N T I N U E  
C O N V D ~ ~ 1 ~ O + ~ G A M ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ / Z ~ O ~ * ~ ~ ~ l ~ O / ~ G A M ~ l ~ O ~ ~  
C A L L  P S A ( A M O I O . O T T H E T C )  
16 C A L L  O S W R ( A M O T B S )  
R E C V ( l y I R E V ) = R E C O V  
R E C V ( ~ T I R E V ) = R E C O V  
W R I T E  (61610)  
F A C T R = R E C O V * C O N V P  
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  18 
GO T O  2 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 5 0 0 )  
1 8  W R I T E  ( 6 9 5 0 2 )  
20  W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 0 0 )  
2 2  W R I T E  ( 6 7 6 0 2 )  A M O T T H E T C ~ B S T C O W L A ~ A M F  
I F  ( O F F  .EO. 0 .0 )  GO T O  26 
xcowL=cowL ( 1 )  
Y ~ O W L = R ( ~ ~ ~ ) + R ( l ~ 2 ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
24 C A L L  O U T  
D E L Q = D E L P * D E L S  
46 
lt  ) 
 IS 12.0) 
 13EI2.0,I6) 
~OO  11133 ,SO RACTERIS I  GRAM   I   E 
  /)
  111 3X,SlHCHAR I ~ GRAM   I  IK  L 
 T I )
 11130X,3HAMO,10X,5HTHETC,10X,2HBS,10X,5HCOWLA,10X,3HAMFII) 
  1 , I  
 ATII1 ,41HISENTR C I     IPE 2~511 
) 
  1128 , I  N       
11  II) 
  1140X, LX lPEI2.5,2X,6HDELY l I . 11) 
T( ) 
L-CO L l) 
=YCOWL-1. 00 
  Q. . ) =O.O 
  O.  =O.O 
G=I.0 
 l ,  
L ,SHIFTX,SHIFTY) 
 I  
  1,  
  1 ,
L QUK(K,I,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 
L OUIII,O.O, .O, .O,O.O) 
 I  
P= 1.0+(GAM-1.0)/2.0)* (-G -1.0» 
NVD=(1.0+(GAM-1.0)/2.0)**(-1.0/(GAM-1.0» 
SQ=IGAM-1.0)/IGAM+l.0) 
 IM T.     
L I MO, .O,THETC) 
(
(
   









 1 , 10) 
F IM T. )    
 ,500) 
   
  ,502) 
  ,600) 
  1 , 02) ,THETC,BS,COWLA,AMF 





C A L L  D A T U M ( S T A R 1 , D E L O )  
G U  T O  3 4  
T H E T A P = B S  
GO T O  30  
26 I F  ( F O C I J S  .GT.  0 . 0 )  GO T O  28 
28 D E L S = T A N ( T H E T A P )  
30 W R I T E  ( 6 7 6 0 4 )  T H E T A P  
K = l  
1=1 
X ( K , I ) = l . O / D E L S  
Y ( K r I ) = l . O  
C A L L  D R A G ( T H E T A P I Y ( K I I ) ~ N D )  
C A L L  S P I K E ( K ~ I T M ~ S T A R T ~ A M F ~ ~ . O I P R I N T )  
I R E F = 1  
I F  ( N S  .GT. 1 )  GO T O  32 
x s = x (  1 9  1 
Y s = Y  ( 1 7 1  ) 
D E L S P = V (  1 r l  ) / I J (  11 1 )  
XP=XS+3 .o 
R E G = - 1  . 0 
C A L L  C U R V E ( X S I Y S I D E L S P T X P ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ N S )  
N S = N S + l  
32 I F  ( N R  .GT. 1) GO T O  3 4  
X S = X ( K R E F T I R E F )  
Y S = Y ( K R E F T I R E F )  
D E L S P = T A N ( C O W L A )  
XP=XS+3 .0  
REG=1.0  
C A L L  C U R V E ( X S T Y S T D E L S P T X P T O . O T O . O , N K )  
N R = N R + l  
3 4  K R = 1  
I R = l  
REG=-1  .O 
E X T E N D = I S H K  
RODY(ISHK)=BODY(ISHK)*EXTEND 
I R E F = 1  
36 C A L L  S H A P E ( K R T I R I - ~ . O ~ O . ~ T P R I ~ T )  
I F  ( O F F  .EQ.  0.0)  GO T O  4 2  
38 C A L L  P1JT ( XCOWL T Y C O W L  1 
4 2  RODY(ISHK)=BOUY(ISHK)/EXTEND 
DELTA=COWLA-ATAN(V(KREF1IREF)/U(KREF)/U(KREF,IREF)) 
I F  ( A B S ( D E L T A 1  .LT. 0,010) DELTA=O.O 
I F  ( D E L T A  .GT .  0 . 0 )  DELTA=O.O 
I F  ( N S H K  .EO. 0 )  G O  T O  6 4  
S E T  P = O F F  
S E T Q = O F F  
GO T O  4 6  
44 S E T P = 1 . 0  
SETO=O.O 
4 6  C A L L  M A T R I X  
K R = K R E F  
I R = I R E F  
I F  ( N S H K  .GT. 1) GO TO 44 
DO 4 8  J = l , N S H K  
S I G N = ( - l . O ) * * (  J+1) 
R E G = S  I G N  
K R = K R E F  
I R = 1  
S T F R = P S I  
C A L L  SHOCK(KR~IR,DELTAISIGNTSETPTSETQ) 
47 
LL (S RT, ELO) 
U   
F US . .    
 
   
 O ( P)















 F  T. )    
( REF,









B Y(I ) ( S *EX  
L ,I ,-l.O,O. ,PRINT) 
l 
  .     
 L U (X ,YC l 
 B OY(I ) ou ( SH /EXTE O 
LTA=COWLA-ATAN(V(KREF,IREF)/U(K ,IREF)) 
 O ) T. . 10) O TA=O.O 
 LTA T.  TA=O.O 
  O. )    




L I  
 , SHK 
I N=(-l.O)**(J l
IGN 
L CK(KR,I D ,SIGN,SETP,SETQ) 
l 
D E L T A = - D E L A  
I F  ( N S H K  .GT. 1) GO T O  6 4  
I F  ( O F F  .EO. 0.0) GO T O  6 0  
I F  ( 1 S H K  .EO. 1) GO T O  5 6  
X S H K = B O D Y ( I S H K )  
Y S H K = S ( I S H K ~ 1 ) + S ( I S H K T 2 ) * X S H K + S ( I S H K ~ 3 ) * X S H K * * Z + s ( I S H K ~ 4 ) * X s H K ~ ~ 3  
4 8  C O N T I N U E  
D E L X = X ( ~ T ~ ) - X S H K  
D E L Y = Y ( l 9 l ) - Y S H K  
I F  ( A B S ( D E L X )  .GT. E R R O R )  GO T O  5 0  
I F  ( A B S ( D E L Y 1  .LT. E R R O R )  GO T O  56 
DO 5 2  I = I S H K T N S  
C A L L  S H I F T ( I T D E L X T D E L Y )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 1 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 0 6 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 0 8 )  D E L X T D E L Y  
50  REG=-1.0  
52  C O N T I N U E  
5 4  C A L L  O U T  
I F  ( D E L X  .LT. 0.0) GO T O  5 6  
GO T O  6 6  
5 6  I F  ( N T H R  .EO. 0 )  GO T O  6 4  
DO 58 J = l * N T H R  
REG=(-I.O)**(J) 
C A L L  S H A P E ( l ~ l t R E G t l . O t l . 0 )  
58 C O N T I N U E  
G O  T O  6 6  
6 0  I F  ( N T H R  .EO. 0 )  G O  T O  6 4  
K R = K  R E  F 
I R = I R E F  
R E A D  ( 5 9 4 0 8 )  ( A M T ( J ) T T H R ( J ) T A N G ( J ) T N I S ( J ) ~  J = l q N T H R )  
DO 6 2  J = l T N T H R  
C A L L  S U R F ( K R + I R , N I S ( J ) T A M T ( J ) ~ T H R ( J ) ~ A N G ( J ) T S T F R * ~ * O )  
K R = K R E F  
I R = l  
6 2  C O N T I N l J E  
C A L L  O U T  
6 6  GO T O  5 
E N D  
6 4  W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 1 0 )  
48 
TA=-DELA 
 I  
I  I  . T. )    
I  I  . O. .0)    
I  IJ  . O.     
= II ) 
S =SII ,1)+SIISHK,2)*XSHK+SIISHK,3)*XSHK**2+SIISHK,4)*XSHK**3 
I1,1)-XSHK 
=YI1,1)-YSHK 
I  I I ) ~GT. )    
I  I I ) . T. )    
 EG=-1.0 
  I I ,  
 I II,DELX,DELY) 
  
I  1 , 10) 
I  1 ,606) 
I  1 ,608) ,DELY 
   
I  I L  . T. .0)    
   
 I  I  . O. )    
  l,N  
EG=C-l.O)**(J) 
L PEI1,1,REG,1.0,1.0) 
 I  
   
 I  I  . O. )    
 
 
RE  15,4U8) I IJ),T IJ),ANGIJ),NISIJ), J=1, ) 
  l,NT  
L I ,IR,NISIJ),AMTIJ),THRIJ),ANGIJ),STFR.1.0) 
 
=1 
2 I UE 
 I  1 ,610) 
LL  
    
D 
$ I H F T C  E O U K S  L I S T , R E F , D E C K , D E B I I G  
C 
C E Q U I V A L E N C E  SUBROtJT  I N E  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  E O U K ( K R , I R , X A , Y A t U A t V A )  
COMMON AMO1GAM,THETC,DELB,DELUl,DELU,UC,VC,DELCtBS,DELS~ERROR~ 
1 O , A M , A M U , T H E T A , A , B , C , D , , E , F ? G , P R € S , D E N S , A R E A , D Y N P , C P T P S I ~  
2 X K , Y K , U K , V K , X J , Y J I U J , V J , X A , Y A , U A , V A , D E L A , B E T A K , S I G K T S I G S Q T  
3 X ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ Y ( 5 0 , 5 0 ~ , U ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ V ~ 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ B E T A ~ 5 0 ~ ~ P S I R ~ 5 0 ~ ~  
4 U ~ , V ~ , D E L ~ , D E L Y , R P R E S , R D E N S , R E C O V , E N T P , N D I M ~ K R E F T I R E F T  
5 X B ( ~ ~ ) ~ Y B ( ~ ~ ) ~ U B ( ~ O ) ~ V B ( ~ O ~ ~ P ~ ~ O ~ ~ R E C V ~ Z ~ ~ O ~ ~ F A C T R ~ I R E V T  
6 R E G , R ( 2 5 , 4 ) , S ( 2 5 , 4 ) , C O W L ( Z 5 ) , B O ~ Y ( Z 5 ) ~ N R , N S , I C O W L ~ I B O D Y  
X (  K R  7 I R  ) = X A  
Y ( K R , I R ) = Y A  
U ( K R , I R =-UA 
V ( K R , I R ) = V A  
IF ( X ( K R , I R )  OEQ. 0.0)  GO T O  10 
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K R , I R ) r Y ( K R , I R ) , U ( K R , I R ) , V ( K R , I R )  1 
10 R E T U R N  
E N D  
$ I B F T C  E O U I S  L I S T I R E F I D E C K ~ D E B U G  
C 
C E O U  I V A L  E N C  E S lJBROUT I N E  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  E O U I ( I R T X A I Y A I U A T V A )  
COMMON A M O I G A M , T H E T C , D E L B , D E L U ~ ~ D E L U , U C I V C I D E L C , B S T D E L S , E R R O R T  
1 O , A M , A M U , T H E T A , A , B T C t D , E , F I G I P R E S , D E N S ~ A R ~ A , D Y N P , C P ~ P S I ,  
2 X K I Y K , U K , V K T X J , Y J , U J I V J I X A ~ Y A , U A I V A ~ D E L A , B E T A K , S I G K , S I G S O ,  
3 X ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ Y ~ 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ U ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ V ~ 5 0 ~ 5 O ~ ~ B E T A ~ 5 0 ~ ~ P S I R ~ ~ O ~ ~  
4 ( J l , V l , D E L l , D E L Y T R P R E S 1 R D E N S , R t C O V 1 E N T P , N D I M T K R E F T I R E F T  
5 X ~ ( 5 0 ) ~ Y B ( 5 0 ~ ~ ~ J B ~ 5 0 ) ~ V 6 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ P ~ 5 0 ~ ~ R E C V ~ 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ F A C T R ~ I R E V ~  
6 R E G , R ( Z ~ , ~ ) T S ( ~ ~ , ~ ) , C O W L ( ~ ~ ) ~ R O D Y ( ~ ~ ) , N R , N S , I C O W ~ , I B O D Y  
X B (  I R ) = X A  
Y B (  I R ) = Y A  
U R (  I R ) = U A  
V 6 (  I R ) = V A  
I F  ( X B ( I R )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  10 
C A L L  CFPR(XB(IR)yYB(IR),UB(IR),VB(IR)) 
10 R E T U R N  
E N D  
49 
B  Q  IST,REF,DECK,DEBlJG 
 
  U E 
 
I  C (KR,IR,XA,YA,UA,VA} 
 O,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELUl,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 Q, ,AMU,THETA,A,B C,DrE,F,G,PR S,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
,YK,UK,VK,X ,Y ,U VJ,X ,YA,UA,VA,D L ,BETAK,SIGK,SIGSO, 
50.50},Y(50,50},U(5 ,50},V(50,50},BETA(5 },PSIR(50}, 
l, l,D l,D , P ES, DENS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
(50),YB(50},UB(50},VB(50},P(50},RECV(2,10),FACTR,IREV, 




( R,I )=VA 
F ( R,IR) .EO. )    
L (X(KR,IR),Y(KR IR),U(KR,IR) V(KR,IR» 
  
D 
R  S , , , G 
 
 C V E U E 
 
I  Q I(IR,XA,YA,UA,VA) 
 O,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELUl,DEL ,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ER OR, 
 ,AMU,THET ,A,B,C D E,F,G,PRES,DENS,ARFA,DYN ,CP,PSI, 
,YK,UK,VK,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DELA,BETAK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 
50,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50 ,V(50,5 ),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 
Ul, l, LY, P ES, ENS,RtCDV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
B(50),YB(50),UB(50),VB(50),P(50),RECV(2,10),FACTR,I V, 
(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(25),BOOY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
( )=X  
(I )=Y  
B    =
B(I )=
 ) .     




d I B F T C  C U R V E S  L I S T T R E F T D E C K T D E B U G  
C 
C R O U T I N E  FOR C A L C U L A T I N G  C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF S U R F A C E  C O N T O U R S  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  C U R V E  ( X ~ ~ Y I ~ S L P ~ ~ X Z T Y ~ ~ S L P ~ * E X P I I N D E X )  
COMMON A M O ~ G A M ~ T H E T C ~ D E L B ~ D E L U ~ ~ D E L U , U C T V C T D E L C T B S T D E L S T E R R O R T  
1 O ~ A M ~ A M U ~ T H E T A ~ A ~ B ~ C T D ~ E ~ F ~ G T P R E S T D E ~ S T A R E A ~ D Y N P T C P T P S I ~  
2 X K I Y K I U K I V K T X J ~ Y J ~ U J I V J I X A ~ Y A T U A T V A T D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S ~ T  
3 X ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ Y ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ U ( 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B E T A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
4 U ~ ~ V ~ T D E L ~ ~ D E L Y ~ R P R E S ~ R D E N S ~ R E C O V , E N T P I M D I M ~ K R E F ~ I R E F ~  
5 X ~ ( 5 0 ) ~ Y 8 ( 5 0 ) ~ U 8 ( 5 0 ) ~ ~ B ( 5 0 ) r P ( 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
6 ~ E G T R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ O W L ( ~ ~ ) T ~ O D Y ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ R ~ ~ ~ T I ~ ~ W L T ~ ~ ~ ~ Y  
Z = X Z - X 1  
I F  ( 2  o G T o  0 . 0 )  GO TO 8 
AO=O - 0  
A l = O . O  
A2=0 - 0  
A 3 = 0 . 0  
GO TO 14 
A l = S L P l  
D Y R = S L P 2  
8 A O = Y l  
I F  ( E X P  .EO. 3 . 0 )  GO TO 10 
I F  ( E X P  .EO. 2 . 0 )  GO T O  12 
A 2 = 0  - 0  
A3=0.0 
GO TO 14  
F U N 2 z D Y  R-A 1 
D E L  T A =  Z **4 
A2=(3 .O*FUNl -Z*FUN2)*Z**2 /DELTA 
A3=(Z*FUN2-2.O*FUNl)*Z/DELTA 
GO TO 14 
10 F U N l = Y Z - Y l - A l * Z  
1 2  A 2 = ( D Y R - A l ) / ( Z . O * Z )  
14 PO=AO-Al*Xl+A2*Xl**2-A3*Xl**3 
A3=0 00 
Pl=A1-2 .0*A2*X1+3.0*A3*X1**2  
P 2 = A 2 - 3 , O * A 3 * X l  
P 3 = A 3  
I F  ( R E G  .EO. -1 .0 )  GO TO 1 8  
R ( I N D E X ? l ) = P O  
R ( I N D E X r 2 ) = P l  
R (  I N D E X ? 3 ) = P 2  
R ( I N D E X r 4 ) = P 3  
C O W L (  I N D E X ) = X l  
C O W L ( I N D E X + l ! = X Z  
DO 16 J = l r 4  
R ( I N D E X + l r J ) = O . O  
16 C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 22 
1 8  S ( I N D E X r l ) = P O  
S ( I N D E X T ~ ) = P ~  
S ( I N D E X T ~ ) = P ~  
S ( I N D E X r 4 ) = P 3  
B O D Y ( I N D E X ) = X l  
R O D Y ( I N D E X + l ) = X 2  
DO 2 0  J = l r 4  
S ( I N D E X + l r d I = O . O  
2 0  C O N T I N U E  





      
 
1,Y1,SLP1,X2,Y2,SLP2 EXP,INDEX) 
 , ,THETC,DELB,DELU1,DELU,UC V ,DELC,BS,DEL ,ERROR, 
 Q,AM,AMU,THETA,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
 , K,UK,VK, J, ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DELA,BETAK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 
 (50,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50),V(50,50),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 













  Q. . )   







(3.0 NI-Z*FUN2) Z**2/DELTA 
3=( *FUN2-2.0*FUNl)*Z/DELTA 
   
 ( YR-Al)/(2.0*Z) 
O.O 




F  . . )    
( ,! )  
I , )=P1 




  I,4 
EX+l,J)=O.O 
 I  
   
8 (I ,!  
( DEX,2 )=Pl 
(INDEX,3)=P2 
(I ,  
{ l 
B  
  I,4 
+l,JI=O.O 
0 IN E 
 T RN 
 
S I B F T C  S H I F S  L I S T T R E F , D E C K T D E H I J G  
$ 1  H F T C  OUTR L I ST, R E F  9 DECK T D E B U C  
C 
C R O t J T I N E  FOR W R I T I N G  OUT T A B L E  O F  CONTOUR C O E F F I C I E N T S  
r 
51  
$I   
C 

































IBFTC  ST REF,DECK,DEBUG 
 
 UTINE  I      I  
C 
SUBROUTI NE OUT 
COMMON AMO,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELUl,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 






100 FORMAT (//45X,26HTABLE OF COWL COEFFICIENTS//) 
10Z FORMAT (//30X,ZHR1,12X,2HR2,12X,2HR3,12X,2HR4,11X,4HCGWl//) 
104 FORMAT (23X,lP5E14.5//) 
106 FORMAT 1//43X,32HTABLE OF CENTERBODY COEFFICIENTS//) 
108 FORMAT (//30X,ZHS1,12X,2HS2,12X,2HS3,12X,2HS4.10X,4HBODY//) 
WRITE (6,100) 
WR ITE (6,10Z) 
DO .1 0 I = 1 , NR 
WRITE (6,104) (R(I,K),K=1,4),COWL(I) 
10 CONTI NUE 
WRITE (6,106) 
WRITE (6,108) 
DO 12 I=l,NS 










S U B R O U T I N E  F I N D ( P O 1 N T )  
COMMON A M O ~ G A M ~ T H E T C ~ D E L B ~ U E L U ~ ~ D E L U ~ U ~ ~ V C T D E L C T B S ~ D E L S T E R R O R T  
1 Q ~ A M ~ A M U ~ T H E T A ~ A ~ B ~ C ~ D ~ E ~ F ~ G ~ P R E S T D E N S ~ A R E A T D Y N P T C P T P S I T  
2 X K ~ Y K ~ U K T V K ~ X J T Y J T U J I V J I X A T Y A ~ U A ~ V A ~ D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S ~ T  
3 X ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ U ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T B E ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
4 U ~ ~ V ~ ~ D E L ~ ~ D E L Y ~ R P R E S ~ R D E N S ~ R E C O V ~ E N T P ~ N D I M ~ K R E F ~ I R E F T  
5 X B ( ~ ~ ) ~ Y B ( ~ ~ ) ~ U ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ P ( ~ ~ ~ T R E C V ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
6 R E G ~ R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ O W L ( ~ ~ ~ T B ~ D Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ N R T ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 5 X 7 5 2 H C O W L  P O I N T  L I E S  O U T S I D E  R A N G E  O F  I N P U T  C O N T O U R S 7  
102 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 5 X v 5 2 H B O D Y  P O I N T  L I E S  O U T S I D E  R A N G E  O F  I N P U T  C O N T O U R S T  
1 X  = 1 P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
1 X  = l P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
MR=NR-1  
M S = N S - l  
I F  ( R E G  .EO. -1 .01 GO T O  18 
R E F = C O W L ( l ) - P O I N T  
I F  ( R E F  .GT.  0.0) GO T O  14 
DO 10 I = l r M R  
R E F = C O W L ( I + l ) - P O I N T  
I F  ( R E F  .GT.  0 .0 )  GO T O  12 
10 C O N T I N U E  
1 2  I F  ( R E F  .GT. 0.0) GO T O  16 
14 W R I T E  (67100)  P O I N T  
C A L L  C F P R ( O . 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0 . 0 ~ 0 . 0 )  
C A L L  E X I T  
GO TO 2 8  
1 6  I C O W L = I  
1 8  R E F = B O D Y ( l ) - P O I N T  
I F  ( R E F  .GTo 0.0) GO TO 24 
DO 20 I = l ? M S  
R E F = B O D Y ( I + l ) - P O I N T  
I F  ( R E F  .GT. 0.0) GO T O  22 
2 0  C O N T I N U E  
2 2  I F  ( R E F  o G f .  0.0) GO T O  2 6  
24  W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 0 2 )  P O I N T  
C A L L  CFPR(O.OTO~OTO.OIO.O)  
C A L L  E X I T  
26 I B O D Y = I  
2 8  R E T U R N  
E N D  
52 52 





S I  FI (P I ) 
 O, ,THETC,DElB,OEl 1,DElU,UC,VC,DElC,BS,DElS,ERROR, 
 O,AM,AMU,THETA, ,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 





  (1125X,52 COWl I  lI  I    I  URS, 
I  l I2.5/1) 
  (1125X, Y I  lI  I    I  RS, 
I  IPE12.5/1) 
R=NR-1 
S=NS-l 
I  R~ . O. 1.0t    
l(l)- I T 
I  (  . T. .0)    
  I l,  
l(I+1)-POINT 
I  (  . T. . )    
 I  
 I  (  . T. . )  T   
 I  ( ,100) I T 
ll ( .O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 
ll IT 
 I l=1 
   
 (I)-P INT 
I  ( F . T. . )    
  I I,MS 
Y(I+l)-P INT 
IF ( F . T. . )    
 I  
2 IF ( F . r. . )    
 I E ( ,102) INT 
ll PR( . , .o, .o,o.O) 
ll IT 
 I Y= I 
8 TURN 
ND 
S I B F T C  C C R A S  L I S T ~ R E F T D E C K T D E B U G  
C 
C S U B R O U T I N E  F O R  S T A R T I N G  SHOCK S O L U T I O N  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  C C R A ( K Q T I Q T X P T Y P T U P T V P T A N G L E T : S I G N )  
COMMON A M O T G A M T T H E T C T D E L B ~ D E L U l ~ D E L U ~ U C ~ V C ~ D E L C ~ B S t D E L S ~ E R R O R ~  
1 O ~ A M ~ A M U I T H E T A I A ~ B ~ C T D T E T F T G T P R E S T D E N S T A R E A T D Y N P T C P T P S I T  
2 X K ~ Y K ~ U K I V K ~ X J ~ Y J T U J I V J I X A I Y A I U A I V A I D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K I S I G S ~ T  
3 X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ U ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ B E T A ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
4 U ~ ~ V ~ ~ U ~ L ~ ~ D E L Y T R P R E S ~ R D E N S T R E C O V ~ E N T P ~ N D I M T K R E F T I R E F T  
5 XB ( 50  7 Y B  ( 50 T U B  ( 5 0  T V B  ( 50) r P  ( 50 T R E C V  ( 2 9 10) T F A C T R  t I R E V t  
6 R ~ G ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ C O H L ( ~ ~ ) ~ B O D V ( ~ ~ ) T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ R ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 9 X 7 4 7 H U N A B L E  TO O B T A I N  C O N V E R G E N C E  I N  S U B R O U T I N E  C C R A / /  
1) 
1) 
102 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X ~ ~ H X R E F ~ ~ O X ~ ~ H Y R E F ~ ~ O X ~ ~ H A M R ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Q R E F ~ ~ X T ~ H T H E T A R / /  
104 F O R M A T  ( 2 8 X i l P 5 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
X R E F = X P  
Y R E F = Y  P 
D E L T A = A N G L E  
C A L L  C F P R ( X P T Y P T U P T V P )  
AMP=AM 
T H E T A P = T H E T A  
O R E F = O  
I T E R = O  
10 T E S T = O R E F  
I T E R = I T E R + l  
UREF=IJK  
V R E F = V K  
X J = X K  
Y J = Y K  
U J = U K  
V J = V K  
CALL  P S A ( A M P , T H E T A P , D E L T A )  
12 C A L L  C C R E ( X R E F T Y R E F T U R E F T V R E F T S I G N )  
I F  ( A R S ( A N G L E 1  .LT.  0.001) GO TO 22 
14 C A L L  C C R E ( X R E F T Y R E F ~ U R E F T V R E F T - S I G N )  
XQ=XK 
YO=YK 
T A N Q = V K / U K  
D U = ( U J - U ( K Q v I O ) )  
D X = ( X J - X ( K O T I O )  1 
D Y = ( Y J - Y ( K Q t I O ) )  
D S = S Q R T ( D X * * 2 + D Y * * 2 )  
D U D S = D U / D S  
D E L P = X O - X ( K Q r I Q )  
D E L Q = Y Q - Y ( K Q r I Q )  
U Q = U ( K O T I O ) + D U D S * D E L R  
DELR=SQRT(DELP**2+DELQ**2 )  
V Q = T A N O * U Q  
X R E F = X P  
Y R E F = Y P  
U R F F = U K  
V R E F = V K  
Q R E F = O  
D k L T A = T H E T A - T H E T A P  
I F  ( A B S ( D E L T A 1  .LT.  E R R O R )  DELTA=O.O 
16 C A L L  C C R C ( X J T Y J T U J T V J T X Q T Y Q T U Q T V O T S I G N )  
18 C A L L  C F P R ( X R E F T Y R E F T U R E F ~ V R E F )  
I F  ( I T E R  .LT.  2 5 )  GO T O  20  
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I   I ,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
 
 I   I   I  
 
I  (KQ,I , , ,UP,VP,ANGLE,SIGN) 
 , , HETC,DELB,DELUl,DELU,UC,VC,DEL ,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 Q, , , ,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PS I, 
 , ,UK,V ,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,Y ,U ,V ,OELA,BE AK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 
 (50,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50),V(50,50),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 
 l,Vl,UtLl,DELY,RPRES,RO NS, ECOV,ENTP,NOIM,KREF,IREF, 
 B(50), B(50), ( ),V ( ),P(50),RECV(2,10),FACT ,IRE , 
 EG,R(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(251,BOOY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IB OY 
  ,47HlJ   I     / 
1 
  / 32X,4HXREF,10X,4HYREF,10X,3HAMR,11X,4HQREF,9X,6HTHETAR// 
1 









 Q  
l 
LL A ~THETAP,OELTAI 
l  
 





F B ( ) T. . 1    




( J- ( Q,IQI I 
O ( - ( Q,IQI) 
( J- ( ,IQI I 
( X *2+DY**2) 
/  
Q- (KQ,IQI 
- ( Q,I ) 
P *2+DELQ *2) 
( Q,IQ)+D O  
Q  





18 ALL PR(X EF,YREF,UREF,VREF) 
=Q 
tLT - P 
IF (A (OELTA) . . ROR) =O.O 
IF (ITER . . 5) O TO 0 
53 
W R I T E  (6,100) 
W R I T E  (6,102) 
C A L L  C F P R ( X R E F T Y R E F T U R E F , V R E F )  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 0 4 )  X R E F T Y R E F T A M T O I T H E T A  
C A L L  E X I T  
20  I F  ( A R S ( T E S T - O R E F 1  ,.GT. E R R O R * O R E F )  GO TO 10 
2 2  X K = X R E F  
Y K = Y R E F  
UK=UR E F 
V K = V R E F  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
B I R F T C  C C R R S  L I S T T R E F T D E C K T D E B U G  
I, 
c S U B R O U T I N E  F O R  C A L C U L A T I N G  SHOCK S O L U T I O N  
c 
S U B R O U T I N E  C C R B ( K Q , I O ~ X P T Y P , U P T V P T A N G L E , S I G N )  
COMMON A M O , G A M , T H E T C , D E L B T D E L U ~ T D E L U , U C , V C T D E L C T ~ S T D E L S T E R R O R ?  
1 O I A M I A M U I T H E T A I A I B I C T D T E T F T G T P R E S T D E N S T A R E A T ~ Y N P T C P T ~ S I T  
2 X K T Y K T U K I V K T X J , Y J I U J I V J I X A I Y A I U A I V A I D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S Q T  
3 5 0 9 5 0 )  TY ( 5 0 9 5 0 )  TU( 501 50) r V  ( 5 0 9  5 0 )  9 B E T A (  5 0 )  7 PS I R  ( 5 0 )  9 
4 U ~ T V ~ T D E L ~ T D F L Y ~ R P R E S ~ R D E N S T R E C O V T E N T P T N D I M ~ K R E F , I R E F ~  
5 X R ( ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ U B ( ~ ~ ) ~ V B ( ~ O ) ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
6 R E G , R ( ~ ~ , ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ T ~ ) T C O W L ( ~ ~ ) T B O D Y ( Z ~ ) ~ " T N S T I C O W L T I B O D Y  




102 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X ~ ~ H X R E F ~ ~ O X ~ ~ H Y R E F T ~ O X ~ ~ H A M R T ~ ~ X , ~ H ~ R E F ~ ~ X T ~ H T H E T A R / /  
104 F O R M A T  ( 2 8 X ~ l P 5 E 1 4 0 5 / / )  
X R E F = X P  
Y R E F = Y  P 
I P = I Q  
D E L T A = A N G L E  
A M P = A M  
T H E T A P = T H E T A  
O R E F = O  
I T E R = O  
10 T E S T = O R E F  
I T E R = I T E R + l  
IJR E F= IJK 
V R E F = V K  
S L O P E = S I G N * B  
C A L L  C F P R ( X P T Y P T U P V V P )  
C A L L  P S A ( A M P T T H E T A P T D E L T A )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X R E F T S I G N * Y R E F , U R E F T S I G N * V R E F )  
1 2  C A L L  C C R C ( X R E F T Y R E F T U R E F I V R E F I X ( K O I I Q ) r Y ( K Q I I ~ ) , u ( K ~ T I Q ) t  
1 V ( K B T I O ) T S I G N )  
XJ=XK 
Y J = Y K  
U J = U K  
V J = V K  
I F  ( A B S ( A N G L E 1  o L T o  0.001) GO TO 22 
I F  ( ( X J - X R E F )  . L T o  0.0) GO TO 2 2  
54 4 
   , 100 ) 
 ,102) 
 ( REF, F, , ) 
 , ) REF, EF, ,Q, ETA 
  






$IB  B  ,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
c 
C I     I N 
C 
 (KQ,IQ, P, P, P, , , I N) 
 O, AM,THETC,DELB,DELUl, , C, C, ,B ,DEL ,ER OR, 
 Q, , U,THETA,A,B,C, , ,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
, , , , J J, , , , ,UA,VA,DELA,BETAK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 
XI50, , ,50),U ,50),V(50,50),BET ( , ,
 l,Vl,DELl,DfLY,RPRES, DENS,RECOV, NTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
 B(50),YBI50),UB(50),VB(50),P(50),RECV(2,10),FACTR,IREV, 
 ,R(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(25),BODY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
  ABLE  IN  N I E / 
1) 
  //34X,4HXREF,10X,4HYREF,10X,3HAMR,11X,4HQREF,9X,6HTHETAR// 
1) 









 Q  
LL ( ,THETAP,DELTA) 
LJ =LJK 
=  
LL , I REF, REF, *VREF) 
I  
2 LL ,Y ,UREF,VREF,X(KQ, Q),Y(KQ, Q),U( Q,I ). 
 ( Q,IQ),SIGN) 
 
=Y  
LJ =LJ  
=V  
IF ( (A ) .L . )   2 
IF «XJ- ) . . )   2 





R E F = X ( K O y I P ) - X O  
I F  ( R E F  .GE. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  16 
I P = I P + l  
GO T O  14 
X R E F = X P  
Y R E F = Y P  
U R E F = I J K  
V K E F = V K  
O R E F = O  
D E L T A z T H E T A - T H E T A P  
I F  ( A B S ( D E L T A 1  .LT. E R R O R )  DELTA=O.O 
I F  ( I T E R  .LT. 100) GO T O  2 0  
16 C A L L  C C R C ( X J T Y J T U J , V J T X O T Y O T U O T V O T S I G N )  
1 8  C A L L  C F P R ( X R E F T Y R E F T U R E F T V R E F )  
W R I T E  (6,100) 
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 0 2 )  
C A L L  CFPR(XREF,YREF,UREF,VREF)  
W R I T E  (6 ,104)  X R E F T Y R E F T A M T O I T H E T A  
C A L L  O U T  
C A L L  E X I T  
C A L L  C F P R ( O ~ O - O ~ O T O ~ O ~ O ~ O )  
20 I F  ( A B S ( T E S T - O R E F )  .GT. E R R O R * Q R E F )  GO T O  10 
22 X K = X R E F  
Y K = Y R E F  
IJK=URE F 
V K = V R E F  
R E T l J R N  
E N D  
$ I B F T C  C C R C S  L I S T I R E F I D E C K T D E B U G  
C CONIC C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  R O U T I N E  C 
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  C C R C ( X ~ , Y ~ T U ~ T V ~ ~ X ~ , Y ~ T ~ ~ T ~ ~ T ~ I G N )  
COMMON A M O , G A M , T H E T C , D E L B , D E L U ~ T ~ E L U T U C , V C T D E L C T B S T ~ E L S T E R R O R T  
1 O T A M , A M ~ J T T H E T A , A T ~ ~ , C T D T E T F , G ~ P R E S T D E N S , A R E A , D Y N P ~ C P ~ P S I T  
2 X K , Y K T U K T V K , X J T Y J T U J I V J I X A T Y A T U A , V A T D E L A , B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S ~ T  
3 X ( ~ ~ , ~ ~ ) ~ Y ( ~ ~ , ~ ~ ) ~ U ( ~ O ~ ~ O ) T V ( ~ O , ~ O ) T B E T A ( ~ O ) T P S I R ( ~ O ) T  
4 U ~ , V ~ T D E L ~ , D E L Y , R P R E S ~ R D E N S T R E C O V , E N T P T N D I M , K R E F T I R E F ~  
5 X B ( ~ O ) , Y B ( ~ O ) ~ U B ( ~ O ) ~ V B ( ~ ~ ) ~ P ( ~ O ) T R E C V ( ~ T ~ O ) T F A C T R T I R E V T  
6 R E G , R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) , S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) , C O W L ( ~ ~ ) T B ~ D Y ( Z ~ ) , N R T N S , I C O W L T I B O D Y  
1)  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 9 X 9 4 7 H U N A B L E  T O  O B T A I N  C O N V E R G E N C E  I N  S U B R O U T I N E  C C R C / /  
I T E R = O  
X I = X 2  
Y I = S I G N * Y 2  
IJ I =IJ2  
V I = S I G N * V 2  
X F = X 3  
Y F = S I G N * Y 3  
UF=U3 
V F = S I G N * V 3  
55 






I  (  .GE. . ) G  T  16 
I I l 
 T   





18 C LL FP ( EF, EF,U EF,VREF) 
QREF=Q 
=THETA-THETAP 
I  ( ( ) . T. ) ELTA=O.O 
I  (I  . T. )  T   
RITE (6,100) 
ITE ( , ) 
 (XREF,YREF,UREF,VREF) 
I  ( , ) EF, REF, M,Q,THETA 
ll  
L FPR(O.O .O,O.O, .O) 
L EX IT 
 I  ( ( -Q EF) . T. * )  T   






$I FT  CCRCS LIST, EF,DECK,DEBUG 
c 
 IC ISTIC TINE  
C 
SUBROUTINE CRC(X2,Y2,U2,V2,X3,Y3,U3,V3,SIGN) 
OM ON , , , , l,DEL ,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERRO , 
1 Q,AM, U, HETA,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,D NS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 









I IGN*  
UI=U2 
VI IGN*  
XF=X3 




8 C A L L  C F P R  ( X I T Y I T U I T V I )  
A I  = A 
B I  = f3 
D I  = D 
E 1  = E 
F I  = F 
GI = G 
O I = O  
C A L L  C F P K ( X F 9 Y F 9 U F v V F )  
AJ  = A 
R J  = 0 
D J  = D 
E J  = E 
FJ = F 
G J  = G 
Q J = O  
A K  = . 5 * ( A I  + A J )  
B K  = .5*(BI + R J )  
D K  = . 5 * ( D I  + O J )  
E K  = . 5 * ( E I  + E J )  
F K  = . 5 + ( F I  + F J )  
O K =  . 5 * ( Q I + O J )  
A = .5 + ( A I  + A K )  
R = .5 * ( H J  + B K )  
D = .5 * (DI + D K )  
E = .5 * ( E J  + E K )  
F = .5 * ( F I  + F K )  
G = .5 * ( G J  + G K )  
GK = .5*(GI + G.1) 
10 I T E R = l + I T E R  
X K =  ((YF-YI)+A*XI-R*XF)/(A-H) 
Y K =  Y F + B * ( X K - X F )  
V K =  ( ( U F - U I ) + D + V I - E * V F + G * ( X K - X F ) - F *  ( X K - X I ) ) k ( D - E )  
IJK= U F + E * ( V K - V F ) + G * ( X K - X F )  
T E S T = O K  
C A L L  C F P R  ( XK  9 ‘IK t l J K  r V K  1 
A K  = A 
H K  = B 
DK = I) 
E K  = E 
F K  = F 
GK = G 
QK=Q 
I F  ( I T E R  .LT. 2 5 )  GO T O  12  
W R I T E  (69100) 
C A L L  C F P R ( O . O T O . O ~ O . O T O ~ O )  
12  I F  ( A B S ( T E S T - O K )  .GT. E R R O R * O K )  GO T O  10 
XK=XK 
Y K = S I G N * Y K  
UK=UK 
V K =  S I GF\I*VK 
14 R E T U R N  




CAL  FPR ( ,YI,UI,VI) 
I 
I  B










   
J   
O =  
  . I  I 
K  .5 I  B
OK  01 ) 
K  I 
K  * I ) 
K  5 I .11 
 U)f+OJ) 
I  
 .  * A I ) 
8  .  * BJ ) 
0 .  *  01 O ) 
  .  * J ) 
  .  *    ) 
  .  * J ) 
«Y I *XI-B*XF)/(A-8) 
 *(XK-XF) 
 « I)+O*VI-E*VF+G*( K-XF)-F* 
U  *(VK-VF)+G*(XK-XF) 
Q
L  
   
B    
O  [
  
   
   
O O 
,Y ,U , ) 
  T.     
 ,100) 
 PR(O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 
   -  I  ) /' ( 0-E ) 




= GI\I*  
  
 
S I R F T C  C C R E S  L I S T ~ R E F T D E B U G  
C 
C C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  R O U T I N E  F U K  A C U R V E D  S U R F A C E  
C 
S l J B R O U T  I N E  C C R E  ( X 3  r Y 3  r U 3 r V 3  r S  I G N )  
COMMON AMO,GAM,THETC T D E L B T  D E L l J l  9 D E L I I T I J C ,  V C ~ D E L C T B S I  D E L S I  E R R O R ?  
1 Q , A M ~ A M U T T H E T A I A ~ B , C ~ D , E T F , G T P R E S , D E N S , A R E A T D Y N P , C P , P S I ,  
2 X K ~ Y K ~ U K I V K , X J ~ Y J I U J , V J , X A , Y A , U A T V A , D E L A , B E T A K , S I G K , S I G S ~ ,  
3 X(50r50)~Y(50r50)rlJ(50r50)tV(50,50),6ETA(50)tPSIR(50), 
4 I J ~ , V ~ , D E L ~ , D E L Y , R P R E S ~ R D E N S ~ R E C O V ~ E N T P ~ N ~ I M ~ K R E F T I R E F T  
5 X B ( ~ O ) ~ Y B ( ~ O ) ~ I J R ( ~ O ) , V B ( ~ O ) ~ P ( ~ O ) ~ R E C V ( ~ ~ ~ O ) ~ F A C T R ~ I R E V T  
6 R E G , R ( ~ ~ , ~ ) , S ( ~ ~ , ~ ) , C O W L ( ~ ~ ) , ~ ~ D Y ( ~ ~ ) ~ ” , N S , ~ C O W L T I B O D Y  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 9 X ? 3 8 H I M P R O P E R  C A L C U L A T I O N  P E R F O R M E D  I N  C C R E / / )  
102 F O R M A T  (//22X,2HP1,12X,2HP2~l2x~2HP3,l2x~2HP4~l2x~2HP5~l2x,2HP6//) 
104 F O R M A T  ( 1 5 X , l P 6 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
106 F O R M A T  ( / / 4 R X , 7 H P O I N T  = 1 P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
108 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 9 X 1 4 7 H U N A R L E  T O  O B T A I N  C O N V E R G E N C E  I N  S U B R O U T I N E  C C R E / /  
1 )  
I T E R = O  
X R E F = X 3  
x c = x 3  
Y C = S I G N + Y 3  
U C = U 3  
VC = S I G N * V 3  
A K = A  
D K = D  
F K = F  
A R E F = A K  
IJR E F = I K  
V R E F = V C  
Q R E F = O  
P O I  N T = X 3  
10 I T E R = l + I T E R  
C A L L  F I N D ( X R E F 1  
C A L L  C F P R ( X C , Y C ? U C , V C )  
I F  ( R E G  .GT. 0.0)  GO T O  1 2  
A O = S I G N * S ( I B O D Y ? l )  
A l = S I G N * S ( I B O D Y , 2 )  
A ~ = S I G N * S ( I B O D Y T ~ )  
A3=SIGM*S(IRODY,4) 
GO T O  14 
l i  A O = S I G N * R ( I C O W L ? l )  
A 1  = S  I GN*R ( ICOWL 92 ) 
A Z = S I G N * R ( I C O W L * 3 )  
A 3 = S I G N * R ( I C O W L , 4 )  
14 B O = A O - Y C + A R E F * X C  
B l x A l - A R E F  
M=O 
Jz281-1 
K = 2 * 1  
P ( J ) = P ( J ) - P O I N T  
M=M+1 
P S  I R  ( M  1 = P  ( J  1 
16 C O N T I N l J E  
XM I N =  10.0 
I F  ( M  .GT. 0 )  GO T O  1 8  
C A L L  R O O T ~ ( A ~ , A ~ T B ~ ~ B O )  
D O  16 1 ~ 1 ~ 3  
I F  ( A B S ( P ( K 1 )  .GT. E R R O R )  GO T O  16  
W R I T E  (6~100) 
57 
B   lIST,REF,DEBUG 
 
 CTE I I  I  M    
 
U TI  RE(X3,Y3, 3, , I  
 MO,GAM, HE C,DElB,DElUl,DELIJ,UC,VC,DElC, S, l ,ER ,
 , U,THETA,A,B, , , ~ G, , P, , 
 , , , K,XJ, J, , , , , A, A,DEl , ETAK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 




 11139X, I P P     II) 
  1122X,2HP1,12X,2HP2,12X,2HP3,12X,2HP4,12X,2HP5,12X,2H P611) 
  115X,IP6E14.511) 
  1114AX,7HPOINT l I .511) 
 1139X,47 UNABlE  I     II 
1) 
T
XC X  
*V  






 R= 1  I  
ll OI I 
F I  T.     
I *S IBODV,I) 
l *S(IBOOY,2) 
2 SIGN*SIIBODV,3) 
I N*S( B Y,4)
   
1£ ( L,1) 
R I L, ) 





  =1,3 
= *I-
I
) I )-  
IF ( I )) . T. )   6 
l 
) ) 
1  I UE 
IN=10.0 
IF (M . T. ) O  8 
ITE (6,100) 
7 
W R I T E  (69106) P O I N T  
W R I T E  (69102) 
W R I T E  (69104) ( P ( I ) r I = l t 6 )  
C A L L  C F P R ( O ~ O T O ~ O ~ O ~ O T O ~ O )  
C A L L  E X I T  
D I S T = A R S ( P S I R ( I ) )  
1 8  DO 20 I = l t M  
X M I N = A M I N l ( X M I N 9 D I S T )  
DO 2 2  I=l,M 
20 C O N T I N U E  
D I S T = A B S ( P S I P ( I ) )  
I F  ( D I S T  .EOo X M I N )  GO T O  24 
22 C O N T I N I J E  
24 X R E F = P S I R ( I ) + P O I N T  
Y R E F = A O + A l * X R E F + A 2 * X R E F * * 2 + A 3 * X R E F * * 3  
T E S T = O  
D R E F = 0 . 5 * ( D K + U )  
F R E F = O 0 5 * ( F K + F )  
S L O P E = A l + Z . O * A 2 * X R E F + 3 . O * A 3 * X R E F * * 2  
U R E F = ( U C - D R E F * V C + F R E F * ( X R E F - X C ) ) / ( l . O - D R E F * S L O P E )  
V R E F= U K  E F * S  L O P E  
Q R E f = O  
A R E F = O 0 5 * ( A K + A )  
I F  ( I T E R  .LT .  2 5 )  GO T O  2 5  
C A L L  C F P R ( X R E F I Y R E F T ~ I R E F T V R E F )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X R E F ~ Y R E F I U R E F T V R E F )  
W R I T E  (61108) 
C A L L  C F P R ( O . O T O . O T O . O T O ~ O )  
2 5  I F  ( A B S ( T E S T - O R E F )  .GT. E R R O R * O R E F )  GO T O  10 
X K = X R E F  
Y K = S I G N * Y R E F  
[JK =UR E F 
V K = S I G N * V R E F  
26 R E T U R N  
E N D  
$ I  H F T C  M A T R  I X L I S T I R E F T D E C K T D E H U G  
C M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  S U B R O U T I N E  
58 
 ,106)  
 ,102) 
 ,104) , I,
 R(O.O, .O,O. ,O.O) 
  
 00  I,  
OI ( I» 
I =AMINl(XMIN,OIS ) 
  
 I  
OI S( R » 
 O ST .     
  UE 
EF=PSI (I)  
EF=AO+Al*XREF+A2*XREF**2+A3*XREF**3 






LJR F S  
L I ,Y , ,VREF) 
F (,) 
EF=0. I +A) 
 lI  T. )    
 1 ,108) 
L PR(O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 






SIRFTC X I , , , BUG 
C 










00 12 K=I,50 
DO 10 1=1,50 
IF II .LE. K) GO TO 10 
CALL EQUKIK,I,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 
10 CONTINUE 
12 C O N T I N U E  
DU 16 K = 1 , 5 0  
DO 14 I = 1 ~ 5 0  
I F  ( I  .EO. K )  GO T O  16 
C A L L  E O U K (  I T K I X ( K T I  ) T Y ( K T I ) T U ( K T I  ) T V ( K T I ' )  1 
14 C O N T I N U E  
16 C O N T I N U E  
D O  20 I = l r 5 0  
D O  1 8  K = 1 , 5 0  
C A L L  E Q U K ( K ~ I i 0 . 0 ~ 0 . 0 ~ 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 )  
I F  ( K  .LE. I )  GO T O  1fl 
18 C O N T I N t J E  
20 C O N T I N U E  
R E T U R N  




C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K T I ) T Y ( K I I ) T U ( K , I ) ~ V ( K ~ I ) )  
P R H O = P R E S * F A C T R  
T H E T A R = T H E T A  
F A C T A = ( G A M - 1 . 0 ) / 2 . 0  
F A C T B = ( G A M + l , O ) / Z . O  
E X P = - ( G A M - l . O ) / G A M  
CONVP=(l.O+FACTA)**(l.O/EXP) 
R A V E = F A C T R / C O N V P  
K S I G N = S I G N  
K R E V = ( 3 + K S I G N ) / 2  
R A T I O = R A V E / R E C V ( K R E V T I R E V )  
I F  ( A B S ( R A T I 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 )  .LE. E R R O R )  GO T O  14 
P R H = ( P R H O / R A V E ) * R A T I O  
AMRSO=((PRH)**EXP-l.O)/FbCTA 
Q R S O = F A C T B * A M R S O / ( l . O + F A C T A * A M R S Q )  
O R = S O R T ( O R S Q )  
IJR=CJR*COS ( T H E T A R  
V R = O R * S I N ( T H E T A R )  
I F  ( I  .LT. K )  GO T O  14 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
C A L L  EOUK ( K T  I T X ( K  T I ) Y ( K T  I 1 TURIVR 1 
C A L L  E O U I ( I T X R ( I ) T Y B ( I ) , U R T V R )  
59 
 I  
  =1,50 
u   1 ,50 
 I O. )    
L UK(I,K,X(K,I), (K,I), ( ,I), ,f) 
  
 I  
  1 1,  
 R =1,50 
  E. )   A
L OUK(K,I~O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 




$IBFTC CORP LIST,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
C 




















E/ I E ,  




U O COSI ) 
( R) 
LL UK(K,I, IK,I ,Y( ,I),lJR, R) 
F II . T. )    




$ I B F T C  R O O T E  L I S T T K E F T D E C K T D E R I J G  
L 
C D E T E R M I N A T I O N  O F  T H E  R O O T S  O F  A C U B I C  E Q U A T I O N  
60 
S  ,I< ,DECK,DEBUG 
C











100 FORMAT 11143X,39HIMPROPER IMPUT DATA TO SUBROUTINE ROOT311) 
102 FORMAT (1/42X,2Hl1,12X,2Hl2,12X,2Hl3,12X,2Hl411) 
104 FORMAT (34X,lP4E14.511) 









IF (CHECK .GT. ERROR) G~ TO 8 
TEST=O.O 
R CALL ROOTN(TEST,O.0,2) 
TESTR=P(1) 
TESTI=P(2) 
DO lR 1=1,2 




IF (TEST .GT. 0.0) GO TO 12 







GO TO 20 
12 J=2*I-l 
K=2*I 
DO 14 L=1,3 
M=2*L-l 
N=2*L 





20 CALL ROOTN(-3.0,O.O,2) 





R E T  I ( J  ) = A U G  ( 1 ) -AIJG ( 3 )  
R E T I ( K ) = A U G ( 2 ) - A U G ( 4 )  
R G ( J ) = P ( l )  
R G ( K ) = P ( 2 )  
2 2  C O N T I N U E  
DO 2 4  I = l r 3  
J=2*  1-1 
K = 2 * J  
D E L l = ( I - 1 )  
24 C O N T I N I J E  
GO T O  38 
26 I F  ( A B S ( Z 2 )  .LT.  0.00001) GO T O  32 
R 3 = Z 3 /  ( 2 .O+Z2 
R 4 = Z 4 /  2 2  
T E S T = R 3 * * 2 - R 4  
C A L L  R O O T N ( T E S T T O . O T ~ )  
D O  2 8  1 = 1 9 2  
J=2*1-1  
K = 2 * 1  
R G ( J ) = P ( J )  
R G ( K ) = P ( K )  
28  C O N T I N U E  
DO 30 1 ~ 1 7 3  
J = 2 *  1-1 
K = 2 *  I 
S I G N = ( - l ) * * ( I + l )  
D E L 1 = (  1-1 1 
D E L 2 = (  1-2 1 
P(J)=DELTA*(-R3+SIGN*RG(l)) 
D E L T A = l . O - D E L l * D E L 2 / 2 o O  
P ( K ) = D E L T A * S I G N * R G ( 2  1 
30 C O N T I N U E  
GO T O  3 8  
32  I F  ( Z 4 . E O .  0 . 0 )  G13 T O  3 6  
DO 3 4  I = l r 3  
J=2* 1-1 
K = 2 * I  
D E L l = ( I - l )  
D E L 2 = ( 1 - 2 )  
P ( J ) = - D E L T A * ( Z 4 / Z 3 )  
P (  K)=O.O 
34 C O N T I N I J E  
GO T O  3 8  
DELTA=l.O-DELl+DELl*DEL2/2oO 
36 W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 2 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 4 )  Z ~ T Z ~ T L ~ ~ Z ~  
C A L L  O U T  
C A L L  E X I T  
3 8  R E T U R N  
E N D  
61 




22 C I  
DO 24 1=1,  
J 2* -1 
=2*J 
E l= (1-1) 





24 I U  
  3R 




 TNITES ,0.0,2) 




I ) I ) 
28 I  
  =1,3 
I-  
2*I 
i =I-1) *II+1) 
l  1 - ) 
2=II-2) 
TA=1.0-DEL1*DEL2/2.0 
IJ)=D *I- 3+SI N*RGl1)) 
I ) A*SIGN*RGI2) 
 I E 
U T  3Fl 
32 IF I 4.EQ. . ) O   








34 I UE 
O TO 3R 
36 ITE ( ,10 ) 
ITE 1 , ) 
ITE 1 ,104) 1,Z2,L3,Z4 
CAL  OUT 





SIRFTC ROOTI LIST,REF,D~CK,DEBUG 
C 














IF (TEST .EO. 0.0) GO TO 16 
AMAG=TEST*;~EXP 




GO TO 12 








IF (A .GT. 0.0) GO TO 11 
AUG=PI-SIGNB*ANGLE 
GO TO 1;:' 
11 AlJG=(1.0-SIGNB)*PI+SIGNB*ANGLE 








GO TO 20 








S I B F T C  C S A R  L I S T I R E F I D E C K V D E B U G  
C S U B R O U T I N E  F O R  C A L C U L A T I N G  C O N I C  S H O C K  A N G L E  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  C S A ( 6 E T A E )  
COMMON A M O , G A M , T H E T C , D E L B , D E L U l , D E L J , J C , V C , D E L C T B S T D E L S , E R R O R t  
1 O , A M , A M U , T H E T A I A , B , C , D I E I F I G I P R E S I D E N S I A ~ € A , D Y N P , C P , P S I ,  
2 X K , Y K , U K , V K , X J , Y J , U J , V J T X A T Y A , U A T V A , D E L A T B E T A K , S I G K T S I G S ~ T  
3 X ( ~ ~ ~ ~ O ) , Y ( ~ O ~ ~ O ) , U ( ~ O T ~ O ) , V ( ~ O , ~ O ) T B E T A ( ~ O ) T P S I R ( ~ O ) ,  
4 U 1 , V l ~ D E L l ~ D E L Y ~ R P R E S ~ R D E N S ~ R E C O V ~ E ~ T P ~ N D I M ~ K R E F ~ I R E F ~  
5 X B ( ~ ~ ) ~ Y B ( ~ ~ ~ ~ U B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V B ~ ~ O ~ ~ P ~ ~ O ~ ~ R E C V ~ Z ~ ~ O ~ ~ F A C T R T I R E V ~  
6 R E G , R ( ~ ~ , ~ ) , S ( ~ ~ , ~ ) T C O W L ( Z ~ ) T B O D Y ( Z ~ ) , N R , N S T I C O W L , I B O D Y  
D I M E N S I O N  U U ( ~ ) , V V ( ~ ) T D E L ( ~ ) , A B E T A ( ~ ) , T E S T ( ~ ) , D B T ( ~ )  
SIGSO=(GAM-l.O)/(GAM+loO) 
O O = S O R T ( A M O * * 2 / ( l . O + S I G S ~ * ~ A M O * * Z - l . O ) ) ~  
D E L C = T A N ( T H E T C )  
10 DO 12 1 ~ 1 9 3  
S I GN= 1-2 
A B E T A ( I ) = B E T A E + S I G N * O E L H  
~ l l = ( 1 . 0 - S I G S 0 ) ~ 0 O * C f l S ~ A f l E T A ~ I ~ ~ ~ * 2 + 1 . 0 / ~ ~  
V1=(00-Ul)*COS(AHETA(I))/SIN(ABETA(I)) 
D E L l = V 1 / ( ( 1 1 - 0 0 )  
C A L L  C F F ( l . O , D E L C )  
IJU ( I 1 =IJA 
V V (  I ) = V A  
D E L  ( I = D E L A  
T E S T ( I ) = A B S ( V V ( I ) / U U ( I ) ) - A H S ( D E L C )  
I F  ( A R S ( T E S T ( 1 ) )  .LT .  E R R O R ; : A B S ( D E L C ) )  GO T O  16  
I F  ( A B S ( D E L B 1  .EO. 0.0)  GO T O  16 
12  C O N T I N U E  
D O  14 I = l t 2  
D B T ( I ) = ( A B E T A ( I + l ) - A B E T A ( I ) ) / ( T E S T ( I + l ) - T ~ S T ( I ) )  
14 C O N T I N U E  
D B D T = ( D B T ( l ) + D R T ( Z ) ) / Z . ~  
D E L T l = T E S T ( 3 ) - T E S T ( l )  
D E L T Z = T E S T ( 3 ) - T E S T ( 2 )  
D Z B D T Z = ( ( A B E T A ( 3 ) - A B E T A ( Z ) ) - D B D T * D E L T Z ) / ( D E L T l * D E L T Z )  
D E L B = - D B D T * T E S T ( 2 ) + D Z B D T Z * : T E S T ( l ) * T E S T ( Z )  
G O  T O  10 
R E T A E = B E T A E + Z . O * D E L B  
16 OC=SORT(CJtJ (  I ) : * * Z + V V ( I  )**2) 
U C = O C W O S  ( T H E T C  1 
V C = O C : k S I N ( T H E T C )  
U 1  =(JC 
V l = V C  
D E L  1=-1 . O / D E L C  
R S = A B E T A ( I )  
D E L S = T A N ( B S )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
63 
$I T   IST,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
C 
   I G    
 
INE IB ) 
 O,GAM,THETC,OELB,DELU1,OELU,UC,VC,OELC,BS,D LS,E ROR, 
 Q ,AMU,THET A B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP PSI, 
 , K,UK,VK,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,OELA,BETAK,SIGK, IGSQ, 
I50,50),YI50,50),UI50 50),VI50,50),BETAI50),PSIRI50), 







   =1,3 
=I-  
II) E+SI *DELB 
lJl=( 1.0-SIG O)*OO*COS(ABETAI I) )**2+1.0/00 
l OO- I ) I B I I) )/ I TA  I ) 





I  )= I  I )/UUI I) )-ABSIDELC) 
F I B I S II T. R* BSIOELC))    
 I IO ) O.     
  
 1=1,2 
II) I BETA I+I)-ABETAII))/(TESTII+I)-TESTII)) 








 Q =SORTIUUII) *2+ V(I) )
';'C  I  I
=OC'~S I 1\1 C) 
l=l
 






S I B F T C  C F F R  L I S T T R E F T D E C K , D E B I J G  
C F I E L D  C A L C U L A T I O N S  I N  A C O N I C  FLOW F I E L D  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  C F F  ( X P T Y  P )  
COMMON A M O , G A M T T H E T C T D E L B , D ~ L U ~ T D ~ L I J , U C T V C T D ~ L C , H S , D E L S T E R R O R T  
1 ~ T A M T A M I J T T H E T A T A , B T C ( D ~ E I F I G I P R E S T D E N S T A R E A , D Y N P , C P T P S I T  
7 
3 X ( ~ ~ , ~ O ) ~ Y ( ~ O T ~ O ) T ~ ~ ( ~ ~ T ~ ~ ) T V ( ~ ~ , ~ ~ ) T ~ E T A ( ~ ~ ) T P S ~ R ( ~ ~ ) T  
4 I J ~ , V ~ , D E L ~ ~ D E L Y , R P R E S , R D E N S , R E C O V T E ~ T ~ T N ~ ~ I M T K R E F T ~ R E F T  
5 X B ( ~ ~ ) T Y B ( ~ ~ ) ~ U ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ) T V B ( ~ O ) , P ( ~ O ) T R E C V ( ~ , ~ O ) T F A C T R T I R E V T  
6 R E ~ ~ R ( ~ ~ T ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ , ~ ) T ~ ~ ~ ~ L ( ~ ~ ) T ~ ~ D Y ( ~ ~ ~ T N R T ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
XK 9 YK 7 IJK T V K  9 X J 9 Y J  7 IJJ T V J  7 XAT YA, UA,  V A T  D E  L A ,  R E T A K ,  S I G K T  S IGSO 
D E L T A = Y P / X P  
I F  ( A H S ( T E S T )  .GT. A B S ( D E L T A ) * E R R f l R )  GO T O  10 
I J A = I J l  
V A = V l  
D E L A = I > E L l  
GO T O  16 
I J P = U l  
V P = V l  
V U P = D E L  1 
I)ELIJ=S I G N T 2 g D E L U 1  
P E S T = T  E S T  
S I G N P = P E S T / A B S ( P E S T )  
T E S T = A R S (  D E L T A ) - A B S (  l . O / V U P !  
I F  ( A H S ( T E S T )  .LT .  A R S ( D E L T A ) * E R R O R )  GO T O  14 
S I G N T = T E S T / A S S ( T E S T )  
I F  ( S I G N T  .EO. S I G N P )  GO T O  12 
V U U = F ~ J N V ( U P T V P T V U P , S I G S O )  
D E L U = - 0 . 5 * (  ( l . O / D E L T A ) + V U P ) / V U U  
I F  ( D E L U  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  14 
GO T O  12  
14 UA= lJP  
V A = V P  
D E L  A= V U  P 
l J l = I J P  
V l = V P  
D E L l = V I J P  
1 6  R E T U R N  
E N D  
T E S T = A R S ( D E L T A ) - A B S ( l e O / D E L l )  
10 S I G N T = T E S T / A H S ( T E S T )  
1 2 C A L L R UN G E ( U P 7 V P 9 V IJ P T D E  L IJ T S I C, 5 O 1 
$ I  B F T C  R I J N b K  L I S T  y R E F ,  D E C K  TDEBlJG 
C 
C R U N G E  K U T T A  I N T E G R A T I O N  O F  T A Y L O R - M A C C O L L I  E Q U A T I O N  
S U B R O O T  I N E  
R E A L  K 1  y K 2  T K ~ T K ~  
K ~ = D U * F U N V ( U P T V P T V U P T S I G S Q )  
K 2 = D U + F U N V ( U P + D U / 2 ~ 0 ~ V P + D U / Z ~ O ~ V U P + K l ~ D ~ J / 8 ~ O , V U P + K l / 8 ~ O ~ S I G S ~ ~  
K 3 = D U ~ F l J N V ( U P + D U / 2 . 0 ~ V P + D U / 2 . O * V U P + K l ~ D U / ~ ~ O ~ V U P + K Z / 8 ~ O ~ S I G S ~ ~  
K ~ = D U * F U N V ( U P + D U , V P + U U ~ V U P + K ~ * D U / Z . O , V U P + K ~ T S I G S ~ )  
R lJNGE ( U P ?  V P  T V U P T  DU, S I G S O )  
U P = U P +  D U  
V P = V P + D U * ( V U P + ( K l + K 2 + K 3 ) / 6 . 0 )  
R E T U R N  
V U P = V I J P + ( K l + Z . O * K Z + Z o O * K 3 + K 4 ) / 6 . 0  
64 E N D  64 
$I   LlST, , , U  
C 
 I  IU  I   I  F  I  
 
 FF( P,  
C  MO,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELUl, ELU, , ,DE ,B , ,ERROR, 
 O, , U, TA, , , , ,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,OY , ,PS I, 
2 K,YK,UK,VK,XJ, J,U ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DE ,B K, , IGS . 
 50,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50),V(50,50),BETA(50),PSIR 50), 
 l l,Vl,DELl,DELY,RP ES,ROENS,RECOV,EN P,NDIM,KREF,I , 








   




D U =S I ':'DELUI 
  NGE(UP, P, UP, U, GS )
T 
I / BS(PEST) 
=ABS(DELTA)-ABS(I.0/VUP! 
I  ( B ( ) . T. ( )*ERROR)    
I / BS( ES ) 
I  ( IGNT . O. I )    
=FlJ ( ,VP,VUP,SIGSO) 
LlJ=-0.5*«1.0/DEL )+VUP)/VlJU 
I  ( LU . O. .     
   
 =U  
 
LA= LJ  
LJl LJ  
l  
l U  
6 TURN 
ND 
$IBFTC UNbK lST,REF,DECK,DEBlJG 
 
 UNGE l A I TEGRATION F - I QUATION 
C 
U INE U E(UP, , , ,SIGSQ) 
EAL l,K2,K3,K4 
l=DU*FUN ( ,VP,VUP,SIGSQ) 
=DU*FUNV(UP+DU/2.0,VP+DU/2.0*VUP+Kl*OU/S.O,VUP+Kl/S.O,SIGSQ) 
=DU*FUNV(UP+DU/2.0,VP+DU/2.0*VUP+Kl*OU/S.0,VUP+K2/S.O,SIGSQ) 






$ I H F T C  F U N V P  L I S T , R E F , D E C K , D E B U G  
C 
C T A Y L O R - M A C C O L L  I E O O A T  I O N  
C 
F U N C T I O N  F U N V ( U P , V P , V U P , S I G S O )  
F U N l = ( l . O + V U P * * Z )  
F U N 2 = ( 1 . O - S I G S O ) * ( l J P + V P * V U P ) * * Z  
F U N 3 = (  l . O - S I G S 0 9 ( U P s * Z + V P * 8 2  1 )  
F U N V = ( l . O / V P ) * ( F l J N l - F U N 2 / F U N 3 )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
$ I B F T C  C F P R S  L I S T ~ R E F I D E C K ~ D E B U G  
r 
L 
C C O M P R E S S I B L E  F L O W  P A R A M E T E R  R O U T I N E  
C 
SIJBROIJT I N E  C F P R  ( XP, Y P v U P ,  V P  
COMMON A M O ~ G A M ~ T H E T C ~ O € L B ~ O E L U l r U E L U , U C , V C I D E L I ~ J C ~ V C ~ D E L C ~ B S ~ U € L S ~ E R R O R ~  
1 O,AM,AMU,THETA,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRESTDENSTAREA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
2 X K , Y K , U K , V K , X J , Y J , I J J , V J , X A , Y A T ~ J A , V A , D E L A , ~ E T A K T S I G K T S I G S ~ ,  
3 X ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ Y ~ 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ U ~ 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ V ~ 5 O ~ 5 0 ~ ~ B E T A ~ 5 0 ~ ~ P S I R ~ 5 0 ~ ~  
4 Ul,Vl,DtLl,DELY,RPRES,RDENS,RECOV,ENT~,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
5 
6 R E G ~ R ~ 2 5 ~ 4 ~ , S ~ 2 5 ~ 4 ~ ~ C f l W L ~ 2 5 ~ ~ B O D Y ~ 2 5 ~ ~ N R ~ ~ I S ~ I C O W L ~ I B O D Y  
X h  ( 5 0 )  7 Y B  ( 50) T U B (  50 1 , V B  (50 1 ,  P ( 50 1 ,  R E C V  (2710 1 , F A C T R  9 I R E V ,  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 6 X , 4 5 H C O N D I T I O N S  O F  S U B S O N I C  F L O W  H A V E  B E E N  R E A C H E D / /  1 
102 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 9 X 7 3 8 H I M P R f l P E R  I M P l J T  D A T A  T O  S U B R O l J T I N E  C F P R / /  1 
104 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ R X , ~ H X ~ ~ ~ X T ~ H Y ~ L ~ X , ~ H O ~ ~ ~ X , ~ ~ ~ H E T A ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~  
l R H M A C H  NO./ /  1 
1 0 6  F O R M A T  ( 1 H J )  
108 F O R M A T  ( 1 0 X , l P 7 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
110 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 4 X , 4 H X P  = l P E 1 2 . 5 , 2 X 7 4 H Y P  = l P E 1 2 . 5 9 2 X , 4 H U P  = l P E 1 2 . 5 t Z X t  
l 4 H V P  = 1 P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
1 1 2  F U K M A T  ( / / 3 6 X , 4 3 H C O M P l J T E D  F L O W  F I E L D  U P  T O  T H E  P O I N T  O F  E X I T / / )  
114 F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
O= S O R T  ( l l P * * Z + V P * * 2  1 
A M S O = (  I . O - S I G S Q ) * O * * 2 / (  1 . 0 - S I G S n * O * * 2  
I F  ( A M S O  .GT. 0.0) GO T O  10 
W R I T E  (6 ,102)  
W R I T E  (6,110) XP,YP,UP,VP 
GO T O  1 2  
65 
SIB   I , EF,DECK,DFBUG 
 
 YLOR-MA CO LI QU TI  
 







SI   I ,REF,OECK,OEBUG 
C 
 IBL    I  
 
U U I   ( P, , P, ) 
 O, , ETC,DELB, Ul,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 Q, M,AMU, HETA,A,B,C,D, ,F,G,PRES,OENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
 ,YK,UK,VK,XJ,Y ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,OELA,BETAK,SIGK, IGSQ, 
 (SO,SO),Y(SO,SOI,U(SO, 01,V(SO,SO),BETA(SO),PSIR(50), 
 l,Vl,DELl,DEL ,R S, OENS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
S B(SO), B(SO), (SO),VB(SO), SO) R ( ,10),FAC ,I , 
 G,R(2S,4),S(2S,4I,COWL(2S',BQDY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
  113 ,4 CONOITIONS  I    N E III 
  1139 , O  UT   U I  II)
 T 1IIAX,lHX,13X,lHy,13X,lHQ,11 ,SHTHETA,11X,lHU,13X,l V,lOX, 
18 H .11l 
6  lH ) 
  lO ,lP7E14.SII) 
  CI124X,4HXP 12.S,2X,4HYP 12.5,2X,4HUP 12.S,2X, 
1  l .511) 
2 OR  11136X,43 COMPUTED  IELD    INT  I II) 
 F RMAT (l ll 
(J  T(PP *2+VP**2) 
SQ=(1.O-SIGSQ) Q**2/Cl.O-SIGS D**2) 
IF ( Q . T. . )    
I  , ) 
I E ,  ,YP,UP,VP 
O  2 
65 
10 A M = S O R T ( A M S O )  
I F  ( A M  .GT. 1.000) GO T O  16 
W R I T E  (69100)  
WR I T E  ( 6  T 110 1 
W R I T E  (6,114) 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 2 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 4 )  
00 14 K = l r 5 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 6 )  
DO 14 I = l r 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K 9 1 )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 14 
X P  T Y P  T I J P  T V P  
1 2  C A L L  O U T  
I F  ( I  .GT. K )  G O  T O  14 
A M = S O R T ( ( l . O - S I G S O ) * Q * ~ ~ 2 / ( 1 . 0 - S I G S O ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ) )  
(.I=SQRT ( U ( K  9 I ) * * 2 + V  ( K t  I ) * * 2 )  
T H E T A = A T A N ( V ( K t I ) / U ( K I I ) )  
W R I T E  (69108) X ( K T I ) T Y ( K T I ) ~ O ~ T H E T A ~ U ( K ~ I ) ~ V ( K ~ I ) T A M  
14 C O N T  I N l J E  
C A L L  E X I T  
16 AMU= A R S I N ( l . O / A M )  
T H E T A =  A T A N ( V P / k J P  1 
C =  O / A M  
A =  T A N (  T H E T A + A M I J  
R =  T A N  ( THETA-AMU 1 
o= - H  
E =  -A 
I F  ( N I I I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  18  
F=O - 0  
G=O.  0 
G O  T I )  2 0  
G =  F 
DENS= C*:O ( 2  . O /  ( G A M - 1  - 0  1 ) 
A R E A  = C = = ( - Z . O / ( G A M - l . O ) ) / O  
E N T H E  C * + Z / ( G A M - l . O )  
C P =  P R E S / D Y N P  
I F  ( N I I I M  .GT. 2 )  GcJ T O  2 2  
P S I = D E N S s O /  ( A M ~ ~ S I N ( T H E T A + A M U )  1 
GO T O  2 4  
22 P S I = D E N S 3 0 / ( 2 . O ~ A M * S I N ( T H E T A + A M U ) )  
2 4  R E T l J R N  
E N D  
18 F = C ~ ~ a 2 = ( V P / Y P ) / ( U P + * 2 - C * * 2 )  
20 P R E S  = C * * ( Z . O ~ G A M / ( G A M - l . O ) )  
DYNP= D E N S * 0 * * 2 / 2 . 0  
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=
  T. 0)    
 ,1001 
RI  6,11 ) P, ,U ,VP 
 L  
 6,1 4) 
 ,112) 
 ,104) 
DO 1,  
 ,106) 
 1 1,  
 ( ,I) Q.     
 I T. )    
W=SQRT(U(K,I) *2+V(K,I 2) 
=SQ «(1.0 I Q)*O**2/(1.0-SIGSO*O**2» 
=ATANIV(K,I)/U(K,I» 
 6,108) ( ,I),Y(K,I),O,THETA,U(K,I),VIK,I),AM 
lt UE 
L IT 
 SI (1.0/AM) 
 N(VP/lJ ) 
  
TH U) 
B  T ) 
n  R 
  
 DIM T. )    
.O 
.O 
 O  
   **2*(VP/YP)/(U ** 2) 
 
  *(2.0* AM/(GAM-1.0») 





 D M T. ) l    
I * /(AM*SIN(THETA+ MU» 
   
 I *O (Z. *A I U»
 URN 
 
B I R F T C  B O U N S  L I S T , R E F T D E C K , D E R U G  
C 
C C O N I C  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  B O U N D A R Y  R O U T I N E  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  BOUND(KAIIA,KB,IBTXCTYCTSIGR,SIGN) 
COMMON A M f l t G A M T T H E T C T D E L B t D E L U 1 , D E L U I I I C 1 V C T D E L C T B S ~ D E L S , E R R O R ~  
1 ~ , A M , A M U . T H E T A ~ A I B ~ C ~ D ~ E ~ F ~ G , P R E S T D E N S , A R E A T D Y N P , C P T P S I ~  
2 X K ~ Y K ~ U K , V K ~ X J , Y J , U J T V J , X A ~ Y A , U A T V A ~ D E L A ~ B E T A K T S I G K , S I G S ~ ,  
3 X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ Y ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ U ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ V ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ B E T A ~ ~ O ~ T P S I R ~ ~ O ~ ~  
4 U ~ T V ~ , D E L ~ , D E L Y T R P R E S T R D E N S T R E C ~ ~ V , E N T P T N D I M , K R E F , I R E F ,  
5 X B ( ~ ~ ) ~ Y B ~ ~ ~ ) ~ U B ~ ~ ~ ~ , V B ~ ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ R E C V ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ T F A C T R ~ I R E V ~  
6 R E G , R ( 2 5 r 4 ) ~ S ( 2 5 r 4 ) ~ C O W L ( 2 5 ) ~ B O ~ Y ( 2 5 ) ~ N R ~ N S ~ I C O W L ~ I B O O ~  
X P = X ( K A , I A )  
Y P = S I G N * Y ( K A , I A )  
I JP=U(  K A  I A  1 
V P = S I G N * V ( K A , I A )  
X O = X ( K R , I B )  
Y O = S I G N * Y ( K B T I B )  
U O = U ( K R T I B )  
V Q = S I G N * V ( K B ? I B )  
XR=XC 
Y R = S I G N * Y C  
S L O P E = S I G N * S I G R  
A P = A  
D P = D  
F P = F  
A R E F = . 5 * ( A + A P )  
D R E F = 0 . 5 * ( D + D P )  
FREF=0.5;:( F + F P )  
S I G M A = A R E F  
D X = ( X O - X P )  
D Y = ( Y O - Y P )  
I F ( A B S ( S 1 G R )  .GT. E R R O R )  GO T O  10 
X K = X R  
Y K = Y P + S I G M A * ( X K - X P )  
GO T O  12  
Y K = Y R + S L U P E *  ( XK-XR ) 
D V = ( V Q - V P )  
D V D S = D V / D S  
D E L S P = S O R T ( ( X K - X P ) * * Z + ( Y K - Y P I * * Z )  
V K P = V P + D V D S * D E L S P  
U K P = U P + D R E F * ( V K P - V P ) + F R E F * (  X K - X P )  
n E L S O = S O R T ( ( X K - X O ) ~ ~ * 2 + ( Y K - Y ~ ) * * 2 )  
V K O= VO -DV DS * f) E L  S Q 
I JKO= 1J0+ DR E F 3 ( VK  0 - V  0 ) + F R E F * ( X K -  X 0 ) 
R A T I O P = ( D S - D E L S P ) / D S  
R A T I f l O = ( D S - D E L S O ) / D S  
I JK=RAT I O P * U K P + R A T  I DO*UKO 
V K = R A T I f l P * V K P + R A T I O O * V K O  
Y K = S  I G N * Y K  
V K = S I G N * V K  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
C A L L  C F P R ( X P T Y P T U P T V P )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X O t Y O r U O r V O )  
10 X K = ( Y R - Y P + S I G M A * X P - S L f l P E : k X R ) / ( S I G M A - S L O P E )  
1 2  D S = S O R T  ( DX*:k2+DY**2 1 
67 
$I8   lI , F, CK,DEBUG 
 
 I  I I  V I  
 
I  OUNO(KA,IA,KB,IB, C,VC,SI , ) 
 O,GAM,THETC, B, ELU1,OELU, lC, , ,BS,DELS,ER OR, 
 Q, , U.THETA, , ,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,D NS,AREA,DVNP,CP,PS I, 
 , , , ,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,VA,UA,VA,DElA,BETAK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 
 (50,SO),V{SO,50),U(50,SOI,V(SO,50),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 
 1l1, l,DELl,DELV,RPRES,RDENS,RECDV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
S {SOI,VB(50),UB(SOI,VB(50I,P(501,RECV(2,lO),FACTR,IREV, 
 ,R(2S,41,S(25,4),COWL(25),BOOY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBOO V 
P= (KA,IAI 
P SI N*V(KA,IA) 
U ( A,I ) 
P SI N*VIKA,IAI 
Q=X(KB,IBI 
Q=SI *V(KB,IB) 




5 SI  











I I  . T. )    
 
= P+SI A*IXK-XPI 
  2 
 =(VR-YP+SIGMA*XP-SLOPE*XR)/ISIGMA-SLOPEI 
=YR+SlOPE*(X - R) 
2 TI **2+DY**2) 
I O- PI 
O /O  
SP S RTI(XK-XPI**2+(YK-YP **ZI 
S*DELSP 
P REF*(VKP-VP)+FREF*IX PI 
O l C=SORT« XK-XC)* 2+(YK-YQI* 21 
Q Q- DELSQ 
U UQ+DREF*( KO-VO) (X XQ) 
I P I S- ELSP)/OS 
IO =(OS-DELSQI/OS 
U IOO*UK






S l P F T C  CCSRS L I S T  ? R E F  ?DECK TDEBUG 
C 
C C O N I C  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  SURFACE R O U T I N E  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  C C S R ( S T F K T S T F T X I T Y I T U I T V I T X L T Y L T U L T V L )  
COMMON A M O T G A M ~ T H E T C T D E L B T D E L U ~ T D E L U T U C T V C T D E L C T B S T D E L ~ T E R R O R T  
1 Q , A M I A M U I T H E T A T A ~ B I C T D T E T F T G T P R E S T D E N S T A R E A T D Y N P T C P T P S I T  
2 X K I Y K T U K ~ V K I X J I Y J T U J T V J T X A T Y A T U A T V A T D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T ~ I G S ~ T  
3 X ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ U ( ~ ~ ~ ~ O ) T V ( ~ O T ~ ~ ) T B E T A ( ~ O ) T P S I R ( ~ O ) T  
4 U ~ T V ~ T D E L ~ ~ D E L Y I R P R E S ~ R D E N S T R E C D V T E N T P T N D I M T K R E F T I R E F T  
5 X B ( ~ ~ ) ~ Y B ( ~ ~ ) ~ U B ( ~ ~ ) T ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
6 R E G ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ) T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T N R T ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
C A L L  C F P R ( X I T Y I T U I T V I )  
A I = A  
D I = D  
F I = F  
P S I  I = P S I  
C A L L  C F P R ( X L T Y L T U L T V L )  
AL=A 
P S I K = P S I  
A = . 5 * ( A I + A L )  
I F  ( N D I M  ,GT, 2) GO T O  12 
YK=ABS(YI)+fSTFR-STF)/PSIAV 
GO TO 14  
1 2  Y K = S Q R T ( Y I + * Z + ( S T F R - S T F ) / P S I A V )  
10 P S I A V = . 5 * ( P S I I + P S I K )  
14 IF ( Y I  OGT. 0.0) GO T O  16 
YK=-YK 
R A T I O = ( Y K - Y I ) / ( Y L - Y I )  
U K = U I + R A T I O + ( U L - U I  1 
V K = V I + R A T I O * ( V L - V I )  
T E S T = P S I K  
C A L L  C F P R ( X K T Y K T U K T V K )  
P S I K = P S I  
I F  ( A B S ( T E S T - P S I K )  .GT. ERROR ) GO T O  10 
RETURN 
E N D  
16 X K = X I + ( Y K - Y I ) / n  
S I R F T C  PMERS L I S T ~ R E F T D E C K T D E B U G  
C PRANDTL MEYER E X P A N S I O N  R O U T I N E  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  P M E R ( A M P 9 A N G L E t A M F )  
COMMON A M O ~ G A M ~ T H E T C T D E L B T D E L U ~ T D E L U T U C T V C T D E L C T B S T D E L S T E R R O R T  
1 Q , A M ~ A M U T T H E T A I A I B T C T D T E ~ F T G T P R E S T D E N S T A R E A T D Y N P , C P T P S I T  
2 X K T Y K T U K T V K I X J T Y J T U J I V J I X A I V ~ ~ U A I V A I D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S ~ T  
3 tu  ( 50 9 5 0 )  T V  ( 509 50) T B E T A  ( 5 0 )  T P S I R  ( 5 0 )  T 
4 U ~ ~ V ~ T D E L ~ ~ D E L Y ~ R P R E S I R O E N S I R E C O V T € N T P T N D I M T K R € ~ ~ ~ R € ~ T  
5 X B ( ~ O ) ~ Y B ( ~ O ) ~ U B ( ~ O ) ~ V B ( ~ O ) ~ P ( ~ O ) T R E C V ( Z T ~ O ) T F A C T R ~ I R E V T  
6 R E G ~ K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ T ~ ) T C O W L ( ~ ~ ) ~ B O D Y ( ~ ~ ) T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T N R T ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
X ( 50 T 5 0 )  ,Y ( 509 50 
10 AK= S J R T ( S 1 G S Q )  
AMFF= SQRT(AMF**2*0-1.0)  
T H E T A F =  ( A T A N ( A K * A M F F ) ) / A K - ( A T A N ( A M F F ) )  
AMPF= SQRT(AMP**Z.O-l.O) 
THETAP= ( A l A N ( A K * A M P F ) ) / A K - ( A T A N ( A M P F ) )  
THETAK= ANGLE + ( T H E T A P - T H E T A F )  
UK=QK* C O S ( T H E T A K 1  
VK= Q K * S I N ( T H E T A K )  
RETURN 
E N D  
QK= SQRT(AMF**2/(1.0+SIGSQ*(AMF**2-loO))) 
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$1~  ,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
 
     
 
 SRISTFR,STF, I,Y ,UI,VI,XL,YL,UL,VL) 
 O, , ,DELB,DELU1,DELU, C,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 , , U,T ETA, , ,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,ARE ,DYNP,C ,PSI, 









 I ,Y ,UL,VL) 
=.5*IAI+AL) 
 V=.5*IPSII+PSIK) 
 I IM . T.     
=A8SIYI)+I - F)/P IA  
   
 =SQRT(YI *2+(STFR-STF)/PSIAV) 







LL ( ,YK,UK,VKJ 
I I 
F C BSCTEST-PSIK/ . R /    
TURN 
D 
$IRFTC ER~ ,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
C 
 RANDTL R A SION TINE 
OUTINE ,A ,A / 
M ON , ,THETC,DELB,DELU1,DELU, C,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 O,A , , T , , ,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,ARE ,DYNP,C ,PSI, 
 ,Y ,UK,VK,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DELA,BETAK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 
 I , , I ,50),UI50,50),VI50,50),BETAISO ,PSI I ),
 1,V1,DEL1,DELY,RPRES,RD NS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
 50),YBI50),UBI50),VBI50),PI50),RECVC2,10),FACTR,IREV, 
 EG,KI25,4),SI25,4/,COWLI25),BODYI25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
10  JRTI IGSQ) 
 CAMF *2. -1.0/ 
T = I I *AM F)//AK-IATANIAMFF)) 
 TIAMP**2.0-1.0) 
= I T I K*AMPF))/AK-IATANIAMPFII 
ETAK= LE  IT F/ 
OK= SO TIAMF**2/11.0+SIGSO*IAMF**2-1.0))) 
O  SITHETAK) 
= O I /
ETURN 
END 
S I B F T C  I N C S  L I S T t  K E F 9  D E C K  T D E B U G  
B I H F T C  OBSWRS L I S T t R E F t D E C K t D E B U G  
C 
C D B L I O U E  SHOCK WAVE R O U T I N E  
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INITIAL CHARACTERISTIC ROUTINE 
FOR 2 DIMENSIUNS SET DNIM=2 
FOR 3 DIMENSIONS SET DNIM=3 


























$IB T   , ,DECK,DEBUG 
 














IF (RECOV .GT. 0.0) GO TO 10 
ENTP=O.O 




$ I B F T C  P S A S  L I S T T  REFIDECKTDEBUG 
C 
C P L A N E  SHOCK A N G L E  K O I J T I N E  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  P S A ( A M P 9 T H E T P v A L P H A )  
COMMON A M O ~ G A M ~ T H E T C ~ O E L B ~ O E L U ~ T D E L U T U C T V C T D E L C T B S T D E L S T E R R O R T  
1 O , A M , A M U , T H E T A , A T B I C I D I E I F I G , P R E J ~ D E N S I A R E A T D Y N P T C P T P S I T  
2 X K , Y K ~ U K ~ V K T X J I Y J , U J I V J I X A ~ Y A ~ U A T V A T D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S ~  
3 X ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ Y ( ~ O ~ ~ O ) ~ U ( ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
4 U ~ , V ~ ~ D E L ~ ~ D E L Y ~ R P R E S , R D E N S ~ R E C O V ~ E N T P ~ N D I M T K R E F T I R E F T  
5 X H ( ~ O ) ~ Y B ( ~ O ) T U B ( ~ O ) T V B ( ~ O ) T P ( ~ O ) T R E C V ( ~ T ~ O ) T F A C T R T I R € V ,  
h ~ E G ~ R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ R T ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
D I M E N S I O N  R G ( l O ) r R G I ( l O )  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 1 X r 6 2 H S I J B S O N I C  C O N D I T I O N S  B E H I N D  T H E  O B L I Q U E  S H O C K  HAbk 
1 B E E N  R E A C H E D / / )  
1 F I E D / /  1 
1 0 T  H E  S A T I S F I E D / / )  
102  F O R M A T  ( / / 3 5 X T 5 3 H T H E  S H O C K  O E T A T C H M E N T  C O N D I T I O N S  C A N  N O T  H E  S A T I S  
104 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 0 X v 6 4 H T H E  S H O C K  R E F L E C T I O N  C O N D I T I O N S  A T  T H E  W A L L  C A N  N 
106 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 5 X p 7 1 H T H E  P O I N T  O F  I N C I P I E N T  SHOCK O E T A T C H M E N T  H A S  B E E N  
1 R E A C H E D 9  W A R N I N G  O N L Y / / )  
108  
110 
1 1 2  
R 
10 
1 2  
14 
16 
1 7  
1 8  
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F O R M A T  ( / / 4 5 X 1 3 7 H I M P R O P E R  I N P U T  D A T A  T O  S U B R O U T I N E  P S A / / )  
F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ H A M P T ~ O X , ~ H T H E T P , ~ O X I ~ H A L P H A L P H A / / )  
F O R M A T  ( 4 0 X , l P 3 E 1 4 , 5 / / )  
S I G S Q  = ( G A M - l . O ) / ( G A M + l . O )  
A M P S O  = AMP*AMP 
0 = S O R T ( A M P S O / ( l . O + S I G S O * ( A M P S Q - 1 . 0 ) ) )  
I F  ( A B S ( A L P H A 1  .GT. 0.001) GO T O  8 
U K = O * C O S ( T H E T P )  
V K = W : S I N ( T H E T P )  
HETAK=ARSIN(l.O/AMP)+THETP 
S I G K = T A N ( T H E T P )  
G O  T O  5 
C O E F l = - ( A M P S 0 + 2 , 0 ) / A M P S O  
COEF2=-GAM*SIN(ALPHA)**2 
COEF4=((GAM+1.0)/2.0)**2+(GAM-l.O)/AMPSO 
C O E F 5 = - C O S ( A L P H A ) : z * 2 / ( A M P S O * A M P S Q )  
C O E F 3 = ( 2 . O * A M P S O + l . O ) / ( A M P S O = A M P S O )  
A A Z 1 . 0  
R B = C O f F l + C O t F 2  
CC=COfF3+COEF4*SIN(ALPHA)**2 
DD=COE F5 
C A L L  R O O T ~ ( A A T B B T C C T D D )  
DO 12 1 ~ 1 9 3  
J=2*1  
K = J - 1  
R G ( I ) = P ( K )  
R G I ( I ) = P ( J  
C O N T I N U E  
DO 14 1 ~ 1 ~ 3  
I F  ( A R S ( R G I ( I ) )  .GT. E R R O R )  GO TO 16 
GO T O  1 7  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 2 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 4 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 2 )  A M P t T H E T P t A L P H A  
C A L L  O U T  
C A L L  E X I T  
I F  ( R G ( I I . L T . 0 . )  GO T O  2 0  
D O  1 8  1 ~ 1 9 3  
 
S   ,REF, , EBUG 
 
    R U  
 
P, ,AL  
 O, ,THETC,DELB,DELUl,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 Q , ,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP~PSI, 
 , , , ,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DELA,BE AK,SIGK,SIGSQ 
 (50,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50 ,V(50,50),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 
l,Vl,DELl,DELY,RPRES, DENS,RECOV, NTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
 A(50 ,YB(50),UB(50),VB(50),P(50),RECV(Z,10),FACTR,IREV. 
6 REG,R(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(25),BODY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
I N (10 , 10  
 , I  ~ DI S I     V~
  ED /) 
  ,53   D     B   
/l
  ,64   TION       
lOT B  I I //) 
  ,71  I T  IENT  D   N 
 ,  /I) 
  ,37 I  T   I  /) 
  /46X,3HAMP,10X,5HTHETP,10X,5HALPHA//) 
  D , . 11) 
SQ  M-l.0)/(GAM+l.0) 
Q P 
Q  Q (AMPSQ/(1.0+SIGSQ*(AMPSQ-1.0))) 
 ( ) T. 01l    
Q*COS(THETP) 





EF2=- M*SIN(ALPHA) *2 
F3=(2.0*AMPSQ+1.0)/(AMPSQ*AMPSQ) 
EF4=«GAM+l.0)/2.0) *2+(GAM-l.0)/AMPSQ 





 LL 3(A ,B ,C ,DD) 






  =1,3 
 F A I(I» . T. )   
  7 
6 E ) 
ITE ,104) 
ITE ,110) 
E ,112) , ,ALPHA 
ll T 
ALL IT 
 7 O 8 =1 ,3 
8 F (I).LT.O.) O   
GO T O  2 1  
20  W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 0 8 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 1 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 1 2 )  A M P t T H E T P t A L P H A  
C A L L  O U T  
C A L L  E X I T  
2 1  NNR=O 
2 2  DO 24  1 ~ 1 ~ 3  
I F  ( R G ( I ) . G T . O . )  G O  T O  24  
N N R = N N R + l  
2 4  C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( N N R  .GT. 0 )  GI3 T O  2 6  
GO T O  2 8  
26  W R I T E  ( 6 1 1 0 8 )  
W R I T E  (6,110) 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 2 )  A M P T T H E T P T A L P H A  
C A L L  O U T  
C A L L  E X I T  
28 NGR=O 
30 I10 32 1 ~ 1 1 3  
I F ( A B S ( R G ( l ) - R G ( I ) ) o G T o O o )  GO T O  32 
N G R = N G R + l  
I F  (NGR.EO.1)  GO T O  38  
I F  (NGR.EO.2)  GO T O  34 
I F  (NGR.EO.3)  GO T O  36  
32  C O N T I N U E  
3 4  W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 0 6 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 1 0 )  
N R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 2 )  A M P v T H E T P y A L P H A  
GO T U  3 P  
36 W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 0 8 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 1 0 )  
N R I T E  (6 ,112)  A M P v T H E T P y A L P H A  
C A L L  O U T  
C A L L  E X I T  
H I G H  =0 
38 K=O 
DO 40 I=113 
40 H I G H = A M A X ~ ( H I G H T K G ( I ) )  
DO 42 1 ~ 1 1 3  
I F  ( R G ( I ) . E O . H I G H )  GO T O  4 2  
K = K + 1  
R G ( K ) = R G ( I )  
42  C O N T I N U E  
S E C = O  
DO 44 K = 1 7 2  
44 S E C = A M A X 1 ( S E C T R G ( K ) )  
Z = S Q R T ( S E C )  
B E T A P = A R S I N ( Z )  
S I N B  = S I N ( B E T A P 1  
C O S R  = C O S ( B E T A P )  
U2 = ((1.0-SIGSO)*O*COSB**2)+ 1.0 / 0 
V 2  = ( ( 0  - U 2 ) * C O S R ) / S I N B  
OK = S O R T ( U 2 * % 2  + V 2 * * 2 )  
A N G L E = T H E T P + A L P H A  
U K = Q K + C O S ( A N G L E )  
VK=OK:xS I N  ( A N G L E  1 
AMK = SORT(((l.O-SIGSQ)*OK**2)/(1oO-SIGS~~QK**Z)) 
I F  (AMK.LE.1.0)  GO T O  46 
m T O  48 
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GO TO ?l 
20 ITE (6,108) 
ITE (6,110) 
ITE ( ,1 2) , P,ALPHA 
AL  UT 
AL  XIT 
?l  
2 O 4 =1,3 
IF ( (I).GT.O.) O O 4 
4 INUE 
IF (NNR . T. ) O O 6 
O O 8 
6 ITE ( , 0R) 
\~   




 DO  =1,3 
RS(RG(ll-RG(I). T.O.)  O 2 
 INUE 
F GR.EC.l)    
F R.EC.2)    
F R.EO.3)    
  ,106) 
 ,1 0) 
W E ) P, ,ALPHA 
 U 8 
 E ,108) 
 ,1 0) 








 (I).EC.HIGH)    
+l 
) (
   
 
 =I,  
X1ISEC, »
O (S ) 
 ) 
B  
  «1.0-SIGSC 0 OSB**2)+ .0 /  
  «0 ) SB)/ I  
  C ( 2**   2**2) 
LE=T ETP LP A 
= K*COSI NGLE) 
Q '~S )
  RT«(1 0-SIGSO **2)/ 1.0-SIGSO*O **2))
I  MK LE.l.0)   
.GO 
 
46 W R I T E  (6,100) 
W R I T E  (6,104) 
W R I T E  (6,110) 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 2 )  AMPVTHETPIALPHA 
C A L L  001 
C A L L  E X I T  
4 8  AMUK = A K S I N ( l . O / A M K )  
R E T A K = B E T A P + T H E T P  
S I G K = T A N ( A N G L E )  
E N D  
5 R E T U R N  
$ F H F T C  D R A G S  L I S T  ,REF,  D E C K  ,DEBIJG 
C 
C C A L C I J L A T I O N  O F  C A P T I J R E  M A S S  FLOW A N D  A D D I T I V E  D R A G  I N  A C O N E  F I E L D  
C 
S U H R O l J T I h l E  D R A G ( T H E T A L , Y C , N D )  
COMMON A M O T G A M , T Y E T C , D E L B , D E L U ~ ~ O E L U I U C ~ V C T [ ) E L C , B S , D E L S T E R R O R ,  
1 O , A M , A M U , T H E T A , A T B , C , D , ~ , F T G T P R E S , D ~ ~ S T A R E A , D Y N P T C P T P S I T  
7 X K , Y K , U K , V K , X J , Y J I U J T V J , X A , Y A , U A T V A , D E L A , ~ E T A K , S I G K T S I G S ~ ,  
3 X ( ~ ~ , ~ ~ ) ~ Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ U ( ~ O ~ ~ ~ ) ~ V ( ~ O ~ ~ O ) T ~ ~ T A ( ~ O ) ~ P S I R ( ~ O ) ~  
4 l J l ~ V l ~ D E L l ~ D E L Y ~ R P R E S , R D E N S ~ R E C O V ~ E N T P ~ N D I M ~ K R E F ~ I R E F ~  
5 X B ( 5 ~ ) ~ Y B ( 5 0 ) ~ l J H ( 5 0 ) r V H ( 5 0 ) t P ( 5 0 ~ ~ P ~ 5 0 ~ ~ R E C V ~ 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ F A C T R ~ 1 R E V ~  
6 R E G ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C O W L ~ ~ ~ ~ T B O D Y ~ Z ~ ~ ~ N R ~ N S ~ I C O W L ~ I B O D Y  









F O R M A T  ( / / 1 6 X , l 5 H C O W L  P O S I T I O N  = l P E 1 2 . 5 , 2 X , 1 9 H C A P T U R E  M A S S  FLOW =1 
P E 1 2 . 5 , 2 X , 1 5 H A D D I T I V E  D R A G  = l P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
F O R M A T  ( / / 4 0 X , 3 9 H C O N D I T I O N S  A L O N G  T H E  C A P T U R E  S T R E A M L I N E / / )  
F O R M A T  ~ / / 8 X ~ l H X ~ 1 3 X ~ 1 H Y ~ 1 3 X ~ l H ~ ~ l l X ~ 5 H T H ~ T A ~ l l X ~ l H U ~ l 3 X ~ l H V ~ ~ ~ ~  
R H M A C H  N0 . ,8X ,4HP/HO, lOX,4HP/PO/ /~  
F O R M A T  ( 1 P 9 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
I F  ( T H E T A L  .LE. B S )  GO T O  10 
C A L L  E X I T  
I F  ( T H E T A L  .LT. B S )  GO T O  12  
SUM=O .O 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 2 )  B S ~ C A P T I S U M  
GO T O  42 
I =1 
E X P = - ( G A M ) / ( G A M - l . O )  
C O N V = ( l . O + ( G A M - 1 . 0 ) / 2 . 0 * A P l O * * 2 ) * * E X P  
C O N S T = l  .O/ ( G A M * A M O * * 2  1 
X N D = N D  
T A U = T H E T A L  
D t L T = ( R S - T A U ) / X N D  
X P = Y C / T A N (  T A U  1 
Y P = Y C  
I l l = I J C  
V l = V C  
D E L l = - l . O / D E L C  
D E L  U= 11 E L  U 1 
W R I T E  (6,100) 
C A P T = 1  e 0  
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4  RI  (6,100) 
I  (6,104) 
I  (6,110) 
I  ( ,112) MP, HETP,ALPHA 
 OUI 
  I  
   RSIN(1.0/AMK) 
B =BETAP+THETP 
I I E) 
  
 
fRFT  S I T,R ,DECK,DE U  
 
 l L I   l     I I   I   ,,!  I LD 
 
B U IN  GITHETAL,YC,ND) 
 O, M,THETC,DELB,DELU1,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ER OR, 
 Q ,AMU,THET ,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PSI,
2 , K,UK,VK,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DELA,BETAK,SIGK, IGSO, 
 (50,50),YI50,50),U 50,50),V(50,50),BETAI50),PSIR(50), 
 I 1,V1,DEL1,DELY,RPRES, DENS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
 RI D ,YB(50),UB(50),VB(50),P(50),RECV(2,10),FACTR,IREV, 
 EG,R(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(25),BODY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
  (11 , 8 I I I  [) K I I S  I IDE E  I 
III
 T (1116 ,15HCOWL ITION l 12.5,2X,19HCAPTURE   1 
1 . , ,15HA D TIVE  l E12.511) 
 RMAT (1140X,3 CONDITIONS   E I EII) 
 RMAT 1118X,lHX,13 ,lHY,13X,l Q,11X,5HTHETA,11X,lHU,13X,lHV,9X, 
18HMACH O.,8X,4HP/H ,10X,4HP/POIII 
8 RMAT lP . 11) 
 RMAT (l l) 
IF (THETAL . E. )    
\-J I E (6,10 ) 
LL IT 
0 IF (THETAL . T. ) O O 2 
.0 
.  
ITE 1 ,  ,CAPT,SUM 
O O  






E T=(B - )/ O 






I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  14 
IJP=UK 
V P = V K  
GO T O  l h  
I J  P = U A 
V P = V A  
C A L L  P S A ( A M O 9 0 . 0 9 T H E T C )  
14 C A L L  C F F ( X P 9 Y P )  
l h  C A L L  C F P R ( X P T Y P T U P T V P )  
PSI=DENS*Q*SIN(TAU-THETA)/SIN(TAU) 
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V  
P S I R ( I ) = P R P O  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 4 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 6 )  
W R I T E  (6~108) X P T Y P T O T T H E T A T U P T V P T A M T P R H O T P R P O  
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  GO T O  18  
S T F R = P S I * Y P  
GO I U  L O  
1 8  S T F R = P S I * Y P * * 2 / 2 . 0  
20  S U M = O . O  
DO 36 I = l ? N D  
T A U = T  A I l + O E L  T 
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  22 
U Q = U P  
V O = V P  
G O  T O  2 4  
IJO=UA 
V O = V A  
2 2  C A L L  C F F ( Y C / T A N ( T A U ) T Y C )  
2 4  C A L L  C F P R ( Y C / T A N ( T A U ) T Y C T U O T V O )  
P S I = D E N S * O * S I N ( T A U - T H E T A ) / S I N ( T A U )  
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  GO T O  2 6  
Y Q = S T F R / P S I  
GO T O  2 4  
26  Y O = S O R T ( 2 . 0 * S T F R / P S I )  
2 8  X O = Y O / T A N (  T A U )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X O T Y Q T U O T V Q )  
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R PO = P R HO / C I I N V  
P S I R ( I + l ) = P R P C  
W R I T E  (67108) XOTYOIOTTHETATUO,VOTAMIPRHO,PRHOTPRPO 
30 PAVE=(PSIR(I+l)+PSIR(I)-2.0) 
I F  ( N O I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  32 
R E F = Y  P-Y 0 
GO T O  34 
32 R E F = Y P * * 2 - Y 0 * * 2  
34 P A R T = C O N S T * P A V E * R E F  
S U M = S U M + P A R T  
Y P = Y O  
36 C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  b O  T O  38 
C A P T = Y Q  
GO T O  40 
38  C A P T = Y C ) * * 2  
40 W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 2 )  T H E T A L I C A P T I S U M  
W R I T E  (69110)  
D E L S = T A N  ( T H E T A L  1 
42 R E T U R N  
E N D  
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- - IM T. )    
L O,O.O,THETC) 
U
  16 
 L ,  
U UA 
16 L , ,UP,VP) 
S*Q*SI ( AU-THETA)/SIN(TAU) 
*PRES 
 
 I )::P  
 ,104) 
 ,106) 
 b,l08) , ,Q, HETA,UP,VP,AM,PRHO,PRPO 
 OIM T.     
 S  P 
  20 
 =PSI*YP**2/2.0 
 =O.O 
  I,NO 
lJ D T
 OIM T. )    
O  
Q
   
 L ( ),
UQ
Q
 L ( ), ,UQ,VO) 
I::O SI ( U-THETA)/SIN(TAU) 
 OIM T. )    
/
  8 
b Q=SORT(2.0*STFR/PSI) 
 Q / N(T  




 6,108) Q, Q,C,THETA,UO,VC,AM,PRHO,PRPO 
 VE=(PSIR(I+l)+PSIR(I)-2.0) 
F IM T. )    
Q 
   
 P *2-YO**2 
 P VE*REF 
Q 
 INUE 
F IM T. ) G    
O
  
 Q *2 






B I R F T C  DATIJR L I S T T R E F T D E C K T D E B U G  
C 
C S T A R T I N G  S U B R O U T I N E  F O R  O F F  D E S I G N  C A L C U L A T I O N S  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  D A T U M ( S T A R T 9 D E L O )  
COMMON A M O T G A M , T H E T C , D E L B T D E L U l ~ D E L U , ~ l C ~ ~ C , D E L C ~ B S ~ D E L S , E R R O R ~  
1 O T A M , A M U , T H E T A T A , B , r . . ~ T E T F , G T P R E S ~ D E N S , A R E A ~ D Y N P , C P , P S I ,  
2 X K T Y K T U K T V K I X J , Y J , U J I V J I X A T Y A T U A T V A , D E L A T B E T A K T S ~ G K T S I G S ~ ,  
3 X ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) t Y ( 5 0 t 5 0 ) ~ U ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ v ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ 6 E T A ( 5 0 ) , P s ~ R ( 5 0 ) ~  
4 U ~ ~ V ~ T D E L ~ T D E L Y T R P R E S T R D E N S T R E C O V , E N T P , N D I M T K R E F , I R ~ F ~  
5 X H ( ~ O ) T Y B ( ~ O ) , U B ( ~ O ) T V B ( ~ O ) , P ( ~ O ) T R E C V ( ~ , ~ O ) T F A C T R T I R E V T  
h R E G , R ( ~ ~ , ~ ) , S ( ~ ~ , ~ ) T C O W L ( ~ ~ ) T B ~ D Y ( ~ ~ ) , N R , N S ~ I C O W L ~ I B ~ D Y  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 9 X 9 4 6 H I N I T I A L  N E T  S P A C I N G  P A R A M E T E R  ( S T A R T )  TO S M A L L / / )  
K = l  
I =1 
X R = H O D Y ( 2 )  
Y R ~ S ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ + S ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ * X R + S ~ l ~ 3 ~ ~ X R ~ ~ 2 + S ~ l ~ 4 ~ ~ X R ~ ~ ~  
C A L L  E O U K ( K T I I X R T Y R T U C T V C ~  
S L O P E = A  
UCR=UC 
VCR=VC 
U l = U C  
V l = V C  
D E L l = - l . O / D E L C  
D E L U =  D E L U l  
R E F = S T A R T / 2 . 0  
K O U T = O  
DO 18  K = 1 , 4 9  
I F  ( K O U T  .EO. 1) GO T O  2 0  
I F  ( K  .LT .  4 9 )  GO T O  10 
C A L L  E X I T  
I F  ( K  .LE. 2) D I S T = R k k  
A N G L E = A T A N ( S L O P E )  
W R I T E  (67100) 
10 D I S T = S T A R T  
X K = X ( K , I ) + D I S T 9 C O S ( A ~ G L ~ )  
Y R = Y ( K , I ) + D I S T > K S I N ( A N G L E )  
T A N T = Y R / X R  
I F  ( T A N T  .EO. D E L Q )  K O U T = 1  
I F  ( T A N T  .LE. D E L O )  GO T O  1 2  
Y R = D E L O * X R  
K O U T = l  
IJR=UCR 
VR=VCR 
GO T O  16 
IJR=UA 
V R = V A  
S L O P E = A  
X R = ( Y ( K , I ) - S L O P E 9 X ( K , I ) ) / ( D E L O - S L O P E )  
1 2  I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  14 
14 C A L L  C F F ( X R T Y R )  
16 C A L L  E O U K ( K + ~ T ~ ~ X R ~ Y R T U R I V R )  
18  C O N T I N l J E  
20 R E T I J R N  
E N D  
74 
$IB  lJ  l ,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
 
 I  I    I  I  
 
 T (ST RT,
 O, , , ,DEL l,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 Q, ,AMU,THETA,A,B,r.o,E,F,G,PRES,DENS, REA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
 , , , , J, J,LJJ, J, , ,U ,VA,D ,BET ,SIGK,SIGSO, 
3 ( ,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50),V(50,50),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 
 l,Vl,OELl,DELY,RPRES,RDENS,RECOV,ENTP, DIM,KREF,I , 
 B(50),YB(50),UB(50),VB(50),P(50),RECV(2,10),FACTR,IREV, 
n ,R(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(25),BODY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 




=S(1,1)+S(1,2)*XR+S( ,3)*XR *2+S(1,4)*XR**3 








  =1,49 
F LJ  O. )    
F K T. )    
E 6.10 ) 
LL X IT 
 T  
 K E. ) T=RI::t-
(S
R , )+DIST*COS(ANGLE) 
(K,I)+DIST* I ( GLE) 
/
F A T . O. ) l 




2 F NDIM . T. ) O   
U  
  6 
4 ALL ( ,YR) 
lJR=UA 
 
6 ALL ( l,l,XR,YR,U ,V ) 
E=  
8 I UE 
   lJRN 
ND 
$ I R F T C  S P I K E 1  L I S T , R E F , D E C K , D E B l J G  
C 
C C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  R O U T I N E  F O R  I S E N T R O P I C  RAMP, N D I M = 2  
C C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  R O l J T l N E  F O R  I S E N T R O P I C  S P I K E ,  N D I M = 3  
C 
S U B R O O T I N E  S P I K E ( K A , I A , M , S T A R T , A M F , S I G N , P R I N T )  
COMMON AMOIGAM,THETC,DELB,DELlJl ,DEL~J, lJC,VC,DELC,~S,DELS,ERROR, 
1 O , A M , A M U , T H E T A , A , B , C , ~ , ~ ' , F , G , P R E S , D E N S , A R E A , D Y N P , C P , P S I ,  
2 X K , Y K , U K , V K , X J , Y J I U J , V J , X A , Y A , U A , V A , D E L A , ~ E T A K , S I G K , S I G S ~ ,  
3 X ~ 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ Y ~ 5 0 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ U ~ 5 0 ~ 5 O ~ ~ V ~ 5 0 ~ 5 O ~ ~ B E T A ~ 5 O ~ ~ P S I R ~ 5 0 ~ ~  
4 U l , V l , D E L l r D E L Y , R P R E S , R ~ ~ E N S , R E C O V , E ~ T P , N D I M , K R E F , I R E F ,  
5 X 8 ~ 5 0 ~ ~ Y B ~ 5 0 ~ ~ U B ~ 5 0 ~ ~ V B ~ 5 O ~ ~ P ~ 5 O ~ ~ R E C V ~ Z ~ l O ~ ~ F A C T R ~ I R E V ~  
6 R E G , R ( 2 5 , 4 ) , S ( 2 5 , 4 ) , C f l W L ( Z 5 ) , ~ O ~ Y ( 2 5 ) , N R , N S , I C O W L , I B f l D Y  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 4 3 X , 3 0 H C O N D I T I O N S  ON T H E  R A M P  C O N T O U R / / )  
102 F O R M A T  ( / / 4 3 X , 3 1 H C O N D I T I O N S  O N  T H E  S P I K E  C O N T O U R / / )  
104 F O R M A T  ( / / 4 5 X , 2 8 H C O N D I T I @ N S  I N  T H E  FLOW F I E L D / / )  
106 F O R M A T  ~ / / 8 X ~ 1 H X ~ 1 3 X , 1 H Y ~ 1 3 X ~ l H ~ ~ l l X ~ 5 H T H E T A ~ l l X ~ l H U ~ l 3 X ~ l H V ~ 9 X ~  
l R H M A C H  N O ~ , ~ X , ~ H P / H O I ~ O X , ~ H P / P O / / )  
108 F O R M A T  ( l P 9 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
110 F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
1 1 2  F O R M A T  ( 1 H J )  
1 S P I K E / / )  
114 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 2 X , 5 5 H C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  FLOW F I E L D  P E R F O R M E D  I N  S U B R O U T I N E  
116 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 5 X , 4 6 H I N I T I A L  N E T  S P A C I N G  P A R A M E T E R  ( S T A R T )  TO S M A L L / / )  
1 1 8  F O R M A T  ( / / Z R X , 5 2 H P R E S S U R E  R E C O V E R Y  ( H / H O )  A L O N G  T H E  C O N T O U R  S U R F A C  




K = K A  
I = I A  
C O N V R ~ ~ 1 . O + ~ G A M - 1 . 0 ~ / 2 . O ~ A M O ~ ~ 2 ~ s + ( - G A M / ~ G A M - l . O ~ ~  
I R E V = I R E V + l  
RECV(l,IREV)=RECV(l,IREV-l) 
R E C V ( Z I I R E V ) = R E C V ( ~ , I R E V - ~ )  
C A L L  P S A ( A M O , O o O , T H E T C )  
U ( K , I ) = U K  
V ( K , I ) = V K  
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  10 
IJC R=UK 
V C R = V K  
G O  T O  12  
C A L L  C F F ( X ( K , I  , Y  ( K ,  r ) ) 
LJ ( K ,  I ) = l J A  
V ( K , I ) = V A  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K , I ) r Y ( K , I ) , U ( K I I ) r V ( K I I ) )  
A M P = A M  
A N G L E = T H E T A  
P S I R ( I ) = P S I  
S L O P E = A  
IJR E F =IJC 
V R  E F = V C  
D R E F = - l . O / D E L C  
D E L U = - D E L U l  
K O U T = O  
S T F R = l  .O 
I F  ( K O U T  .EO. 1 )  GO T O  2 4  
I F  ( K  .LT. 4 9 )  GO T O  14 
DO 2 2  K = l , 4 9  
W R I T E  (6,116) 
C A L L  C F P R ( O ~ O ~ O . O ~ O . O ~ O ~ 0 )  
X R = X ( K , I ) - S T A R T * C O S ( A L P H A )  
A L P H A = A T A N ( S L O P E )  
- 
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S B I  I IST,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
 
 I    I  P,  
 I UTT   I  , 
 
U I  I A,IA,M,START,AMF,SIGN,PRINT) 
 O,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELUl,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,RS,DELS,ERROR, 
 D A AM THETA,A,B C,n,E~F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA DYNP,CP,PSI, 
Z ,YK,UK,VK,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,U VA,DELA,BETA , K,SIGSO, 
I50,50),YI50,50),UI50,50),VI50,50),BETAI50),PSIRI50), 
l, l,DELl,DELY, PRES,ROENS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
B(50),YBI50),UBI50),VBI50),PI50),RECVIZ,10),FACTR,IREV, 
, IZ5,4),SIZ5,4),COWLIZ5),BODYIZ5),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
 11143X,30HCONOITIONS    RII) 
  11143X,31HCONOITIONS   I  o II) 
  11145X,Z8HCONOITIONS    II) 
  1118X,lHX,13X,lHY,13X,lHO,11X,5HTHETA,11X,lHU,13X,lHV,9X, 
A H .,8X,4HP/HO,10X,4HP/POII) 
lOA  I1P9E14.511) 
  I lI 
lIZ  I  
 11132X,55 CALCULATION   LD R  N I  
 /II 
 11135X,46HINITIAL  I   I )  LII) 






I , )=RECVIZ,IREV-l) 
F I OIM T. )    
L ( O,O.O,THETC) 
I ,I)=UK 
 I , I ) =VK 
U
  lZ 
  F(X(K,I), ( ,I )
UI ,I)=U
I ,II A 










 Z  I,49 
F I T . D. )    
F IK I . )    
 6,1 6) 
ll RIO.O,O. , .O,O.O) 




T A N T = Y R / X R  
I F  ( T A N T  .EO. D E L C )  K O U T = l  
I F  ( T A N T  .GT.  D E L C )  GO T O  16 
Y R = D E L C :* X R 
K O U T = l  
IJR =UCR 
V R = V C R  
G O  T O  2 0  
1 8  U l = U R E F  
V l = V R E F  
D E L  1 = D R E F  
IJR=IJA 
VR=VA 
U R E F = U l  
V R E F = V l  
D R E F = D E L  1 
S L O P E = A  
P S I A V = . 5 * ( P S I + P S I R (  I ) 1 
E X P = N D I  M-1 
R E F = Y ( K + l y I ) * * E X P - Y ( K , I ) * g E X P  
S T F R = S T F R + P S I A V * R E F  
P S I R (  I ) = P S I  
X R = ( Y ( K T I ) - S L O P E * X ( K , I ) ) / ( D E L C - S L O P E )  
16  I F  ( N D I M  ,GT. 2 )  GO T O  18  
C A L L  C F F ( X R 9 Y R )  
20  C A L L  E O I J K ( K + ~ T I T X R T Y R T U K T V R )  
2 2  C O N T I N U E  
2 4  K R E F = K  
I R E F = 1  
XM= M 
D E L A M =  ( A M P - A M F ) / X M  
AMF= AMP 
MR=M+1 
AMF= A M F - D E L A M  
C A L L  E O U I ( ~ ~ X ( K R E F ~ ~ ) ~ Y ( K R E F I L ) , U ( K R E F ~ ~ ) ~ V ( K R E F T ~ ) )  
DO 26 I=Z,MR 
C A L L  P M E R ( A M P 9 A N G L E 9 A M F )  
C A L L  C F P R ~ X ~ ~ T I ~ ~ Y ~ ~ T I ~ T I J ~ ~ T I ~ T V ~ ~ T I ~ ~  
C A L L  E O U K ( ~ T I I X ( L T ~ ) T Y ( ~ ~ ~ ) T U K T V K )  
P S I R ( I ) = P S I  
2 6  C O N T I N I J E  
DO 38 I = l T M  
S T F = 1  .O 
D O  36  K = l v K R E F  
C A L L  C C R C ~ X ~ K ~ I + ~ ~ ~ Y ~ K ~ I + ~ ~ ~ U ~ K ~ I + ~ ~ ~ V ~ K T I + ~ ~ T X ~ K + ~ T I ~ T Y ~ K + ~ T I ~ *  
C A L L  E O U K ( K + ~ T I + ~ ~ X K T Y K T U K T V K )  
~ U ( K + ~ ~ I ) ~ V ( K + ~ T I ) T S I G N )  
K R E F = K + l  
I R E F = I + l  
C A L L  C F P R ~ X ~ K + ~ ~ I + ~ ~ ~ Y ~ K + ~ ~ I + ~ ~ T U ~ K + ~ T I + ~ ~ T V ~ K + ~ T I + ~ ~ ~  
PSIAV=.5*(PSIR(I+l)+PSI) 
I F  ( N D I M  . G T .  2 )  GO T O  2 8  
R E F = Y ( K + l r I + l ) - Y ( K T I + l )  
GO T O  30 
2 8  R E F = Y ( K + ~ , I + ~ ) * * Z - Y ( K T I + ~ ) ~ * ~  
30 S T F = S T F + P S I A V * R E F  
P S I R ( I + l ) = P S I  
I F  ( S T F - S T F R )  34,32936 
32 C A L L  E O U I ~ I + ~ ~ X ~ K + ~ ~ I + ~ ~ ~ Y ~ K + ~ ~ I + ~ ~ T ~ J ~ K + ~ ~ I + ~ ~ T V ~ K + ~ T I + ~ ~ ~  
76 
R=Y(K,I) T*SI (AlP A) 
T= R/ R 
  O. l  1




  I  . T. )    
U




ll ,  
















 F)/  
  
+l
  2, R 
 
LL ( P, l ,A ) 




  ,M 
l.  
  l,  
ll RC(X(K,I+l),Y(K,I+l),U(K,I+l),V(K,I+l),X(K+l,I),Y(K+1,1), 
lU(K+l,I),V(K+l,I),SIGN) 
LL C (K+l,I+l,XK,Y ,UK,VK) 
ll FPR(X(K+l,I+l),Y(K+l,l+l),U(K+l,l+l),V(K+l,I+l)) 
I V=.5*(PSIR(I+l)+PSI/ 
F DIM . . )    
(K+l,I+l/-Y(K,I+1/ 
   
8 l,I+l)**2-Y(K,I+l)**2 
 *REF 
IR( 1 1 )  
F / , 2, 6 
 ALL CUI(I+l,X(K+l,I+l),Y(K+l,l+l/,U(K+l,l+l),V(K+l,l l/) 
GO T O  38 
3 4  C A L L  C C S R ~ S T F R ~ S T F ~ X ( K + ~ ~ I + ~ ~ ~ Y ~ K + ~ T I + ~ ~ T U ~ K + ~ ~ I + ~ ~ T V ~ K + ~ T I + ~ ~ T  
~ X ~ K ~ I + ~ ~ ~ Y ~ K ~ I + ~ ~ T U ~ K T I + ~ ~ T V ~ K T I + ~ ~ ~  
C A L L  E O U I ( I + ~ T X K . Y K T U K T V K )  
GO T O  38  
36 C O N T I N U E  
38 C O N T I N U E  
40 C A L L  E Q U K ( K R E F ~ I R E F ~ X B ( I R E F ) ~ Y B ( I R E F ) ~ U ~ ( I R E F ) ~ V B ( I R E F ) )  
W R I T E  (69114)  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 8 )  R E C V ( 1 9 I R E V )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 6 )  
42 W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 2 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 8 )  R E C V ( l 9 I R E V )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 6 )  
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  42  
GO T O  44 
44 DO 46 I = l r I R E F  
I F  ( X B ( I )  .EO.  0 . 0 )  GO T O  46 
C A L L  C F P R ( X B ( I ) T Y B ( I ) T U B ( I ) T V B ( I ) )  
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 8 )  X B ( I ) ~ Y H ( I ) ~ O ~ T H E T A ~ I J B ( I ) ~ V B ( I ) T A M T P R H O T P R P O  
46 C O N T I N I J E  
I F  ( P R I N T  .EO. 0.0) GO T O  50 
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 1 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 4 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 0 6 )  
DO 48 K = l r 5 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 1 2  1 
DO 48  I = ~ T I R E F  
I F  ( X ( K 9 I )  .EO. 0 .0 )  GO T O  48 
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K T I ) , Y ( K , I ) T U ( K T I ) T V ( K T I ) )  
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P K P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 8 )  X ( K T I ) T Y ( K ~ I ) ~ Q ~ T H E T A T U ( K I I ) ~ A M ~ P R H O T P R P O  
48 C O N T I N U E  
50 K R = K R E F + l  
I R =  IREF- 1  
DO 54 K = l ~ 5 0  
DO 54 I=lr50 
I F  ( K  .GT. K R )  GO T O  52 
I F  ( I  .GT. I R )  GO T O  54  
C A L L  E Q U I ~ I ~ O ~ O T O ~ O T O ~ O T O ~ O ~  
52 C A L L  E O U K ~ K ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 t 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 1 0 . 0 ~  
54 C O N T I N U E  
K R = K  R E F +  1 
DO 5 6  K = K R 9 5 0  
C A L L  E O U K ( K T I R E F T ~ . O T O . O T O ~ ~ T O ~ ~ )  
DO 58  K z l v K R E F  
Y R = ( K R E F + l ) - K  
C A L L  E O U K ( K ~ ~ T X ( K R T I R E F ) T Y ( K R T I R E F ) T ~ J ( K R T I R E F ) , V ( K R T I R E F ) )  
C A L L  E O U K ~ K R ~ I R E F T O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ’  
56  C O N T I N U E  
58  C O N T I N U E  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
77 
  
  SRISTFR,STF,XIK+1,1+11,YIK+1,1+11,UIK+1,1+11,V(K+1,1+1" 
1XIK,I+11,YIK,I+11,UIK,I+11,V(K,I+111 
 Q I 1,XK.Y ,UK,VKI 
   
  
  
  I ,IREF,XBIIREF),YBIIREF),URIIREF),VBIIREF)) 
 ,1 ) 
 I OIM T.     
 ,100) 
 1 , 8) I ,IREV) 
IH ,106) 
  
  1 , 2) 
 1 , 18) I1,IREV) 
 1 , ) 
 1,  
  .    
L PRIXBII), BII), B II, II ) 
*PRES 
 
 1 , 8) ( ),YBII),O,THE A,lJBI ),VB I),AM,PRHO,PRPO 
U  
 I  O. )    
 1 , 10) 
 1 ,104) 
 1 ,106) 
  1,  
 1 , )
  1,IREF 
 I I ,I) O.     
L FPRIXIK,I),YIK,II, IK,I), I ,I)  
*P ES 
R
 1 ,108) I ,I),YIK,I),O,THETA,U(K,I),VIK,I),AM,PRHO,PRP  
 I  
 
F-l
  1,50 
  1 1,50 
F IK T. )    
  I  • T.  )    
 LL QUKIK,I,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 
LL UI I,O.O,O. ,O.O, .O) 
 I E 
l 
  , 0 
LL Q IK,IREF,O.O,O.O, . ,O.O) 
 IN E 
  = ,K F 
K I REF+l)-K 
LL I ,l,X(KR,IREF),YIKR,IREF),U(KR,IREF ,V(KR,IREF)) 
LL QUKIKR,IREF,O.O,O.O, .O,O.O' 




$ I B F T C  CONER L I S T T R E F T D E C K ~ O E B U G  
C 
C S U B R O U T I N t  FOR C A L C U L A T I N G  T H E  C - N E T  B E H I N D  A SHOCK 
S U B R O U T I N E  C O N E ( K A T I A T S T A R T T A L P H A T S I G N T P R I N T )  
COMMON A M O , G A M , T H E T C T D E L B T D E L U ~ T O E L U T U C T ~ C T D E L C T B S T D E L S T E R R O R T  
1 O T A M T A M U T T H E T A T A ~ B T C T D T E T F T G T P R E S T D E N S T A R E A T D Y N P T C P T P S I T  
2 X K T Y K T U K T V K T X J T Y J T U J T V J T X A T Y A T U A , V A I D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S ~ ,  
3 X ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ Y ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ U ( 5 0 r 5 0 ) r V ( 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
4 U ~ T V ~ T D E L ~ T D E L Y T R P R E S T R D E N S T R E C O V T E N T P T N D I M T K R E F T I R E F T ,  
5 X B ( ~ ~ ) ~ Y B ( ~ ~ ) ~ ~ J B ( ~ ~ ) ~ V B ( ~ O ~ ~ P ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
6 R E G ~ R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) T ~ O W L ( ~ ~ ~ ~ B ~ D Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ N R ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
100 FORMAT ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H C O N D I T I O N S  I  T H E  V I C I N I T Y  O F  T H E  O B L I Q U E  S H O C K / /  
1 )  
1 0 2  F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ H T A N ( Y / X ) ~ ~ X ~ ~ H M A C ~  N O . ~ ~ X T S H T H E T A T ~ X T ~ H B E T A T ~ O X T  
~ ~ H D E L ~ ~ O X T ~ H P ~ / P ~ , ~ ~ ~ T ~ H H ~ / H ~ / / )  
104 FORMAT ( ~ ~ X T I P ~ E I ~ . ~ / / )  
106 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ O H C O N D I T I O N S  ON T H E  RAMP C O N T O U R / / )  
1 0 8  FORMAT ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H C O N D I T I O N S  O  T H E  S P I K E  C O N T O U R / / )  
110 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H C O N D I T I O N S  I N  T H E  FLOW F I E L D / / )  
1 1 2  F O R M A T  ( / / ~ X ~ ~ H X ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Y ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ E ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ T  
l A H M A C H  N O . T ~ X T ~ H P / H O T ~ O X T ~ H P / P O / / )  
114 FORMAT ( l P 9 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
116 F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
1 1 8  FORMAT ( 1 H J )  
1 C O N E / / )  
1 E  = 1 P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
120 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 5 X 7 5 4 H C A L C U L A T I O N  OF FLOW F I E L D  P E R F O R M E D  I N  S U B R O U T I N E  
1 2 2  F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H P R E S S U K ~  K t L U V E R Y  (H/HO) A L U N ~  T H E  CONTOUR S U R F A C  
124 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H I N I T I A L  N E T  S P A C I N G  P A R A M E T E R  ( S T A R T )  T O  S M A L L / / )  
K = K A  
I = I A  
K S I G N = S I G N  
SUMR=O .O 
SUMY=O . 0 
D E L T A = A L P H A  
F A C T P = F A C T R  
PMR=AM 
T H E T A R = T H E T A  
D E L P = T A N ( T H E T A R + A L P H A )  
N R E F = N S  
I F  ( N S  .GT. 1) GO T O  10 
C O N V R = ( 1 . O + ( G A M - 1 . 0 ) / 2 . O ~ A M O * ~ 2 ~ ~ * ~ - G A M / ~ G A M - l . O ~ ~  
C A L L  C F P R (  ~ . O T D E L C T U C T V C )  
X (  K T  I ) = l e 0  
Y ( K r I ) = D E L C  
C A L L  C U R V E ( O ~ O ~ O ~ O T D E L C T X ( K T I ~ T O ~ O T O ~ O T ~ ~ O T N S ~  
X p = x ( K ~ I ) + 6 . 0  
C A L L  C U R V E ( X ( K T I ) ~ Y ( K ~ I ) T D E L P ~ X P ~ O ~ O T O ~ O ~ ~ ~ O T N S ~  
N S = N S + l  
N S = N S + l  
10 X S = B O D Y ( 2 )  
Y S = S ( 2 T 1 ) + S ( 2 T 2 ) ~ X S + S ( 2 r 3 ) * x s ~ ~ 2 + s ( 2 T 4 ) * x s * * 3  
C A L L  P S A ( A M R T T H E T C T D E L T A )  
C A L L  E O U K ( K T I ~ X S ~ Y S T U K T V K )  
C A L L  E O U I ( I T X S T Y S T U K T V K )  
B E T A ( K ) = B E T A K  
S L O P E = T A N ( B E T A ( K ) )  
B E T A R = R E T A ( K ) - T H E T A R  
C A L L  O S W R ( A M R T H E T A R )  
78 
  ,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
 
     T    
C 
 ( , ,START,ALPHA,SIGN,PRINT) 
 O, AM,THETC,DELB, ELUl,D lU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 Q, ,A , , ,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES:DENS,ARE ,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
 , , ,V ,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,Y ,U ,V ,DELA,BE AK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 
 (50,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50),V(50,50),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 
 l,Vl,DEll,DElY,RPRES, DENS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF,. 
 B(50),YB(50),UB(50),VB(50),P(50),RECV(2,10),FACTR,IREV, 
 EG,RI25,4),S(25,4),COWL(25),BODY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
 11138 ,~7HCONDITIONS       II 
1 
  11118X,8HTANIY/X),6X,8HMACH .,8X,5HT ETA,9X,4HBETA,lOX, 
13HDEl,10X,5HP2/Pl,10X,5HH2/Hlll) 
i0   114X,lP7E14.511} 
  1143X,30HCONDITIONS    II) 
  11143X,31HCONDITIONS   I  RII) 
  11145X,28HCONDITIONS   l II} 
  1118X,lHX,13 ,lHY,13X,lHQ,11X,5HTHETA,11X,lHU,13X,lHV,9X, 
18  ,8X,4HP/HO,10X,4HP/POII) 
  . 11) 
  lH ) 
  l ) 
  11135X,5 l l   L  R  N  
 II) 
  11128X,52HPRESSURt C  IH/HO) lUNb   
IE l 2.5 1l 













F I  T. )    
I , 1.  
I , l  






I ,1)+SI2,2)*XS+SI2,3)*XS**2+S12,4)*XS* 3 
ll I ,T ,DElTA) 
ll Q I ,I,XS,YS,UK,V ) 
ll Q I ,XS,YS,UK,VK} 
IK} BETAK 
lOPE=TANIBETAIK}} 
B I )  
ll I ,BETAR} 
K R E V = ( 3 + K S I G N ) / 2  
I R E V = I R E V + l  
R A V E = R E C O V  
R E C V  1 = R E C O V  
F A C T R = F A C T P * R A V E  
RECV(KRFV, IREV)=RECV(KREVI IREV-1)=REV- l ) *RECOV 
W R I T E  (6 ,120)  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 2 2 )  R E C V ( K R E V T I R E V - ~ )  
W R I T E  (6,100) 
W R I T E  (6 ,102)  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 0 4 )  D E L C I A M R , T H E T A R T B F T A R I D E L ~ A ~ R P R E S ~ R E S T R E C O V  
IJ R E F = IJC 
V R  E F = V C  
D R E F =- I - 0  / D E L  C 
D E  LU= D E L  I J  1 
IJC R = IJC 
V C R = V C  
K R E V = ( 3 - K S I G N ) / 2  
R E F = S T A R T / Z . O  
K OIJT = O  
E X P = N D I M - l  
D f l  32  K = l r 4 9  
I F  ( K O I J T  .EO. 1) GO T O  3 3  
I F  ( K  .LT. 4 9 )  GO TO 12  
W R I T E  (6 ,124 )  
C A L L  E X I T  
I F  ( K  .LE. 2 )  D I S T = R E F  
A N G L E = A T A N ( S L O P E )  
12 D I S T = S T A R T  
X R = X ( K T ~ ) + D I S T ~ C O S ( A N G L E )  
Y R = Y  ( K  t l  ) + D I  S T b S I N  ( A N G L E  ) 
T A N T = Y R / X R  
I F  ( T A N T  .EO. I I E L S )  K O U T = 1  
X R = ( Y ( K T 1 ) - S L O P E : * X ( K T l ) ) / ( D E L S - S L O P E )  
Y R =  D E  L S* XR 
T A N T = Y R / X R  
K O U T = 1  
IJR=IJCR 
V R = V C R  
G O  T O  18  
1 6  I J l = U R E F  
V l = V R E F  
DEL 1 = D R E F  
D E L U = D E L U l  
UR=(JA 
V R = V A  
IJR E F = I J  1 
V R E F = V l  
D R E F = D E L l  
AMR=AM 
T H E T A R = T H E T A  
I F  ( T A N T  .LE. D E L S )  G O  T O  14 
14 I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  GO T O  16 
C A L L  C F F ( X R 9 Y R )  
1 8  C A L L  C F P R ( X R ~ Y R T I J R T V R )  
20  I F  ( K  .GT. 1 )  GO T O  2 2  
C A L L  C C R A ( K T ~ T X R T Y R T U R ~ V R T D E L T A T S I G N )  
C A L L  E O ~ J K ( K + ~ T ~ ~ X K I Y K T U K ( V K )  
C A L L  E O U  I ( 2  T XJ I Y J  TUJ T V J  
C A L L  E O U K  ( K +  1 T 2 T X J T Y J T U J T V J 1 
79 
( SI )/2 
IREV=IREV+1 




ITE (  
ITE 1 ,IREV-l) 
ITE (  
ITE 1  











O  I, 9 
F lJT . Q. )    
F K • T. )   2 
E 1 , ) 
LL IT 
2 T  





 T O. D ) LJ  
 T E. )    




  OIM T.     
l L  








  ,Y ,UR,VRI 
 
  T.    
 ( ,l,XR,YR,LJR,VR,DELTA,SIGN) 
 IJK(K+I,l,XK,Y ,UK,VK) 
 lJK(K+l,2, J, J,L J, J)
 LJI(2,XJ,YJ,lJ , ) 
 
R E T A ( K + l ) = H E T A K  
S L O P E = T A N ( R E T A ( K + l ) )  
R E T A R = R E T A  ( K + l ) - T H F T A R  
I F  ( A B S ( D E L T A 1  .LE. E R R O R )  DELTA=O.O 
D E L T A = A T A N ( V ( K + l ~ I ) / U ( K + l r l ) ) - T H E T A R  
C A L L  O S W R ( A M R 9 R E T A R )  
R E C V  ( K R E V T  I R E V ) = R E C V  ( K R E V ?  I R E V - 1  ) * R E C O V  
R B A R = ( R E C O V + R E C V l ) / 2 . 0  
SUMR=SUMR+RBAR*YBAR 
SUM Y = S IJ  MY + Y B A R 
R A V E = S U M R / S U M Y  
R E C V l = R  ECOV 
F AC T R =  F AC T P’::RAVE 
Y B A R = Y ( K + ~ , ~ ) * * E X P - Y ( K T ~ ) * * E X P  
W R I T E  ( 6 1 1 0 4 )  I A N T ? A M R , T H E T A R t B E T A R I D E L T A , R P R E S ? R E C O V  
C A L L  C O R E ( K + ~ T ~ T S I G N )  
GO T O  32  
22 DO 2 4  J = 2 r 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K 9 J )  .EQ. 0 . 0 )  G f l  T O  2 4  
C A L L  C C R B  ( K I  J,  X R ?  Y R T I J R ~ V R T  D E L T A ,  S I G N )  
T E S T = ( X J - X K ) / A B S ( X J - X K )  
I F  ( T E S T  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  26 
2 4  C O N T I N U F  
2 6  C A L L  E O l J K ( K + l r l r X K ? Y K y U K T V K )  
C A L L  E O U K ( K + ~ ~ J T X J , Y J T U J V V J )  
R E T A ( K + l ) = B E T A K  
S L O P E = T A N ( B E T A ( K + l ) )  
B E T A R = R E T A ( K + l ) - T H E T A R  
D E L T A = A T A N ( V ( K + l ~ l ) / I J ( K + l ~ l ) ) - T ~ E T A R  
I F  ( A R S ( D E L T A )  .LE .  E R R O R )  DELTA=O.O 
C A L L  O S W R ( A M R 9 B E T A R )  
R E C V ( K R E V ~ I R E V ) = R E C V ( K R E V ~ I R E V - l ) * R E C l J V  
R R A R = ( R E C O V + R E C V 1 ) / 2 . 0  
SUMR=SUMR+RBAR*YRAR 
S UMY = S OM Y + Y R A R 
R A V E = S U M R / SLIMY 
R E C V  1 = R E C O V  
F A C T R = F A C T P * R A V E  
Y B A R = Y ( K + ~ , ~ ) * * E X P - Y ( K T ~ ) * * E X P  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 4 )  T A N T , A M R T T H E T A R T B E T A R T D E L T A T R P R E S T R E C O V  
DO 2 8  I z J ~ 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K , I + l )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  30 
C A L L  C C R C ~ X ~ K T I + ~ ~ T Y ~ K ~ I + ~ ~ ~ U ~ K T I + ~ ~ T V ~ K , I + ~ ~ T X ~ K + ~ ~ I ~ T Y ~ K + ~ ~ I ~ ~  
C A L L  E ~ U K ( K + ~ T I + ~ T X K ? Y K T U K ? V K )  
1 U ( K + ~ , I ) ~ V ( K + ~ T I ) T - S I G N )  
28 C O N T I N U E  
30 C A L L  C C R E  
C A L L  EOI IK  
C A L L  E O I J I  
C A L L  C O R E  
32 C O N T  I N I J E  
33 K R E F = K  
I R E F  =K R E F 
I F  ( N R E F  .GT. 1 )  G O  
N S = N R E f  
R A T I O = l . O / Y  ( K R E F V 1 )  
DO 34 I = 1 ~ 5 0  
C A L L  E O l J I  ( I  ,RATIO ’KXR 
DO 34 K = 1 , 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K T I )  .EO. 0.01 
fl 3 8  
GO T O  34  
80 
BETA + 1) =HE  A
= B » 
B =BETA( +l)- ETAR 
=ATAN(V(K+l,I)/U(K+l,l»-THETAR 
F (DELTA) . E. ) A=O.O 
LL ,B  
( RE , )=RECV( E , -l)*RE  
R=(RECOV+RECVl)/2.0 




    ~'RAVE 
 ,104) T NT, R,THETAR,BETAR,DELTA,RPRES,REC V 
LL (K+l,2,SIGN) 
   
   ,  
 , ) O.  O   
LL B(K, X ,YR,UR,VR,OEL , IG ) 
( J- K)/ABS(XJ-XK) 
F T T.    
 INUE 
 LL U , , ,Y ,U ,VK) 
L ( +1, ,XJ,YJ,UJ,VJ) 
1  
=T ( T ( l» 
=BETA(K+l)-THETAR 
1,1 /U(K+l,1»-THETAR 
 (DELTA) E. ) A=O.O 
L ,  
,I ,IREV-l)*RECOV 
B R=(RECOV+RECVl)/2.0 
R=Y(K+l,l P- ( ,l)**
+ R*YBAR 
U B  
U ISUM  
l=REC
E 
 4) , R, ETAR, R, , ,RECOV 
  = ,50 
 ( ,I+ll O.    
~L RCIXIK,I+1),Y(K,I+1),U(K,I+1),V(K,I+I),X(K+1,I),Y(K+1,1), 
I +1, ),V(K+l,I),-SIGN) 
L Q l,I+1,XK,YK,U ,VK) 
R INUE' 
L REIX(K+1,I),Y(K+1,I),U(K+1,I),V(K+l,I),SIGN) 





  T.   TO A 
F
TIO=l.O/Y REF,l) 
 1 ,50 
 UI I I RA O'~XBI I) ,RATIO*YBI i) ,UBI I) ,VBI I» 
 =1,50 
 ,I) Q. .0)   
C A L L  E O U K ( K ~ I , R A T I O * X ( K T I ) ~ R A T I O * Y ( K , I ) ~ U ( K T I ) ~ V ( K ~ I ) )  
34 C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  C U R V E ( O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ D E L C ~ X ~ l ~ l ~ ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ l ~ O ~ N S ~  
X P = X ( K R E F , I R E F ) + 3 . 0  
N S = N S + l  
36 C A L L  C U R V E ~ X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T X P ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ ~ ~ O ~ N S ~  
38 W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 1 6 )  
W R I T E  (6,106) 
W R I T E  (69112 1 
GO T O  44 
42 W R I T E  (69108) 
K R E V = ( 3 + K S I G N ) / d  
N S = N S + l  
40 I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  GO T O  42 
W R I T E  (69122) R E C V ( K R E V 9 I R E V )  
W R I T E  (69112) 
44 DO 48 I=l,50 
46 C A L L  CFPR(XB(I)TYR(I),~~R(I),VB(I)) 
I F  ( X R ( 1 )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO I U  48 
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
W R I T E  (67114) X B ( I ) , Y B ( I ) T O , T H E T A I U B ( I ) ~ V B ( I ) ~ A M I P R H O I P R P O  
48 C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( P R I N T  .EO. 0.0) GO T O  54 
W R I T E  (6,116) 
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 1 0 )  
W R I T E  (69112) 
W R I T E  (67118) 
DO 52 1 ~ 1 7 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K y 1 )  .EO. 0.0) GO T I l  52 
50 DO 52 Kzl.50 
I F  ( I  .GT. K )  GO T O  52 
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K , I ) , Y ( K , I ) , U ( K I I ) r V ( K , I ) ~  
W R I T E  (6,114) X ( K , I ) , Y ( K , I ) T O I T H E T A ~ U ( K I I ) ~ A M I P R H O , P R P O  
52 C O N T I N U E  
54 R E T U R N  
ENC 
81 
ll UK(K,I, TI *XIK,I ,RA O I),U(K,I),VIK,I» 
  




 C O  T. )   
 6,106} 
 1 ,11 )
  
 1 ,108) 
V=   II..:. 
 1 ,122) ( ,
 ,l 2) 
  1 1,
   B  I  • E Q •  • 0) U    
  FPRCXBIIl,YB(I),IIF\(I), (J) 
R*PRES 
 
 1 ,1 41 II), B I), ,UB I), B I), ,PRHO,PRPO 
 I  
 I  O. . )    
 1 116) 
 1 ,1 0) 
 1 ,112) 
00 =1,50 
 1 ,118) 
00  =1,50 
 ( ,I  O. . )  n  
 I T. )    
ll !X!K,I),Y(K,I),UIK,I) VIK,I») 
*P ES 
 
 1 114) I I),Y!K,I),Q,THETA,U(K,I),V K,I),AM,PRHO,PRPO 




d I B F T C  P U T S  L I S T T R E F T D E C K T D E R U G  
C S U B R O U T I N E  F O R  L O C A T I N G  T H E  COWL C O N D I T I O N S  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  P U T ( X C O W L T Y C O W L )  
COMMON ~ M O T G A M , T H E T C T D E L B T D E L U ~ T D E L U T U C T V C T D E L C T B S T D E L S T E R R O R T  
1 O ~ A M T A M U , T H E T A T A , B T C I D , E I F , G ~ P R E S T ~ E N S ~ A R E A T D Y N P T C P T P S I ' T  
2 X K T Y K T U K T V K T X J T Y J T U J T V J T X A I Y A , U A ~ V A , D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S ~ T  
3 X ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ Y ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ U ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ v ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ B E T A ( 5 0 ) ~ P s 1 R ( 5 0 ) ~  
4 U ~ ~ V ~ ~ D E L ~ ~ D E L Y ~ R P R E S ~ R D E N S , R E C O V ~ E N T P T N D I M ~ K R E F T ~ R E F T  
5 X ~ ( 5 0 ) ~ Y 8 ( 5 0 ) ~ U B ( 5 0 ) ~ ~ B ( 5 ~ ~ ~ P ( 5 0 ) r R E ~ ~ ( 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
6 R E G ~ R ( 2 5 ~ 4 ) ~ S ( 2 ~ r 4 ) ~ ~ ~ ~ L ( 2 5 ) ~ ~ ~ ~ Y ( 2 5 ) r " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 5 X , 5 7 H C O W L  L I P  P O I N T  L I E S  O U T S I D E  R E G I O N  O F  FLOW F I E L D (  
1 XCOWL = l P f 1 2 0 5 7 2 X 7 7 H Y C O W L  = l P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
DO 10 K = l r 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K r 1 )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  1 2  
10 C O N T I N U E  
1 2  K P = K - 1  
I) I S T  = Y ( K P 7 1 ) -YC OWL 
I F  ( D I S T  .GE. 0.0)  GO T O  14 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 0 )  X C O W L T Y C O W L  
C A L L  C F P R ( O ~ O T O ~ O T O ~ O T O ~ O )  
I F  ( X ( K P 9 1 )  . E O -  0 . 0 )  GC) T O  1 6  
14 DO 16 I = l r K P  
D I S T = X ( K P T I  1-XCOWL 
I F  ( D I S T  .GE. 0 .0 )  GO T O  18  
16 C O N T I N U E  
WR I T E  ( 6 9 100 1 XCUWL T Y C O W L  
C A L L  CFPR(O.O,O.O,O.OTO.O) 
DO 20 K = l r 5 0  
DO 2 0  1 ~ 1 ~ 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K 9 I )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  2 0  
D E L X = X ( K ? I  ) - X C O W L  
D E L Y = Y ( K , I ) - Y C O W L  
R M I N z A M I  N 1 (  R A D I U S  9 R M I  N 
1 8  R M I N = 1 0 . 0  
R A D I U S = S Q R T  ( D E L X % * 2 + D f L Y * * 2  1 
20 C O N T I N U E  
DO 2 2  K = l r 5 0  
D O  2 2  1 ~ 1 ~ 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K 9 I )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 2 2  
D E L X = X ( K T I ) - X C O W L  
D E L Y = Y ( K T I ) - Y C O W L  
R A D I U S = S O R T ( D E L X * * Z + D E L Y * * Z ~  
I F  ( R A D I U S  .EO. R M I N )  GO T O  24  
2 2  C O N T I N t J E  
2 4  I F  ( A B S ( R A D 1 U S )  .GT. E R R O R )  GO TO 26 
K R E F = K P  
I R E F = I  P 
GO T O  3 8  
2 6  K P = K  
I P = I  
K R E F = K + l  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K P ~ I P ) T Y ( K P ~ I P ) ~ U ( K P I I P ) T V ( K P T I P ) )  
T A N A = A  
T A N R = B  
K S I G N = ( - l ) * + ( J + l )  
K R E P = K P + K S I G N  
00 2 8  J = l 7 2  
S I G N = ( - l ) * * ( J + l )  
82 82 
$I   IS , ,DECK,DEBUG 
C 
 I  F  I    I I  
 
 I ,Y ) 
 A O, ,THETC, , l,DELU,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS, RRO , 
 , ,AMU,THETA,A,B C,D,E F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PS~, 
 , ,UK,VK,XJ,YJ,UJ~VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DELA,BE AK,SIGK,SIGSa, 
 I ,50),YI50, ),UI50,50),VI50,50),BETAI50),PSIRI50), 
 I,Vl,DELl,DELY,RPRES,RD NS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
 B(50),YBI50),UBI50),VBI50),PI50),RECVI2,10),FACTR,IREV, 
 EG,RI25,4),SI25,4),COWLI25),BODYI25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
  1/125X,57HCOWL I  I  I  I  I    I , 
  I EI2. ,2X, HY  IPEI2.511) 
  I, () 




 10l  . E.     
I  ,1001 ,YCOWL 
 I .O,O.o,o.o,o.O) 
   1 I,  
I  ( ( P,II . . . 1 O   
I I ,I)-XCO  
~ ( I  . E. .    lR 
  
RI  ,10 ) O ,YCOWL 
L FPRI .O, .o,o.o,O.O) 
 IN=10.0 
  I,  
  =1,50 
IF ( I ,I) . Q. . )    
I ,I -XCO  
=YIK,I)-YCOWL 
I S=SQRTIOELX**2+0ELY *2) 
I = IN1( I ,R I ) 
 I E 
  I,  
  =1,50 
IF ( ( ,I) . . . )    
( ,I)-  
I ,I)-  
**2+DELY *2) 
IF I A IUS . . IN)    
2 I UE 
4 IF I I I ) . T. R)   6 
 
I IP 







DO 28 J=1,2 
=(-II**(J+l) 
S I N= (""'I I ~,,:, ( J +1 I 
= + IGN 
I F  ( X ( K R E P 9 I P )  .EO, 0 . 0 )  GO T O  2 8  
C A L L  H O U N D ( K P ~ I P ~ K R E P I I P ~ X C O W L ~ Y C O W L ~ T A N ~ ~ ~ ~ . O )  
T E S T = ( X K - X ( K P T I P ) ) / A B S ( X K - X ( K P I I P )  1 
I f  ( T E S T  .EQ.  S I G N )  GO T O  3 0  
2 8  C O N T I N l J E  
30 X I = X K  
Y I = Y K  
U I = U K  
V I  = V K  
D O  34 J z l . 9 2  
I R E P =  I P 
I S  I G N = (  -1 ) >x+ ( J+1) 
I F  ( I P  .EO. 1 )  I S I G N = l  
S I G N = I S I G N  
3 1  I R E P = I R E P + I S I G N  
I F  ( X ( K P 7 I R E P )  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  32 
GO T O  3 1  
32 C A L L  B O U N D ( K P , I P 9 K P 9 I R E P 9 X C O W L 9 Y C O W L I T A N A , - 1 . 0 )  
I E S T = ( X K - X ( K P T I P ) ) / A B S ( X K - X ( K P T I P ) )  
I F  ( T E S T  .EO. S I G N )  GO T O  36  
34 C L ) N T I N U E  
36 C A L L  C C R C ( X K ~ Y K I ~ J K I V K T X I T Y I T U I I V I I ~ . ~ )  
K R  E F = K  P 
I K E F =  I P 
C A L L  EOlJK ( K R E F T  I R E F I X C O W L  ~ Y C O W L T U K ~ V K  1 
38  R E T U R N  
E N D  
83 
 I I Rc ,  O.    
L ~ UNDIKP,IP,KREP,I ,XCUWL,YCOWL,TAN~,l.O) 
I K-XIKP,IP»/ BSIXK-XIKP,IP) )
F I T O.     





 =1,  
N=I-l **I l) 
 lIP Q. ) I  
I
1 
 I I ,I  T.     
  1 
 L D NDIKP,IP,KP,IREP, CDWL,YCOWL,T NA,-l.O) 
Tc I K-X(KP,IP» I -XIKP,I » 
 I T Q. I )    
 O I  
L I , ,U , , ,YI,UI,VI,l.O) 
 
R
L QlJ I ,IR , L,YCOWL,UK,VK) 
R RN 
D 
SIBFTC SHAPS LIST,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
C 










100 FORMAT 11130X,30HCOALESCENCE HAS OCCURED AT X =1PE12.5,2X,3HY =1PE 
l12.5/1l 
102 FORMAT 11143X,33HCONDITIONS ON THE CONTOUR SURFACEII) 
104 FORMAT 11145X,28HCONDITIONS IN THE FLOW FIELDII) 
106 FORMAT 1118X,lHX,13X,lHY,13X,lHQ,11X,5HTHETA,11X,lHU,13X,lHV,9X, 
18HMACH NO.,8X,4HP/HO,10X,4HP/POII) 
108 FORMAT IIP9E14.511) 
110 FORMAT IlHlI 
112 FORMAT I 1HJ) 
114 FORMAT 11133X,55HCALCULATION OF FLOW FIELD PERFORMED IN SUBROUTINE 
1 SHAPEIII 
 
116 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 8 X , 5 2 H P R E S S U R E  R E C O V E R Y  (H/HO) A L O N G  THE CONTOlJR S lJRFAC 
1 E  = 1 P E 1 2 . 5 / /  1 
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 1 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 4 )  
C O N V R ~ ~ 1 . O + ~ G A M - 1 . 0 ~ / Z . O ~ A M O ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - G A M / ~ G A M - l ~ O ~ ~  
K S I G N = S I G N  
I R E V = I R E V + l  
R E C V ( ~ , I R E V ) = R E C V ( ~ T I R E V - ~ )  
R E C V ( 2 r I R E V ) = R E C V ( Z r I R E V - l )  
1 2  K = K A  
I = I A  
K R E F = K A  
I R =  I A + 1  
K R E F = K R E F + l  
K = K R E F  
L P =  1-1 
D O  14 L = l , L P  
J = I - L  
I F  ( X ( K 7 J )  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  16 
14 C O N T I N U E  
GO T O  32 
C A L L  E O U I ( I , X ( K T I ) T Y ( K , I ) T ~ J ( K , I ) , V ( K T I ) )  
D O  30 I = I R q 4 0  
16 C A L L  C C R E ( X ( K ~ J ) , Y ( K T J ) T U ( K I J ) ~ V ( K , J ) T S I G N )  
C A L L  E O ~ J K ( K T K T X K T Y K I U K T V K )  
C A L L  E O U I  ( K  T X K  TYK T ~ J K T V K  1 
I R t F = I  
DO 2 8  K Z K R E F v 5 0  
J R =  I- I A  
DO 1 8  J = l r J R  
I P T = I - J  
I F  ( X ( K + l T I P T )  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  20  
18  C O N T I N t J E  
GO T O  3 0  
I F  ( A H S ( T E S T 1  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  2 2  
C A L L  E Q I J K ( K + ~ , I ~ X ( K T I ) ~ Y ( K T I ) T U ( K I I ) . V ( K T I ) )  
b U  I U  L 4  
2 0  T E S T = X ( K + ~ T I P T ) - X ( K T I P T )  
2 2  C A L L  C C R C ( X ( K + ~ , I P T ) ~ Y ~ K + ~ , ~ P T ) T U ( K + ~ T I P T ) T V ( K + ~ T I P T ) ,  
1 X ( K T I ) T Y ( K T I ) T U ( K T I ) , V ( K T I ) T S I G N )  
C A L L  EOlJK  ( K + 1  T I 
R A D I I = X ( K + l r I ) - X ( K , I )  
I F  ( R A D I I  . G T .  0 . 0 )  GO T O  2 4  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 0 )  X ( K + ~ T I ) , Y ( K + ~ T I )  
I F  ( K  .EO. I )  GO T O  30  
C A L L  E O U K ( K T I T X ( K + ~ T I ) T Y ( K + ~ T I ) T ~ J ~ K + ~ T I ~ T V ( K + ~ T I ) )  
2 4  R A D 1  lJS=X ( K + 1  T I 1-X ( K + 1 7  I P T  1 
I F  ( R A D I U S  .GT. 0.0) GO T O  28 
I F  ( I P T  .EO. I A )  GO T O  30 
K F = K + 1  
XK T Y K T  U K  T V K  1 
W R I T E  (6,100) X ( K + ~ T I ) T Y ( K + ~ T I )  
DO 2 6  J P T z K F 9 5 0  
C A L L  E O U K ( J P T T I P T ~ O ~ O T O ~ O T O ~ O T O ~ O )  
2 6  C O N T I N l J E  
2 A  C O N T I N U E  
84 










L Q r(I,X(K,I), (K,I),U ( , » 
l 




  I,LP 
 
 , ) T.    
  
  L 
  E(X(K,J), (K,J , , ,V( ),SIGN) 
L QUK( ,K,XK,YK,UK,VK) 
L ,X ,Y ,lJK,VK) 
E I 
  = ,SO 
-IA 
  ,  
I-J 
 +l, T.     
 UE 
   
 ( +l,IPTJ-X( ,IPT) 
 B ) T.     
L  lJ K ( K + 1 , I , X ( K , I ) , Y ( K, I ) , U ( K, I ) • V ( K, I J  
   
 L ( ( +l I T),yrK+l,IPT),U(K+l,IPT),V(K+l,IPT), 
 ( ,I , , ),U(K,I),V(K,I),SIGN) 
L UK(K+l, ,XK,YK,UK,V )
I=X(K+l,IJ-X(K,I) 
 OII .    
 ,100) ( +l,I),Y(K+l,I) 
  O. )    
L UK(K,I, K l,I),Y(K+l,I),U(K+l,II,V(K+l,I» 
 DIUS=X(K+l,I)-X( +l,IPT)
 I  T. . )    
  ( l,I),Y(K+l,I) 
 T O. )    
+l
  = ,50 
L Q JPT,IPT,O.O, .O,O.O, .O) 
 U  
8 I E 
30 C O N T I N l J E  
32 W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 2 )  
K R E V = ( 3 + K S I G N ) / Z  
W R I T E  (6 ,116)  K E C V ( K R E V , I R E V )  
W R I T E  (6 ,106)  
DO 3 4  I = 1 9 5 0  
I F  ( X B ( 1 )  .EO. 0 .0 )  GO T O  34  
C A L L  C F P R ( X B ( I ) T Y B ( I ) T U B ( I ) ~ V B ~ )  
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
W R I T E  (6 ,108)  X B ( I ) , Y B ( I ) , O , T H E T A , U B ( I ) 1 V B ( I ) r A M t P R H O I P R P O  
34 C O N T I N t J E  
I F  ( P R I N T  .EO. 0 .0 )  GO TO 3 7  
W R I T E  (6,110) 
W R I T E  (6,104) 
W R I T E  (6 ,106)  
DO 36 K z l r K R E F  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 2 )  
DO 36 I=1,50 
I F  ( X ( K t 1 )  .EQ. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  36 
I F  ( I  .GT. K )  GO T O  36 
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K T I ) T Y ( K I I ) , U ( K , I ) T V ( K T I ) )  
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
W R I T E  (6 .108 )  X ( K T I ) ~ Y ( K , I ) , Q , T H E T A , ~ J ( K , I ) , V ( K T I ) , A M , P R H O , P R P O  
36 C O N T I N U E  
37 DO 38  K = K A , 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K , I A )  .EO. 0.0) GO T O  40 
38  C O N T I N I J E  
40 K R E F = K - 1  
I F  ( S E T  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  56 
K P = K R E F  
I P = l  
C A L L  M A T R X  
C A L L  E N D S ( K P i l , - S I G N )  
K R E F = K P  
I R E F =  I P 
K = O  
C A L L  E O I J K ( K R E F T K R E F , X B ( K R E F ) , Y B ( K R E F ) , ~ ~ B ( K R E F ) ~ V B ( K R E F ) )  
DO 46 J = l 9 5 0  
I F  ( X ( J 9 K R E F )  .EO. 0.0)  GO TO 46 
K = K + 1  
46 C O N T I N U E  
4 8  K R E F = K  
C A L L  EQUK(K , l tX (J ,KRE~) iY (J IKREF) rU(J IKREF) tU(J ,KREF) tV (J ,KREF) )  
DO 50 K = 1 , 5 0  
DO 50  I = 2 7 5 0  
C A L L  EOUK(K,I,O.OIO.O,O.UT~.O) 
C A L L  E Q U I ( l ~ X ( l ~ 1 ) ~ Y ( l ~ l ) ~ U ~ l ~ l ) r V ( l r l ) )  
DO 52 I = 2 9 5 0  
C A L L  E O U I ~ I ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~  
50 C O N T I N U E  
52 C O N T I N U E  
5 6  R E T U R N  
E N D  
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U  
  ,102) 
=(3+KSIGN)/2 
 ) R ( REV,IREV) 
 ) 
  1 1,  




 ) { I) ,YB{ I) ,O,THETA,UB{ I) ,VBI I) ,AM,PRH ,PRPO 
 U  
 I  O.     
 ) 
R I   104 ) 
 ) 
  = , F 
 ) 
  1=1,50 
 I ,I  Q.    
 I T. )    
L FPRIX(K,I),Y(K,I), ( ,I), , » 
*PRES 
 
 , ) {K,I), { ,I),Q,THETA,U(K,I),V(K,I),AM,PRHO,PRPO 
 I  
   A,50 
F   ,I A) • EO. )    
 U  
F=K-l 







LL QU ,KREF,XB(K ),Y ( ),UB(KREF),VB(KREF» 
 
 1, 0 
F ,KRE ) . O.     
l
LL K(K,l,X(J,KREr),Y(J,KREF),U(J,KREF),V(J, F» 
I E 
  
  1,50 
  1 ,  
LL U (K,I, .O,O.O,O.u,U.O) 
 I E 
LL I(1,X(1,1),Y(1,1),U(1,1),V(1,1» 
  1 ,50 





B I B F T C  S K O C K S  L I S T , R E F I D E C K I D E B U G  
C 
C S U B R O ( J T 1 N E  F O R  C A L C l J L A T I N G  T H E  C - N E T  B E H I N D  A SHOCK 
C 
C F O R  I N T E R N A L  I S E N .  COMP. O N  D E S I G N  SETP=OoO,SETO=O.O 
C FOR I N T E R N A L  I S E N .  COMPO O F F  D E S I G N  S E T P = l . O , S E T O = l . O  
C F O R  I N T E R N A L  R E F L C T .  S H O C K  O N  D E S I G N  S E T P = ~ ~ O T S E T Q = O ~ O  
C F O R  I N T E R N A L  R E F L C T .  SHOCK O F F  D E S I G N  S E T P = l . O , S E T O = O o O  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  S H O C K ( K A , I A T D E L T A ~ S I G N ~ S E T P I S E T P T S E T Q )  
COMMON A M O ~ G A M ~ T H E T C , D E L R ~ D E L U ~ , ~ E L ~ J T U C , V C ~ D E L C , B S , D E L S , E R R O R ,  
1 O I A M , A M U , T H E T A , A , B , C I D ~ E , F ~ G , P R E S , D E N S , A R E A , D Y N P T C P T P S I ,  
2 X K I Y K I U K I V K , X J , Y J ~ ~ J J ~ V J ~ X A T Y A T U A I V A , D E L A T B E T A K ~ S I G K , S I G S Q T  
3 X ( 5 0 ~ 5 0 ) ~ Y ( ~ 0 r 5 0 ) ~ U ( 5 0 , 5 0 ) t V ( 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E T A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
4 U ~ ~ V ~ ~ D E L ~ ~ D E L Y , R P R E S ~ R D ~ N S T R E C O V ~ E N T P ~ N D I M ~ K R E F T I R E F T  
5 X H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Y B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V B ~ ~ O ~ ~ P ~ ~ O ~ ~ R ~ C V ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ T F A ~ ~ R ~ I R E V T  
6 R E G I R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) , S ( ~ ~ , ~ ) T C O W L ( ~ ~ ) ~ R O D Y ( ~ ~ ) T N R T N S T I C ~ W L T ~ B O ~ Y  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 8 X 1 4 7 H C O N O I T I O N S  I N  T H E  V I C I N I T Y  O F  T H E  O R L I O U E  S H O C K / /  
1 )  
~ ~ H U E L T ~ O X , ~ H P ~ / P ~ ~ ~ O X ~ ~ H H ~ / H ~ / / )  
102 F O R M A T  ( / / 1 5 X ~ 1 H X ~ 1 2 X , l H Y , l O X , 8 H M A C H  N O . T ~ X , ~ H T H E T A , ~ X T ~ H B E T A T ~ O X ,  
104 F O R M A T  ( 7 X ~ l P 8 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
1 0 6  F O R M A T  ~ / / R X ~ 1 H X ~ 1 3 X ~ 1 H Y ~ 1 3 X I 1 H O 1 1 1 X , 5 H T H E T A ~ l l X ~ l H ~ J ~ l 3 X ~ l H V ~ 9 X ~  
l A H M A C H  N O . ~ R X , ~ H P / H O I ~ O X T ~ H P / P O / / )  
1 0 8  F O R M A T  ( 1 P 9 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
110 F O R M A 1  ( / / 4 3 X 1 3 3 H C O N O 1 T I O N S  O N  T H E  CONTOiJR S U R F A C E / / )  
1 1 2  F O R M A T  ( / / 4 5 X , 2 8 H C O N D I T I O N S  I N  T H E  F L O W  F I E L D / / )  
114 F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
116 F O R M A T  ( 1 H J )  
118  F O R M A T  ( / / 3 4 X 1 5 5 H C A L C l J L A T I O N  O F  FLOW F I E L D  P E R F O R M E D  I N  S U B R O U T I N E  
1 S H O C K / / )  
120 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 8 X 9 5 2 H P R E S S U R E  R F C O V E R Y  ( H / H O )  A L O N G  T H E  C O N T O U R  S U R F A C  
1 E  = l P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
W R I T E  (6 ,114)  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 8 )  
W R I T E  (6,100) 
W R I T E  (6,102) 
CONVK=(1.O+(GAM-1.0)/2.O*AMO**Z)**( 
K S I G N = S I G N  
SUMR=O 0 
SIJMY=O.O 
D E L = D E L T A  
F A C T P = F A C T R  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( I A T K A ) T Y ( I A , K A ) T ~ J ( I A T K A  
C A L L  P S A ( A M T T H E T A I D E L )  
C A L L  
C A L L  E O ~ J I ( ~ T X ( I A , K A ) T Y ( I A , K A ) , U K , V K )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( I A , K A ) t Y ( I A , K A ) , ~ J ( I A , K A ) , V ( I A , K A ) )  
RETA(1)=-SIGN*RETAK+(l.O+SIGN)*THETA 
B E T A R = R E T A ( l ) - T H E T A  
E B U K  ( 1 7 1 9 X ( I A ( K A  1 7 Y ( I A T K A  1 7 IJK 9 V K  1 
AMR=AM 
S L O P E = T A N ( H E T A ( l ) )  
K R E F = K A  
I R E F = I A  
K R E V = ( 3 + K S I G N ) / 2  
I R E V = I R E V + l  
R E C V ( K R E V , I R E V ) = R E C V ( K R E V , I R E V - l ) * R E C O V  
R A V E = R E C f l V  
R E C V  1 = R E C O V  
C A L L  O S W R ( A M R , B E T A R )  
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. o  IGN P=O.O,SET = .O 
. o  IGN P=l.O,SETQ=l.O 
.   ~ I  =l.O,SETQ=O.O 
.   ~ I  ~ l.O,SETQ= .O 
I  K(KA,IA,DELTA,SIGN,SETP,SE O) 
 O, , , B, l O U,UC,VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ER OR, 
 Q, ,AMU,THETA,A,B,C D,E,F,G,PR S,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
 , K,UK,VK,XJ,YJ,IJJ, ,XA,YA,UA,V , , , , , 
 (SO,SO),Y(SO,SO),U SO,SO),V(SO,SO),BETA(SO),PSIR(SO), 
1,V1,DELl,DELY,RPRES,RDENS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
B(SO),YB(SO),UB(SO),VB(SO),P(SO),RECV(2,10),FACTR,IREV, 
 G,R(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(Z5),BODY(Z5 ,N ,NS,ICDWL,IBODY 
  ,47H D I S N  IT    B Q  / 
  
  lS ,lHX,lZX,lHY,10X,8H  ,8X,SHTHETA,9X,4HBETA,10X, 
13HDEL,10X,5HP2/P1,10X,SHHZ/Hl//) 
  , .
6  (/ 8X,lHX,13X,lHY,13X,lHQ,11X,SHTHETA,11X,lHU,13X,lHV,9X, 
IR  ., 4 ,lO ,4HP/POII) 
 T l 14.5//) 
liD A1 , DI IONS   I  CE /) 
lIZ T ITIONS    ~ D/
  l ll 
 T lHJ) 
 T /34 ,S5HC I TION   IELD FORMED N I  
 /I) 
 T /28X,52HPRESSU ~ E RY     FAC 
IE l 12.S//) 
E 









LL R(X( ,KA) ,Y(  ,IJ( IA,KA) ,VI IA,KA» 
LL , ,DEL) 
L   Q   ,1 ,   ,K  ) ,   ,   ) ,U ,   )
LL UI(l,X(IA,KA),Y(IA,K , , K) 
LL (X( ,  , ( IA,KA) ,U( IA,KA) ,VI IA,KA» 
 





LL R, R) 





F A C T R = F A C T P * R A V E  
W R I T E  (6,104) X ( I R E F T K R E F ) , Y ( I R E F , K R E F ) , A M R , T H E T A , B E T A R , D E L ~ R P R E S ,  
K R E V = ( 3 - K S I G N ) / 2  
E X P = N D I M - l  
DO 30 K = 2 ~ 5 0  
I F  ( K R E F  .EO. 5 0 )  GO T O  32  
I F  ( A B S ( D E L T A )  .GT. 0.001) GO T O  10 
I R E F = I R E F + l  
GO T O  14 
R EG=-REG 
C A L L  S E E K ( K R E F , I R E F T X ( I R E F , K R E F ) ~ Y ( I R E F ~ K R E F , K R E F ) T S L O P E , S I G ~ )  
R EG=-R EG 
I F  ( K  .EO. 2 )  GO T O  12 
I F  ( K R E F  .EO. 5 0 )  GO T O  14 
l R E C O V  
I F  ( X ( I R E F 9 K R E F )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 32 
10 D O  1 2  L=1,2 
C A L L  EOIJK ( I R E F  7 K R E F ,  XK,YK,IJK ,VK 1 
D E L X = X ( K - l y l ) - X ( I R E F , K R E F )  
D E L Y = Y ( K - l , l ) - Y ( I R E F , K R E F )  
D I S T = S O R T ( D E L X * * 2 + D E L Y * * 2 )  
IF ( A B S ( D I S T 1  .GT. 0.000) GO T O  14 
12  C O N T I N U E  
14 I F  ( K  oGT.  2 )  GO T O  20  
16 C A L L  C C R A ( K - ~ , ~ , X ( I R E F , K R E F ) , Y ( I R F F I K R E F ) ~ U ( I R E F T K R E F ) T  
1 V ( I H E F I K R E F ) ~ D E L I S I G N )  
C A L L  EOIJK ( K ,  1 ~ X K T Y K ~ U K T V K  1 
C A L L  E O I J K ( K y 2  , X J  r Y J r l J J r V J  1 
C A L L  EOlJ I ( 2  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( I R E F I K R E F ) , Y ( I R E F I K R E F ) ~ U ( I R E F ) , ~ J ( I ~ E F T K R E F ) , V ( I R E F T K R E F ) )  
AMR=AM 
BETA(K)=-SIGN*BETAK+(l.O+SIGN)*THETA 
S L O P E = T A N ( H E T A ( K ) )  
R E T A R = B E T A ( K ) - T H E T A  
I F  ( A R S ( D E L )  .LE.  E R R O R )  DEL=O.O 
R E C V ( K R E V , I R E V ) = R E C V ( K R E V T I R E V - l ) * R E C O V  
X J  T Y J  ,IJJ t V J  1 
D E L = A T A N ( V ( K , l ) / U ( K , l )  ) - T H E T A  
C A L L  O S W R ( A I " I R T H E T A R )  
R B A R = (  R E C O V + R E C V l )  /2.0 
Y R A R = A H S  ( Y ( K  7 1 1 * * E X P - Y  ( K - 1 ~ 1 )  ~ c " ' ' F X P  ) 
SUMR=S(JMR+RHAR*YBAR 
SUMY = S IJMY + Y  H A R 
R A V E = S  IJMR / S IJMY 
R E C V l = R E C O V  
F A C T R = F A C T P * R A V E  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 4 )  X ( I R E F , K R E F ) , Y ( I R E F T K R E F ) ~ A M R I T H E T A , B E T A , B E T A R , D E L , R P R E S T  
C A L L  C O R E ( K I Z T S I G N )  
l R E C O V  
GO T O  3 0  
2 0  D O  2 2  J=2,50 
I F  ( X ( K - l r J )  .EQ. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 22 
C A L L  C C R H ( K - ~ T J T X ( I R E F I K R E F ) T Y ( S R E F T K R E F ) T ~ ( I R E F T K R E ~ ) T  
T E S T = ( X J - X K ) / A H S ( X J - X K )  
1 V ( I K E F , K R E F ) , D E L , S I G N )  
I F  ( T E S T  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  2 4  
2 2  C O N T I N U E  
2 4  C A L L  EOlJK ( K T  1 , X K T  YK,IJK,VK 1 
E O U K  ( K  r J  T X J  , Y J  T ~ J J  T V J  ) C A L L  
K P = K  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( I K E F , K R E F ) , Y ( I R ~ F , K ~ ~ ~ ) T ~ J ( I ~ E F , K R ~ F ) , V ( I R E F , K R E F ) )  
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  . Q. )    
 I  T. . 01)   
I l 
 ( ,  . O. .     
   
  =I,2 
- EG 
 (KREF,IREF,X(IREF,KREFI,Y(IREF,KREF),SLOPE,SIGN) 
 QUK(I , ,X ,VK,UK; J
--R  
  . Q.     
 \  O. )   
ELX=X(K-l,l)-X IREF,KREF) 
Y=Y(K-l,I)-V(IREF,KREF) 
Q T(OEl *2+DELV**21 
 I O ) T. 0)    
  
   . . )    
 L {K-1,1,X(IREF,KREF),YIIREF,KREF),U{IREF,KREF), 
 (IR F, REF),O ,SI NI 
L DUKIK,l,XK,YK,UK,VKI 
L U (K,2,XJ,VJ,I ,VJ) 
L UII2, J, J UJ, )
LL (XIIREF,KREF),Y(IREF,KREF),U(IREF,KREF),VCI , FI) 
 
TA(K):- * ETAK+(l.O+SIGNI*THETA 
=TA (BETA(K» 
B ( )- ETA 
l N(V(K,l)/U(K,II)-TH  
 B I ) . E.  L:O.O 
LL M ,BETAR) 
( REV,I EV)=RECV(KREV,IREV-ll V 
R=( OV+RECVl)/2.0 
B R ( ( ,l) EXP-Y(K-l,l)**~XPJ





E ,1041 (IREF,KREF),Y(IREF,KREF),AMR,TH , ETAR,DEL, PRES, 
ECOV 
LL E(K,2,SIGN) 
  0 
 O  , 0 
F CK-l,JI . Q.    
ALL B l,J,X(IREF,KREFI,Y(IREF,KREF),U(IREF,KREF), 
 CIREF,KREFI,DEL,SIGN) 
( J- KI/ABS(XJ-XK) 
IF (TEST . T. . 1 O  4 
2 ONT I  
4 ALL QUK( ,l,X ,YK U ,VK) 






S L O P E = T A N ( H E T A  ( K )  1 
H E T A R = H E T A ( K ) - T H E T A  
D E L = A T A N ( V ( K 9 l ) / U ( K , l )  ) - T H E T A  
I F  ( A H S ( D E L )  .LE. E R R O R )  DEL=O.O 
C A L L  r l S W R ( A M R , B E T A R )  
R E C V  ( K K E V  9 I R E V  ) = R E C V  ( K R E V  7 I R E V - 1  ) *RECOV 
R B A R = ( R E C O V + R E C V 1 ) / 2 . 0  
SUMR=SUMR+RBAR*YBAR 
S I )  MY = SUMY +Y B AR 
R AVE=SIJMR/  SUMY 
R E C V l = R E C O V  
F A C T R = F A C T P * R A V E  
Y B A R = A B S ( Y ( K i l ) ~ * f X P - Y ( K - l 9 l ) * * E X P )  
W R I T E  (6,104) X ( I R E F , K R E F ) ~ Y ( I R E F T K R E F ) , A ~ I ~ , T H E T A , ~ E T A R , D E L ~ R P R E S T  
l R E C O V  
00 26  IzJ.50 
I F  ( ( K - 1 )  .EO. I )  GO T O  2 8  
C A L L  C C R C ( X ~ K , I ~ ~ Y ~ K ~ I ~ ~ U ~ K ~ I ~ T V ~ K T I ~ T X ~ K - ~ ~ I + ~ ~ ~ Y ~ K - ~ ~ I + ~ ~ T  
1 U(K-l9I+l),V(K-l,I+l),SIGN) 
C A L L E 0 IJK ( K 9 I + 1 9 X K 7 Y K t 1J K , V K 1 
26  C O N T I N U E  
2 8  C A L L  C C R E ( X ( K T I ) , Y ( K , I ) , I J ( K ~ I ) T V ( K ~ I ) T S I G N )  
C A L L  E O I J K ( K , I + l , X K , Y K , U K ( V K )  
C A L L  E O U I ( I + ~ ~ X K ~ Y K , U K I V K )  
C A L L  C O R E ( K 9  I+l,SIGN) 
I P = I + 1  
30 C O N T I N U E  
32 K H E F = K P  
I R E F =  I P  
I F  ( S E T P  .GT. 0.0) GO T O  34 
S T F R = P S I  
C A L L  L O C U S ( 1 r S I G N )  
34 W R I T E  (6,114) 
W R I T E  (6,110) 
W R I T E  (6 ,120)  K E C V ( K R E V t 1 R E V )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 6 )  
00 36 I = l , I R E F  
C A L L  C F P R ( X H ( I ) , Y R ( I ) T U B ( I ) T V ~ ( I ) )  
K R E V = ( 3 + K S I G N ) / 2  
I F  ( X B ( 1 )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  36 
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 8 1  X B ( I ) , Y R ( I ) ~ O , T H E T A , U B ( I ) T V B ~ I ) T A M , P R H O T P R  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 4 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 2 )  
W R I T E  (6 ,106)  
DO 38  K Z l r K R E F  
W R I T E  (6 ,116)  
DO 38 I=1,50 
I F  ( X ( K , I )  .EQ. 0.0) GO T O  38  
36 C O N T I N U E  
I F  (I .GT. K )  GO T O  38  
CALL C F P R ( X ( K , I ) , Y ( K I I ) T U ( K T I ) , V ( K I I ) )  
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 8 )  X ( K , I ) , Y ( K T I ) , O ~ T H E T A T U ( K T I ) ~ V ( K ~ I ) T A M T P R H O T P R P O  
38 C O N T I N U E  







 B O  E.  O L=O.O 
 n R, ETAR) 
(KREV,I V( EV, )*RE  
R=(RECOV+RECVlI/2.0 
R=ABS(Y(K,l) *EXP-Y(K- ,l) *EXP) 
R+RBAR*YBAR 
U
E=Sl ISUM  
1
TP~'RAVE 
I  , ) (I , ), (I ,KREF),AMR,THETA,B , ,RPRES, 
OV 
DO  =J,50 
 « ) . O. )    
L RC(X(K,I),Y(K,I),U(K,I),V(K,I),X(K-1,I+1),Y(K-1,I+1), 
 (K-l,I+1),V(K-1,I+l',SIGN) 
 OlJK(K, ,X ,Y ,U ,V )
 I  
 L E(X(K,I),Y(K,I),U(K,I), , ,SIG I 
L QU IK,I+l,XK,Y ,U ,VK) 
L Q I(I+1,XK,YK,UK,VK) 
L E(K,I 1 SIG )
I l
I  
 R  
 
  T. )    
LL S(l,SIG I 
S 
 E ) 
  
=(3 SI )/2 
E ) R ,I ) 
E ,106) 
DO  l, EF 
F I) Q.    
LL PR(XH(I), B(I ,U ),VB(I»  
*P ES 
R /
E 8) 8 , B(I),Q, A,UB(I),VB(I), ,PRHO,PR 




  = ,KREF 
R ITE 
  1 1,50 
F ( ,I) . . . )    
F I . T. )    
 ( (K,I},Y(K,I),U(K,I),V(K.I» 
P  
/
ITE ,108) ,I),Q,THETA,U(K,I),V(K,I),AM,PRHO,PRPO 
 INUE 
EF+l 
DO 46 K = K F y 5 0  
DO 46 I = l r 5 0  
C A L L  E O U K ( K ~ I I O . O T O . O T ~ . O T ~ ~ ~ )  
DO 50 I = 1 ~ 5 0  
C A L L  E O U I ( I , X ( I T I ) T Y ( I T I ) T U ( I T I ) T V ( ~ T ~ ) )  
46 C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( I  .GT. K R E F )  GO T O  48 
GO TI) 50 
5 0  C O N T I N U E  
48 C A L L  E O U I ( I ~ S . O T O . O T O . O T ~ ~ O )  
I F  ( S E T P  .EO. 0.0) GO T O  62  
K P = K  R E F  
I P = I R E F  
C A L L  M A T R X  
KR E F = K P  
I R E F =  I P 
I F  ( S E T 0  .EO. 0.0) GO T'O 62 
K = O  
DO 5 4  J = l r 5 0  
I F  ( X ( J 9 K R E F )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  5 4  
I F  ( J  .EO. 1)  GO T O  52  
D E L Y = Y ( J , K R E F ) - Y ( K T ~ )  
D I S T = S O R T ( D E L X = ~ Z + D E L Y ~ ~ 2 )  
I F  ( A B S ( D I S T )  .LT.  0.000) GO T O  5 4  
C A L L  E N D S ( K P , l r - S I G N )  
C A L L  ~ O U K ( K R E F , K R E F I X B ( K R E F ) T Y B ( K R E F ) T U B ( K R E F ) , V B ( K R E F ) )  
D E L X = X ( J T K R E F ) - X ( K , l )  
52 K = K + 1  
5 4  C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  E O U K  ( K ,  1 T X  ( J T K R E F )  T Y  ( J T K R E F  1 T U (  J T K R E F  1 r V (  J T K R E F  1 1 
K F = K  
DO 5 8  K = l r 5 0  
D O  58 I = 2 ~ 5 0  
56 C A L L  EOUK(KTITO.OTO.OTO.~TO~O) 
58 C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  E ~ U I ~ ~ T X ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ Y ~ ~ T ~ ~ T ~ J ~ ~ T ~ ~ T V ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~  
DO 60 I = 2 ~ 5 0  
C A L L  E O U I ~ I T O ~ O T O ~ O ~ O ~ O T O ~ O ~  
60 C O N T I N U E  
6 2  PSI=STFR 
D E L A = D E L  
R E T U K N  
END 
89 
  =KF,  
  1=1,
 Q { ,[,O.O,O. ,O.O,O.O) 
 I  
  1 ,50 
  . T.    11 
 QUIII,X(I,I), {I,I),U{[,I),V(I,II) 
 O  
411  Q I(I,G. ,O.O,O.O,O.O) 
  





 EQ IKREF,KREF,XB(KREF), B{KREF), BIKREF),VBIKREF) 
 lO O. .0)  1'0  
 
 1,  
 I t ,K  . O. . 1    




F I O  . T. O.OOO}    
 +l 
 UK(K,l, (J, EFI, I , ), ,K ), ,KR ))
 1  
 
00  1,  
  1 ,50 
 LL QUK{K,I, . , . , .O, .O  
 I  
LL QUIll,X{l,l),Y(l,l),U{l,l),V(l,l)) 
  1 ,50 
LL QUI(I,O.O, .O,O. ,O.O) 






B I B F T C  S E E K S  L I S T , R E F , D E C K , D E H U G  
C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE FOR LOC~TING SPECIFIC POINTS IN A C-NET 
S U B R O U T I N E  S E E K ( K A , I A , X R , Y R , S L O P E , S I G N )  
COMMUN A M O , G A M , T H E T C , D E L B , D E L U ~ T ~ E L U T U C T V C T D E L C T B S , D E L S ~ E R R O R T  
1 O , A M T A M U , T H E T A , A , B , C , D ~ E , F , G , P R ~ S , D E N S , A R E A , D Y N P ~ C P , P S I ~  
2 X K , Y K I U K , V K , X J , Y J , U J I V J I X A , Y A , U A , V A , D E L A , B E T A K , S I G K , S I G S ~ ~  
3 X ( 5 0  7 5 0 )  ,Y ( 5 0 7  5 0 )  T U (  5 0  9 5 0 )  T V  ( 5 0 9 5 0  
XH ( 5 0 )  VYB ( 5 0 )  ,(JB( 5 0 )  t V B (  5 0 )  p P ( 5 0 )  , R E C V ( Z *  10) v F A C T R ,  I R E V ,  
, B E T A  ( 50 , P S I R  ( 50) 9 
4 U l ~ V 1 , D E L l , D E L Y , R P R E S , R D E N S ~ R E C O V ~ E N T P , N D I M ~ K R E F T I R E F ~  
5 
6 R E G ~ R ( 2 5 ~ 4 ) , S ( 2 5 ~ 4 ) ~ C O W L ( 2 5 ) ~ B O D Y ~ 2 5 ) , N R ~ N S ~ I C O W L ~ I ~ O D Y  
D I M E N S I O N  N P T ( 2 )  
K = K A  
I = I A  
I F  ( K  .EO. I )  GO T O  30 
J F = K A -  I A 
DO 10 J=l ,JF 
I = I A + J  
I F  ( X ( I , K )  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  1 2  
10 C O N T  I NUE 
12  I R E F = I  
XF=XR 
Y F = Y K  
DO 24  J = l t 2  
RM I N=10  00 
DO 14 K = I R E F , K A  
I F  ( X I I R E F T K )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  14 
R A D I U S = S O R T ( ( X ( I R E F , K ) - X F ) ~ ' ~ Z + ( Y ( I R E F , K ) - Y F ) ~ * 2 )  
R M I N= A M I N 1 ( R A D I US,  R M I N 1 
14 C O N T I N U F  
DO 16 K = I R E F , K A  
R A D I U S = S O R T ( ( X ( I R E F , K ) - X F ) * 8 2 + ( Y ( I R E F I K ) - Y F ) ~ ~ 2 )  
I F  ( R A D I I J S  .FO.  R M I N )  GO TO 18  
16 C O N T I N I I E  
18 K R E F = K  
I F  ( I R E F  .LT. K R E F )  GO T O  20 
K = K R E F + l  
I F  ( X ( I R E F , K )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  30 
GO T O  2 2  
XR EF= XK 
K S I G N = T E S T / A H S ( T E S T )  
K = K R E F + K S I G N  
I F  ( I R E F  .GT. K )  G O  T O  30 
I F  ( X ( I R E F , K )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GI1 T O  30 
X F = X K  
Y F = Y K  
K S I G N = T E S T / A R S ( T F S T )  
K = K R E F + K S I G N  
I F  ( I R E F  .GT. K )  GO T O  3 0  
C A L L  F I N I ) ( X K )  
I F  ( R E G  .EO. -1.0) GO TI1  2 6  
C O = R ( I C O W L , l )  
C l = R (  I C O W L y 2 )  
C 2 = R (  I C O W L , 3 )  
20 C A L L  H O l J N D ( I R E F ~ K R E F , I R E F , K R E F - l ~ X R ~ Y R ~ S L O P E ~ S I G N )  
T € S T = X R E F - X ( I R E F , K R F F )  
2 2  C A L L  B f l U N D ( I R E F , K R E F , I R E F ~ K y X R , Y R , S L O P E , S I G N )  
T E S T = X F - X ( K R E F , I R E F )  
2 4  C O N T I N I I E  
90 
$I   
 
IST,REF,DECK,DEBUG 
 TINE  CATING PEC FIC INTS I   - ET 
 
I  KA,IA,XR,YR,S~OPE,SIGN) 
O  O,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELU1,OEL ,UC,VC,OELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 , M,AMU,THETA,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP,PS I, 
 K,YK,UK,VK,X ,Y ,U ,VJ,X ,Y ,UA,VA,D L ,BETAK,SIGK,SIGSQ, 
3 (SO,SO),Y(SO,SO), (SO,SO), ISO,SO) ETA(SO),PSIR(SO), 
 l, , 1, ELY,RPRES, ENS, D , , O , ,I , 
5 B{SOI, B(SO),tJ8(SO , C')O),PCSO) VC2, ,FA ,I , 
 ,R(2S,4),S(25,4),COWL 25),BODY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
I I  (Z) 
 
1
I  (  . Q. I    
-I  
  l,JF 
I::I J 
 CI,KI . T. . 1  U  
 I li  
 I 
R 
  1,  
I lO.O 
00  I CF,KA 
I  ( CI EF, ) . O. .     
IUS=SQRT«X(IREF,K,-XF'**2 I! EF, '- FI**2) 
I I 1( I ,R I ) 
 I E 
00  I F, A 
IUS=SQRT((X(IREF,K'-XF)**2+ Y(IREF,KI-YFI**2) 
IF ( IU  .EQ. I )   8 
 I UE 
  
I  (I F . T. )    
+1 
IF ( (I , ) . O. .     
  2 
 LL BDU OII ,KREF,IREF,KREF-l,XR,YR,SLOPE,SIGNI 
F=XK 
E REF-X(IREF,KREF) 
I / B ( ) 
 
IF (IREF . T. ) O O 0 
IF ( (I , I . . U.D) O O  




I / B ( E I 
 
IF (IREF . . ) O TO 30 
24 ONTINI'!!:: 
ALL IND(X I 
IF (REG . D. - . ) GO TO 26 
CO=R ( 1 L,!) 
Cl=R(ICD\~L,2) 
2=R( I l, ) 
C 3 = R  ( I c o w L  14 )  
GO T O  2 8  
2 6  C O = S ( I R O D Y q l )  
C ~ = S ( I ~ O D Y T ~ )  
C 2 = S (  I R O D Y 7 3 )  
C 3 = S (  IBOIIY,~) 
2 8  Y S U R F = C O + C l + X K + C 2 * X K * * 2 + C 3 + X K * * 3  
T E S T = ( Y K - Y S U R F ) / A B S ( Y K - Y S U R F )  
I F  ( T E S T  .EO. S I G N )  GO T n  56 
X R E F = X R  
C A L L  F I N D ( X R E F 1  
I F  ( R E G  .EQ. -1.0) GO T O  32  
30 N P T ( Z ) = O  
DO 54  L = l ~ 2  
CO=R ( I C O W L  9 1) 
C L = R (  I c o w L ~ 2 )  
C 2 = R  ( I C O W L  7 3 )  
C 3 = R l  I c o w L ~ 4 )  
P O I N T = C O W L  ( I C O W L )  
N P T ( L ) = I C O W L  
GO T O  3 4  
32 C O = S ( I B O D Y T ~ )  
C 1 = S ( I 8 O D Y T 2 )  
C 2 = S ( I B O D Y T 3 )  
C ~ = S ( I B O D Y T ~ )  
P O I N T = B O D Y ( I R O D Y )  
N P T ( L ) = I B O D Y  
I F  ( A B S ( S 1 O P E )  .GT. E R R O R )  GO T O  36 
X K = X R  
GO T O  46 
36 A L P H A = C 3  
E T A = C Z  
S I G A = C l  
3 4  I F  ( N P T ( 1 )  .EO. N P T ( 2 ) )  GO TI3 5 6  
D E L T A = S  I G A - S L O P E  
G A M M A = ( C O - Y R ) + S L O P E * X R  
C A L L  R O O T ~ ( A L P H A , E T A T D E L T A T G A M M A )  
M=O 
DO 38  1 ~ 1 . 3  
J=2* I -  1 
K=2* I 
P ( J  ) = P  ( J  ) - P O I N T  
I F  ( P I J )  .LE. 0.0) GO T O  38 
I F  ( A B S ( P ( K 1 )  .GT. E R R O R )  GO T O  38  
M=M+ 1 
P S I R (  M ) = P (  J 1 
91 
 COW  ,4) 





 RF=CO+Cl*XK+C2*XK**2 C3 XK**3 
- SURF)/ABS(YK-YSURF) 
 T O.   n 
 2
  1,2 
L ) 
  Q. .0)    
 ,   
l ICOWL,2) 
I L, ) 
( COW ,4) 
L ICO ) 
I=ICO  
   
 I ,ll 
l (IR ,
$  I DY,
3=S(IBODY,4) 
B
I IB  
  (l  Q. ( »  O  




=S -  
MA=(CQ-YR)+SLOPE*XR 
L 3( H ,ETA,DELTA,GAM A) 
  =1,3 
*I-l 
2
)= (J)-POI  
 ( ) E. )   




3 H  C O N T I N U E  
XM I N= 10 .O 
X M I N = A M I N - l ( X M I N ? P S I R ( I ) )  
4 0  C O N T I N U E  
4 4 X K = X M I 
4 6  Y K = C O + C l * X K + C 2 * X K * * 2 + C 3 * X K * * 3  
S I G M A = C 1 + 2 . O K , 2 * X K + 3 . O * C 3 * X K * * 2  
R M I N = 1 0 . 0  
DO 4 8  I = 1 ~ 5 0  
I F  ( X B ( I )  .EO. 0.0) GO T O  4 8  
T E S T = S O R T ( ( X B ( I ) - X K ) s 9 2 + ( Y B ( I ) - Y K ) * * 2 )  
R M I N = A M I N l ( T E S T t R M I N )  
DO 5 0  I = 1 ~ 5 0  
I F  ( X B ( 1 )  .EO. 0.0) GO T U  50 
TEST=SORT((XB(I)-XK)**2+(YB(I)-YK)**2) 
I F  ( R M I N  .EO. T E S T )  GO T O  52  
D O  4 0  I = l ? M  
P 0 I N T 
4 R  C O N T I N I J F  
50 C O N T I N U E  
52 T E S T = X K - X H ( I )  
I S I G N = T E S T / A R S ( T E S T )  
J = I + I S I G N  
A N G L E = A T A N ( S I G M A )  
O I = S O R T ( U B ( I ) * ~ Z + V B ( I ) * * 2 )  
O J = S O R T ( U H ( J ) ~ * 2 + V R ( J ) g = 2 )  
DS=SORT((XR(J)-XB(I))**2+(YB(J)-YB(I))**2) 
D E L S = S O R T I ( X K - X B ( I ) ) * * ~ + ( Y K - Y B ( I ) ) * * Z )  
DO=OJ-O I 
D 0 I> S = D CJ / D S 
O K = O I + D O D S * D E L S  
IJK=OK*COS ( A N G L E )  
V K = O K * S I N ( A N G L E )  
K R E F = 5 0  
I R E F =  I + 1  
X R E F = X K  
5 4  C O N T I N U E  
56 R E T U R N  
E N D  
92 2 
1:1 i  
MIN=10.0 
 ,M 







  . O. .0)    
=SQRTIIXBII)-XK)**2+IYBI!)-YK **2) 
I IN1(TEST, I )
8 U  
 1 ,50 
 I II  . Q. . )  O  
    ( ( XB  I ) -  ) *2+ I YB I I ) -YK ) **2 ) 
 I IN O.     
 I E 
 B ( I) 
/ BSI EST) 
I
( )
Q ( (I)**2+ B(I) *2) 
I BIJ)* 2+VB(J)**2) 
S=SORTIIXBIJ)-XB(I»**2+(YB(J)-YB(I»**2l 
=SORTI IX I » *2+(YK-YB(I»**2) 
=QJ-O
f)OD (:)j  
Q QI S*DELS 
U *COS ) 






S I B F T C  L O C I  L I S T I R E F ?  D E C K  9 D E B I J G  
C 
C S U B R O U T I N E  F O R  L O C A T I N G  A S P E C I F I C  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  
C 
S U B R O U T  I N E  L O C U S  ( K A T S I G N )  
COMMON A M O T G A M ~ T H E T C ~ D E L B ~ D E L U l ~ D E L U ~ ~ J C ~ V C ~ D E L C ~ ~ S ~ D E L S ~ E R R O R ~  
1 O ~ A M ~ A M U ~ T H E T A T A ~ B I C ~ D T E T F T G T P R E S ~ D E N S ~ A R E A T D Y N P T C P T P S I T  
2 X K T Y K T U K T V K , X J T Y J T U J T V J T X A T Y A T U A T V A T D E L A T B E T A K T S I G K T S I G S Q T  
3 X ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ B E T A ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
4 U ~ ~ V ~ ~ D E L ~ ~ D E L Y , R P R E S T R D E ~ ~ S ~ R E C O V ~ E N T P ~ ~ I D I M ~ K R E F ,  I R E F T  
5 X B ( ~ O ) ~ Y B ( ~ O ) , U B ( ~ O ) T V B ( ~ O ) ~ P ( ~ O ) T R E C V ( ~ T ~ O ) T F A C T R T I R E V T  
6 R ~ G ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ T ~ ) ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ Z ~ ) T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ R T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
DO U K z K A 7 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K 7 1 )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  10 
8 C O N T I N l J E  
10 K R E F = K  
DO 1 2  I = 2 ~ 5 0  
I F  ( X ( K R E F - 1 7 1 )  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  14 
12 C O N T I N U E  
14 I R E F = I  
K P Z K R E F - 1  
R EG=-R E G  
x P = X ( K p 1 1 ) + 3 . 0  
T A N S = V ( K P T ~ ) / U ( K P T ~ )  
C A L L  C U R V E ( X ( K P T ~ ) , Y ( K P ~ ~ ) , T A N S ~ X P ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ . O T N S )  
N S = N S + l  
C A L L  C C R E ( X ( K P T I R E F ) T Y ( K P T I R E F ) T U ( K P T I R E F ) T V ( K P T I R E F ) T - S I G N )  
C A L L  E O U K I K R E F ,  I R E F T X K T Y K , U K T V K )  
C A L L  C O R E ( K R E F T I R E F T - ~ ~ O )  
R O D Y ( N S ) = X ( K R E F * I R E F )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K R E F T I R E F ) T - Y ( K R E F T I R E F ) T U ( K R E F T ' I R E F ) T - V ( K R E F T I R E F ) )  
R E G=-R E G  
P S I R ( I R E F ) = P S I  
S T F R = 1 , 0  
K P Z K R E F - 1  
DO 2 2  K K = l r K P  
K z K R E F - K K  
I F  ( I R E F  .GT. K )  GO T O  24 
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K T I R E F ) T - Y ( K T I R E F ) T ~ J ( K T I R E F ) T - V ( K , I R E F ) )  
PSIAV=.S*(PSIR(IREF)+PSI) 
P S I R ( I R E F ) = P S I  
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  18 
GO T O  2 0  
REF=Y(K,IREF)-Y(K+l,IREF) 
18 R E F = Y ( K , I R E F ) * * ~ - Y ( K + ~ T I R E F ) * * ~  
20 S T F R = S T F R + P S I A V * R E F  
2 2  C O N T I N U E  
24 DO 28 K = 1 ~ 5 0  
D O  28 I=lt50 
I F  ( I  .GT. K )  GO T O  26 
I F  ( K  .GT. K R E F )  G O  T O  26 
I F  ( I  .LE.  I R E F )  GO T O  28 
26 C A L L  E O U K ~ K ~ I T O ~ O T O ~ O T O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~  
28 C O N T I N U E  
DO 30 I = l r 5 0  
I F  ( I  .LE, I R E F )  G O  T O  30 
C A L L  E O U 1 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 . 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~  
30 C O N T I N U E  
P S I = S T F R  
R E T U R N  
t N D  
93 
$IBFTC I , ,DECK,DEBUG 
 
 I   I   I IC  
E S( , IGN) 
 ,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELUl,DELU,UC.VC,DELC,BS,DELS,ERROR, 
 Q,AM,AMU,THETA,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,PRES,DENS,AR A,DYNP,CP,PSI, 
 , , ,V , ,YJ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DELA,BETAK,SIGK,SIG Q, 
 (50,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50),V(50,50),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 
 l,Vl,DEll,DELY,RPRES,RDENS,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF, , 
 (50)~YB(50),UB(50),VB(50),P(50),RECV(2,10),FACTR,IREV, 
 EG,R(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(25),BODY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
 8 = , 0 
F ( ,I) .    
 UE 
  
  1 2,50 
F ( REF-l,l) T.O.O    




X  ( P tl )+3.0 
( ,I)/U(KP,I) 
L (X(KP,I),Y(KP,l),TANS,XP,0.0,0.0,1.0,NS) 
L ( ( P, ,Y( ,IREF),U(KP,IREF),V(KP,IREF),-SIGN) 
L (KREF, ,X ,YK,U ,VK) 
L ,IREF,-1.0) 
-REG 
B ( ) ( EF,  
L ( REF, F), F, ,U( ,IREF),-V(KREF,IREF» 
I ( I 
FR=I.0 
= -
  I,  
=  
F I  T. )   
L ( , ),- ,IR ),U(K,IREF),-V(K,IREF» 
I V=.5*(PSIR(IREF)+PSI) 
I ( I 
F IM T. )    
F=Y(K,IREF)-Y(K+l,IREF) 
   
F=Y(K,I EF) 2 ( l,IREF)* 2 
*REF 
 I  
 I,50 
  1 1,50 
 I T. )   
  T. )   
F I l . )   
LL QUKIK,I,O.O, .O,O. ,O.O) 
 I E 
  1 1,  
F I E. )    
L QUI(I,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 




$ I H F T C 
C 
C C O N D I T I O N S  I N  T H E  I S E N T R O P I C  C O M P R E S S I O N  R E G I O N  
C 
S U R F S L I S T 7 K E F T D E C K T 0 k t3 IJ G 
S U B R O I J T I N E  S O R F ( K S T I S T N N T A M T ~ T H R O A T I A N G L E , S T F R T S I G N )  
COMMON A M O T G A M T T H E T C  T D E L H  y D E L ( J 1  T D E L 0 9  IJC T V C T  D E L C  T B S  7 D E L S  T E R R O R  7 
1 O T A M T A M U , T H E T A T A T B T C ( D , E I F ~ G ~ P R E S , T D E N S T A R E A T ~ Y N P T C P T P S I T  
2 X K T Y K T I J K T V K T X J T Y J T U J T V J T X A T Y A T I J A , V A T D E L A , B E T A K T S I G K ~ S I G S Q ,  
3 X ( ~ ~ T ~ ~ ) T Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) T U ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E T A ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
4 U ~ , V ~ ~ D E L ~ T D E L Y , R P R E S T R D E N S T R E C ~ V T E ~ T P T ~ I D I M T K R E F T I R E F ,  
5 X B ( ~ O ) T Y B ( ~ O ) T U B ( ~ O ) ~ V B ( ~ ~ ) ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ R ~ C V ( ~ T ~ O ) T F A C T R T I R E V ,  
6 R E G , R ( ~ T T ~ ) , S ( ~ ~ , ~ ) , ~ O W L ( ~ ~ ) T B ~ ~ Y ( Z ~ ) ~ N R T N ~ T I C O W L T I B O D Y  
l R H M A C H  N O . , ~ X T ~ H P / H O T ~ O X T ~ H P / P O / / )  
100 F O R M A T  ( / / R X T ~ H X T ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Y T ~ ~ X T ~ H ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ H T H E T A T ~ ~ X T ~ H U T ~ ~ X T ~ H V T ~ X T  
1 0 2  F O R M A T  ( 1 P 9 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
104 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H C O N D I T I O N S  N  T H E  CONTOUR S U R F A C E / / )  
106 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ R H C U N D I T I O N S  I N  T H E  F L O W  F I E L D / / )  
1 0 8  F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ H A M T ~ ~ ~ X , ~ H T H R , ~ ~ X T ~ H A N G / / )  
110 F O R M A T  ( 3 7 X ~ l P 3 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
112  F O R M A T  ( / / 2 R X T 4 6 H I S f N T R O P I C  C O M P R E S S I O N  R E G I O N  I N I T I A T E S  A T  X = 1 P E  
114 F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
116 F O R M A T  ( 1 H J )  
118  F O R M A T  ( / / 3 3 X 1 5 4 H C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  FLOW F I E L D  P E R F O R M E D  I N  SUBROUTINE 
1 S U R F / / )  
1 = 1 P E 1 2 . 5 / / )  
1 = 1 P E 1 2 . 5 / / 1  
1 1 2 . 5 ~ 2 X ~ 3 H Y  = 1 P E 1 2 . 5 / / / / )  
120 F O R M A T  ( / / 2 9 X , 5 0 H P R E S S U R E  R E C O V E R Y  ( H / H O )  A L O N G  T H E  U P P E R  C O N T O U R  
1 2 2  F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ O H P R E S S U R E , R E C O V E R Y  ( H / H O )  A L O N G  T H E  LOWER C O N T O U R  
10 
12  
K = K S  
I = I S  
MP=K 
M P F=  MP+NN 
XNN=NN 
P O I  N T = 1  .O 
I R E V = I R E V + l  
C O N V R = ( 1 . O + ( G A M - 1 . 0 ) / Z . O ~ A M O * ~ 2 ) ~ * ~ - G A M / ~ G A M - ~ . O ~ ~  
R E C V ( l T I R E V ) = R E C V ( l , I R E V - l )  
R E C V ( ~ T I R E V ) = R E C V ( ~ T I R E V - ? )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K . I ) ~ Y ( K , I ) , U ( K , I ) , V [ K T I ) )  
AMR=AM 
T H E T A R = T H E T A  
S I G I = T A N (  T H E T A R  
I P = I + l  
P ( I ) = l . O  
D E L A M = ( A M R - A M T ) / X N N  
D E L  X= T HR 0 A T  / X N IN 
T A I . J = T A N ( A N G L E ) - T A N ( T H E T A R )  
X O = X ( K S T I S )  
A O = Y ( K S T I S )  
A ~ = V ( K S T I S ) / U ( K S T I S )  
I F  ( T H R O A T  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  10 
A Z = T A U / ( Z . O * T H R O A T )  
AMF=AMR 
NNN=NN+ I P - 1  
D O  20 I = I P , N N N  
I F  ( T H R O A T  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  1 2  
P (  I ) = l o 0  
GO T O  14 




 I S N  I  ION ION 
 
TINE U ,IS,N ,AMT,THROAT,ANGLE,STFR,SIGN) 
 O,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELU1,DELlJ,lJC, C, ELC, , ,ER ,
 , M,AMU,THETA,A,B,C,D,E F,G,PRES~DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP, SI, 





  / 8X,lHX,13X,lHY,13 ,lHQ,11X,5HTHETA,11X,lHU,13X,lHV,9X, 
18 H . 8 ,4HP/HO,10X,4HP/PO//) 
Z  l 14.5//) 
T //43X,33HCONDITIONS    E /) 
  //45X,Z8HCONDITIONS N   //) 
 T / 44X,3HAMT,11X,3HTHR,11X,3HANG//) 
  ,  
lIZ T /Z8 ,46HISE U  ION ION I S   l
Z.5,ZX,3HY l IZ.5 ///) 
 T l l) 
 T lHJ) 
 T /33 ,54HCAL I    IELD FORMED  I  
I /I) 
 T Z ,50 PRE SURE VERY   R  
l IZ.5//1 










LL (X(K.J),YIK,I),U(K I),V(K,I» 
 
I I=TA ITHET ) 
l.O 
=( R- MT)/XNN 
O XNN 
U=TA )- NITHETAR) 
( S,  
( S, ) 
l ,IS)/U(KS,IS) 




  , N 
F OAT T.   2 
)=1.0 
   
2 ) l.O+P(I-ll 
14 A M F z A M F - D E L A M  
K P = P (  I )  
K T = P (  I ) - P (  1-1 1 
K = M P - l + K P  
K K = K - K T  
K L = K  
I F  ( A B S ( A N G L E )  .GT. 0.0) GO TO 16 
S I G K = - V K / U K  
S I G C = O . ~ ~ : C ( S I G I + S I G K  1 
S I G I = S I G K  
Y K = Y  ( K K ,  1-1 ) + S  I G C g ' D E L X  
EXP=3 .0  
GO T O  1 8  
Y K = A O+ A 1 :ic ( X K -X 0 ) +A 2 :* ( X K -X 0 ) :$* 2 
S I GK = A 1 + 2.0 9AA 2 * ( XK-X 0 ) 
P H I = A T A N ( S I G K )  
O K = S O R T ( A M F * * Z / ( l . O + S ~ G S O * ( A M f ~ ~ 2 - 1 . 0 ) ) )  
U K = O K * C O S ( P H I  1 
V K = - O K : g S I N ( P H I  ) 
E X P = 2 . 0  
K R E F = K  
I R E F =  I 
P S I R (  I ) = P S I  
X K = X ( K K , I - l ) + D E L X  
C A L L  P M E R ( A M R , - T H E T A R , A M F )  
1 6 
1 8  C A L L  E O U K  ( K  y I r XK ,YK , O K r - V K )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K ~ I ) , - Y ( K , I ) r l J ( K ~ I ) V K I ) )  
2 0  C O N T I N U E  
00 36 I = I P y N N N  
S T F = l  .O 
DO 3 4  K K = l r M P F  
K P = P ( I ) - 1 . 0  
K = M P + l + K P - K K  
2 2  C A L L  C C R C ~ X ~ K - l ~ I - 1 ~ ~ Y ~ K - l ~ I - l ~ ~ ~ J ~ K - l ~ I - l ~ ~ V ~ K ~ l ~ I ~ l ~ ~ X ~ K ~ I ~ ~  
1 Y ( K y 1  ) , I J ( K y I  ) y V ( K v I ) r S I G N )  
C A L L  EOUK ( K - 1 ,  I r XK r Y K y l J K y V K  
2 4  C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K - l r I 1 t - Y ( K - l , I ) ~ ~ J ( K - l ~ I ) ~ - V ( K - 1 ~ 1 )  1 
P S I A V = . 5 = ( P S I R ( I ) + P S I )  
I F  ( N D I M  .GT. 2 )  G O  T O  26  
GO T O  2 8  
R E F = Y ( K - l r I ) - Y ( K r I )  
2 6  R E F = Y ( K - 1 , 1 ) ' ~ ~ 2 - Y ( K r I ) ~ ~ 2  
2 P  S T F = S T F + P S  I A V g c R E F  
P S I R I I ) = P S I  
I F  ( S T F R - S T F )  30,32734 
30 C A L L  C C S R ( S T F K , S T F , X ( K - ~ ~ I ) ~ - Y ( K - ~ ~ I ) , ~ J ( K - ~ ~ I ) ~ - V ( K - ~ , I ) T X ( K , I ) ~  
1 -Y ( K ,  I 1 r l J (  K r  I 1,-V ( K r  I 1 ) 
C A L L  E O U I  ( I 9 XK ,-YK ,OK , -VK) 
GO T O  36 
GO T O  36 
34 C O N T I N U E  
36 C O N T I N U E  
32  C A L L  E O U I (  I y X ( K - l t I  ) t Y ( K - l r I )  r U ( K - l r I  ) r V ( K - l r I  ) )  
DO 38  J = l , K S  
K = ( K S + l ) - J  
I F  ( X ( K , I S )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 40 
38  C O N T I N U E  
40 K R = K + l  
IR=IS 
R E G = - 1  .O 
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 = F-  
P=P( ) 





 ( ) T.    






   
=AO+Al*( -XO)+A2* -XO)**
IG l . * 2*(XK O)
::: (  








 I  
DO  ,NNN 
.  
  l,  
=P(I)-l.O 
P+l+KP- K 
 LL RC(X(K-l,I l),Y(K-l,I-l),U( l,I-l),V(K-l,I-l),X(K,II, 
 ( ,I U ,I),V(K,I),SIGN) 
LL P K(K-l,I,XK,YK,UK,V ) 
 LL ( (K-l,I),-Y(K-l,I),U -l, ,-V( l,II)
=.5*(PSIR(I)+PSI) 
F DIM T. )    
F=Y(K-l,I)-Y(K.I) 
   
 -l,]'**2-Y(K,I)**2 
 IA *REF 
( I 
F - F) , 2, 4 
 LL ( FR,STF, (K-l. ,-Y(K l,I),U(K-l,I),-V(K-l,I),X(K,I), 
 , ),U( , ), (K,I» 
LL Q I( ,X , K,U K) 
   
 LL UI(I,X(K-l,I), (K-l,I), -l, ),V -l, » 
   
 INUE 
 I E 
  I, S 
( S+l)-J 






C A L L  C U R V E ( X ( K S , I S ) , Y ( K S ~ I S ) ~ V ( K S ~ ~ S ) / U ( K S , I S ) ~ X ( K R E F , I R E F ) ,  
1 Y ( K K E F , I R E F ) , V ( K R E F 7 I R E F ) / U ( K R E F ) r E X f J , N S )  
N S = N S + l  
REG=1.0  
C A L L  C U R V E ( X B ( I S ) , Y R ( I S ) , V R o / U R ( I S ) / U ~ ( I S ) , X B ( ~ R E F ) , Y B ( I R E F ) ~  
1 V B ( I R E F ) / U B ( I R E F ) , 3 o O , N R )  
N R = N R + l  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 1 4 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 1 8 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 0 8 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 0 )  A M T I T H R O A T T A N G L E  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 2 0 )  R E C V ( 2 , I R E V )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 2 2 )  R E C V ( 1 , I R E V )  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 1 0 4 )  
W R I T E  (6,100) 
D o  42 I = I R , I R E F  
I F  ( X B ( 1 )  .EO. 0 .0 )  GO T O  42 
P RHO = F A  C T R ZcP R E S 
P R P O = P R H O / C U N V R  
C A L L  C F P R ( X B ( I ) r Y B ( I ) r U H ( I ) , V ~ ( I ) )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 2 )  X B ( I ) ~ Y B ( I ) ~ O ~ T H E T A , U B ( I ) r V B ( I ) ~ V ~ ~ I ~ ~ A M ~ P R H O ~ ~ R P O  
42 C O N T I N U E  
W R I T E  (6,114) 
W R I T E  (6,106) 
W R I T E  (6,100) 
DO 46 K z K R v K R E F  
W R I T E  (6 ,116)  
DO 46 I = I R , I R E F  
I F  ( X ( K , I )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  46 
T E S T = A H S ( X ( K , I ) - X ( K S I I S ) )  
I F  ( T E S T  .GT. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  4L 
I F  ( P O I N T  .EO. 0.0) GO T O  44 
W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 1 2 )  X ( K ~ I ) , Y ( K I I )  
P O I N T = O . O  
44 C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K I I ) , Y ( K , I ) , U ( K , I ) T V ( K , I ) )  
P R H O = F A C T R * P R E S  
P R P O = P R H O / C O N V R  
W R I T E  (6,102) X ( K ~ I ) , Y ( K , I ) , O , T H E T A , ~ J ( K , I ) T V ( K ~ I ) , A M , P R H ~ , P R P O  
4 6  C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( X B ( 1 R E F )  . L T . X ( K S y I S ) )  GO T O  47 
C A L L  E N D 1  ( K S ,  ISTSIGN) 
47 DO 48 J z l r K R E F  
K = ( K R E F + l ) - J  
I F  ( X ( K 1 I R E F )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  50  
4 8  C O N T I N U E  
50 K P = K + l  
D O  52  J = l r 5 0  
K = ( K P - 1  ) + J  
I F  ( X ( K 9 I R E F )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  5 4  
C A L L  E O U K ( J , ~ ~ X ( K ~ I R E F ) , Y I K , I R F ~ F ) ~ ~ J ( K ~ I A E F ) T V I K , I R E ~ ~ )  
57 C O N T I N U E  
5 4  K R E F = J - I  
C A L L  E Q U l ( l , X B (  I R E F ) , Y B ( I R E F ) , U B (  I R E F ) , V B ( I R E F )  1 
I R E F = l  
DO 58 K = 1 ~ 5 0  
DO 58  I = l , 5 0  
I F  ( K  .GT. K R E F )  GO T O  5 6  
I F  ( I  .EO. 1 )  GO T O  58 
56 C A L L  E O U K ~ K ~ I ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~  
5 8  C O N T I N U E  
UU 60 I=Lq5U 
C A L L  ~ O U I ~ I T O . O , O . O , O . O , O . O ~  
60 C O N T I N U E  
R E T U R N  
96 E N D  
 EIXIKS,IS),Y(KS,IS), I ,IS)/UIKS,IS),XIKREF,IREF), 
 I REF,IREF),VIKREF,IREF)/UIKREF,lREF),EXP,NS) 
l
G=l.O 
 RVE(X8(IS),YBIIS),VB(IS)/U8(IS), I ), BIIREFI, 
 IREF)/UBIIREF),3.0,NR) 
1 
 1 , ) 
 1 ,1 8) 
 1 , ) 
 1 , ) T,THRoA , NGLE 
 1 ,120) (2,IREV) 
 16,122) I1,IREV) 
 1 , 04) 
 ) 
O I ,JREF 
 I II  O.    
 FPRIXBIII, BII), B I) BII  
  ~'  
o
vl I  1 , ) I ),YBII),Q,THETA,UBII),VBII),AM,PRHO,PRPO 
 I  
 1 , ) 
 1 ,106) 
 16,100) 
 = ,  
 1 , 16) 
 ,I EF 
F I I ,I) Q.    
=ABSIXIK,I)-XIK ,ISJ) 
F I T T.   4
 I INT O. )    
 1 , ) I , I ,I) 
o =O.O 
 L PRIXIK I),Y K,I),UIK,I),VIK,I)1 
*PRES 
o
 1 , 02) I , ), IK,I),O,THETA,UIK,I),VIK,I),AM,PRHO,PRPO 
 I  
F I II  .XIKS,IS»   
L I(KS, ,SIGNI 
  =l,KREF 
( REF+l)-J 
F I I ,I ) O.    
 I E 
 1 
  I, 0 
I P-1  
F I I ,I I O.    
L l  OUK I J , 1 , X I K , IRE F ) , Y I K , IRE F ) ,U I K, IKE F ) , V ( K , IRE: F ) ) 
2 I E 
 F=J-] 
LL  OU I I 1 , X B (    , Y B ( IRE F ) , UBI  ) , V B I IRE F ) ) 
F=1 
  ,50 
  1 1,50 
F IK . T. )    
F II . Q. )    
 LL QUKI ,I,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O) 
A INUE 
  l '~




B I B F T C  E N D I R  L I S T T R E F T D E C K T D E B U G  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  E N D 1  ( K A T  I . A , S I G N )  
COMMON A M 0  7 GAM 9 T H E T C  9 D E L H  9 0 E L l l 1 ~  O E L U  TtJC 9 V C  9 D E L C  T B S  T D E L S  T E R R O R  T 
1 O , A M , A M U ? T H E T A T A T H I C T D T E T F T G T P R E S T D E N S T A R E A T D Y N P T C P T P S I T  
2 
3 X ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) T Y ( ~ O ~ ~ ~ ) T U ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E T A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
4 U ~ ~ V ~ ~ D E L ~ ~ D E L Y ~ R P R E S ~ R D E N S T R E C O V ~ E N T P ~ N D I M ~ K R E F T I R E F ~  
5 X B ( ~ O ) T Y B ( ~ O ) T U B ( ~ O ) T V ~ ( ~ O ) T P ( ~ O ) T R E C V ( ~ T ~ O ) T F A C T R T I R E V T  
6 R E G ~ R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) T C ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ R ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ B ~ ~ ~  
XK v Y K  T t J K  ? V K  9 XJ T Y J  10.1 9 V J  T X A  TYA ytJA T V A  7 D E L A T  B E T A K  T S I GK 7 S I GSQ 7 
100 F O R M A T  ( / / 3 R X 7 4 6 H C O N D I T I O N S  I N  T H E  V I C I N I T Y  O F  T H E  N O R M A L  S H O C K / / )  
102 F O R M A T  ( / / ~ ~ X T ~ H X T ~ ~ X T ~ H Y T ~ ~ X T ~ ~ M A C H  N O . ~ X T ~ H T E T A T ~ X T ~ H P Z / P ~ T ~ ~ T  
104 F O R M A T  ( 2 1 X ~ l P 6 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
1 4 H H / H O / / )  
2 0 0  F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
CONVP=(1.O+(GAM-l.O)/Z.O)+*(-GAM/(GAM-l.O)) 
R A V E = F A C T R / C O N V P  
K R Z K A - 1  
C A L L  C F P R ( X ( K A T I A ) ~ Y ( K A T I A ) T ~ J ( K A T I A ) T V ( K A T I A ) )  
S L O P E = T A N ( P I / 2 . 0 + T H E T A )  
C A L L  Q S W R ( A M T P I / ~ . O )  
R E C O V = R A V E * R E C O V  
W R I T E  ( 6 7 2 0 0 )  
N R I T E  (6 ,100)  
M R I T E  ( 6 7 1 0 2 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 T 1 0 4 )  X ( K A T I A ) , Y ( K A T I A ) T A M T T H E ~ A T R P R E S T R E C O V  
X R E F = X ( K A T I A )  
Y R E F = Y ( K A ? I A )  
00 1 8  K K = l , K R  
K = K A - K K  
X R = X R E F  
Y R = Y R E F  
RM I N= 10 .O 
DO 16 J = l ~ 2  
00 10 I = l r I R € F  
I F  ( X ( K 9 I )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 10 
R A D I U S = S O R T ( ( X ( K T I ) - X R ) ~ ~ ~ ~ + ( Y ( K , I ) - Y R ) ~ ~ Z )  
R M I N = A M I N ~ ( R M I N T R A D I U S )  
DO 12  I = l ? I R E F  
R A D I I J S = S O R T ( ( X ( K T I ) - X K ) ~ * ~ + ( Y ( K * I ) - Y R ) * ~ ~ )  
10 C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( X ( K T 1 )  ,EO. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 12 
I F  ( R M I N  .EO. R A D I U S )  GO T O  14 
1 2  C U N T  I NIJE 
14 I F  ( X ( K * I + l )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO T O  2 0  
C A L L  H O U N D ( K T I ~ K T I + ~ ~ X R E F T Y R E F ~ S L O P E ~ S I G N )  
T E S T = X K - X ( K y I )  
I S I G N = T E S T / A R S ( T E S T )  
I P = I + I S I G N  
I F  ( X ( K 7 I P )  .EO. 0 . 0 )  GO TO 20  
C A L L  R O U N D (  K T I 7K T I P Y X R E F  T Y R E F T S L O P E T S I G N )  
XR=XK 
YR=YK 
16 C O W T I N I J E  
X R E F = X R  
Y R E F = Y R  
S L O P E = T A N ( P I / 2 , O + T H f T A )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X K 7 Y K t U K T V K )  
97 




BROUT P\)E D I , ·  SIGN) 
 O,GAM,THETC,DELB,DELlJ ,DELU,UC,VC, ELC, , ,ERR ,
Q , MU,THETA,A,R,C, , ,F,G,PRES,DENS,AREA,DYNP,CP, S I, 
 , K,IJK, K,XJ, ,UJ,VJ,XA,YA,UA,VA,DEL ,B , , IG ,
 (50,50),Y(50,50),U(50,50 ,V(50,50),BETA(50),PSIR(50), 
l,V1,DELl,DELY,RPRES, DEN ,RECOV,ENTP,NDIM,KREF,IREF, 
 50),YB(50),UB(50),VB(50),P(50 ,RECV(2,10),FAC R,IREV, 
 EG,R(25,4),S(25,4),COWL(25),BODY(25),NR,NS,ICOWL,IBODY 
 MAT 11 , 6  N  ITY   AL II  
  11129X,IHX,12X,IHY,10 ,8HMACH .,RX,5HTHE A,9X,5HP2/Pl,9X, 
/ II) 
  ~,I E14.51I





LL ,IA),Y(KA,IA),U(KA,I ),V(KA,IA» 
TAN(PI/2.0+THETA) 
LL O ( M,PI/2.0  
I~  ,200) 
\-JR I  1 ,  
~/  ,102) 
E ,104) , , ,IA),AM, HETA,RPRES,RECOV 
,J ) 
,J  
DO  =I, R 
-  
 
  =I,2 
I =10.0 
DO  I,I E  
F ,I) O.    
I S S T(( ( , - **2+(Y(K,I)-YR)**Z) 
l(RMIN,RADIUS) 
 INUE 
00  I,JREF 
 ( ,I) . O.    
  0 I lJ S = S 0 R T ( ( X  K , I ) - X R ) * * 2 + ( Y  K, I ) - Y R ) ** 2 ) 
 IN O. )    
U T l  
  , O.     
~L B OI ,I,K,I+1,XREF,YREF,SLOPE, IGN) 
K-XIK,I) 
/ BSI ) 
I
F ,J ) O. U   
LL B lJND(K,I, ,IP,XREF,YREF,SLOPE,SIGN) 
 I\J l E 
 
L , ,lJ ,V  
(PI/Z. +THETA) 
C A L L  O S W R ( A M , P I / 2 . 0 )  
R E C O V = R A V E * R  E C O V  
W R I T E  ( 6 1 1 0 4 )  X K ~ Y K ~ A M ~ T H E T A , R P R E S T R E C O V  
18 C O N T I N U E  
2 0  R M I N = 1 0 . 0  
D O  2 2  I = l r I R E F  
R A D I U S  = S OR T ( ( X E3 I I ) -X R E F 1 ::<*<2 + ( Y B ( I 1 -Y R E F ) zg Q 2 1 
R M I N = A M I N l ( R M I N ~ R A D I U S )  
2 2  C O N T I N U E  
DO 2 4  I = l , I R E F  
R A D I U S = S O R T ( ( X B ( I ) - X R E F ) * * Z + ( Y B ( I ) - Y R E F ) X C * : Z )  
I F  ( R M I N  .EO. Y A D I U S )  GO T O  26  
2 4  C O N T I N U E  
26 T E S T = X R E F - X B ( I )  
I S I G N = T E S T / A R S ( T E S T )  
J = I + I S  I G N  
D U = U B  ( J  )-Ut3 ( I 1 
D V = V H ( J ) - V R ( I )  
D X = X B ( J ) - X H I I )  
D Y = Y B ( J ) - Y H ( I )  
D S = S O R T  ( D X * + Z + D Y * W  1 
D U D S = D U / D S  
D Y  DX=DY / DX 
X K = ( Y B ( I ) - Y R E F + S L O P E ~ X R E F - D Y D X ~ ~ X ~ ( I ) ) / ( S L O P E - D Y D X )  
Y K = Y B (  I ) + D Y D X x C ( X K - X B (  I ) 1 
D E L S = S O R T (  ( X K - X B (  I) ) * $ C Z + ( Y K - Y H (  1 )  )a i< *C2)  
U K = U R (  I ) + D t J D S * D E L S  
V K =  IJK yg D Y  D X  
S L O P E = T A N ( P I / Z . O + T H E T A )  
R EC 0 V= R A V E :iR E C 0 V 
R E T U R N  
END 
C A L L  C F P R  ( XK ,YK ,UK y V K )  
C A L L  O S W R ( A M y P I / Z . O )  
W R I T E  (6 ,104)  X K T Y K ~ A M ~ T H E T A T R P R E S , R E C O V  
98 
LL R(AM,PI/2.0) 
 C   V 
 ,104) ,Y ,AM,THETA,RPRES,RECOV 
A I  
 IN=10.0 
  ,I  
I I B( XREF)':'~'2+ I ) REF)'~~' )
1 ,RADIUS) 
 I  
  l, EF 
IUS=SCRTIIXBII)-XREF)**2+IYBII)-YREF)**2) 
 I IN O. R )    
 I  
 REF-XB(I) 
/ BS( S ) 
I+ISIGN 
=UB(J)-UB( ) 
= BIJ)- R I) 
IJ B  I) 
= B(J)-YB I) 
T( **2+DY**2) 
O O O / S
I  
( I SLOPE*XREF-DYDX*XB([II/(SLOPE-OY XI 
=YBII) DX* -XBI » 
LS=SCRT((XK-XB(I» *2 K-YB(I) **2) 
B{ )+ U O LS 
=L t~O  




  ,Y ,AM,THETA,RP ES,RECDV 
N 
 





1 2  
14 
1 6  
F O R M A T  ( 2 1 X , l P 6 E 1 4 . 5 / / )  
F O R M A T  ( 1 H 1 )  
T E S T = 0 . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
CONVP=(1.0+(GAM-l.O)/2.O)**(-GAM/(GAM-l.O)) 
R A V E = F A C T R / C O N V P  
K R E F = K A  
I R E F =  I A  
X K = X ( I R E F * K R E F )  
Y K = Y ( I R E F , K R E F )  
I JK=U(  I R E F v K R E F )  
V K = V ( I R E F , K R E F )  
X P = X K  
Y P = Y K  
I F  ( A B S ( T H E T A 1  .GT. T E S T )  GO T O  6 
SLOPE=O.O 
GO T O  8 
S L O P E = T A N ( P I / 2 . 0 + T H E T A )  
R EC OV=R A V E * R  E C O V  
C A L L  C t- P R ( XK 9 Y K 9 U K  V K ) 
C A L L  O S W R ( A M , P I / 2 . 0 )  
W R I T E  (6 ,200)  
W R I T E  (6,100) 
W R I T E  (61102) 
W R I T E  (6,104) X K ~ Y K ~ A M I T H E T A I R P R E S I R E C O V  
I F = K A - l  
D O  14 I = l * I F  
I F  ( K R E F  .EO. 5 0 )  GO TO 16 
C A L L  S E E K ( K R E F I I R E F I X P I Y P , S L O P E , S I G N )  
C A L L  C F P R ( X K , Y K , U K , V K )  
I F  ( A B S ( T H E T A )  .GT. T E S T )  GO T O  10 
GO T O  12 
S L O P E = O  00 
S L O P E = T A N ( P I / 2 * 0 + T H E T A )  
C A L L  OSWR ( AM 7 P I / 2  0 1 
R E C O V = R A V E * R  E C O V  
X P= XK 
Y P = Y K  
C O N T I N U E  
R E T U R N  
E N D  














100 FORMAT (//38X,46HCONDITIONS IN THE VICINITY OF THE NORMAL SHOCK/I) 
102 FORMAT (/129X,IHX,12X,IHY,10X,8HMACH NO.,8X,5HTHETA,9X,5HP2/Pl,9X, 
14HH/HO//) 
  121X,lP6E14.5//) 






= IREF, ) 
=Y(IREF,KREF) 
U ,K F) 
=V(IREF,KREF) 
 ~ I , , K,VK)
 (T T ) T. )   
PE=O.O 




 1 , ) 
 1 , ) 
 6, 02) 
 ) , ,AM,THETA,RPRES,RECOV 
 -l 
  ,IF 
 I  Q. )    
LL (KREF,IREF,X YP,SLOPE,SIGN) 
L ( K,YK,UK,VK) 
 (T TA) T.     
.O
   
 N(PI/2.0+THETA) 
2 LL R(AM,PI/2. ) 
ECOV 
E ) ,YK,AM,THETA,RPRES,RECOV 
XK 
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Figure 1. - Domain in the  x, y plane in wh ich  solut ion can 
be established. 
Cowl surface; y = yc(x), q = q,(x) 
I rn 
x-coordinate 
Figure 2. - Domain in x ,  y plane in which solut ion can be established 
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 . 
Initial datum line 
C characteristic 
Centerbody surface; 
Y = Ycb(x), q = qcb(x) 
r i
 .  i Y i i l  t l
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Figure 3. - Location of basic field point. 
C, characterist ic 
I h 
x-coordinate 












xlK, II, ylK, II 
C+ characteristic 
( -l, I, ( -l, I 
- rdinate 
 i   
xIK,I-1), y(K,I-1) 
C_ characteristic 
+ r cteristic 
x-c r i  
Figure 4. - Location of solid boundary point. 
I * 
x-coordinate 
Figure 5. - Location of shock points in upstream region. 
x-coordinate 
Figure 6. - Location of shock-field points. 
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i at  
igure 5. - location of shock points in stream region. 
,'/ 
/1 / I 
Shock wave/ / 
, / / / 
, / 
,/ / 
xIK-l, II. / / 
yfK-l,1) , / 
I 
xref' Yref 





 . locati t
/ 
x-coordinate 
Figure 7. - Location of shock-boundary points. 
Cowl surface, y = yc(x) 
c 
x-coordinate 




x(K, I), y(K, I) 
Shock wav1 / 
x(K-l,Il, 
y(K-l,1) 
, / / / / / 
- ordinate 
i  . - ti  f - r  i t . 
o l f   Y ) 
Centerbody surface, y = Ycb(x) 
x-coordinate 
Figure 8. - Fixed-boundary problem. 




Figure 9. - Free-boundary problem. 
t O,(focal point)  
x-coordinate 
Figure 10. - Isentropic spike problem. 
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_--1/1 > I/Iref 
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1/1 = 1.  
B
 
i re . - -b r  r l . 
























































o Centerbody surface 
















Dimension less x-coordinate 
(b) Characteristic solution. 
Figu re 11. - Bicone mixed-compression in let (10. 0°- lB. 5°) des igned for free-st ream Mach number of 2.500. Cowl ang le, S. 0°; throat Mach 














































o Centerbody surface 
o Cowl surface 
(a) Mach number distribution. 
I~·-("I~ 
.2 .4 .6 .8 LO L4 L6 L8 2.8 3.0 3.4 3.6 
Dimensionless x-coordinate 
(b) Characteristic solution. 
Figure 12. - Isentropic ramp mixed-compression in let designed for free-stream Mach number of 2.700. Initial ramp angle. 5.0 0 ; cowl angle, 5.0 0 ; 
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o Centerbody surface 





































0 . 6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.2 2.4 3.8 4.0 4. 2 4.4 
Dimensionless x-coordinate 
(b) Characteristic solution. 




















































o Centerbody surface 
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o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 
Dimension less x-coordinate 
(b) Characteristic solution. 

















































































o Centerbody surface 
o C<1JII surface 
(a) Mach number distribution. 
Dimensionless x-coordinate 
(b) Characteristic solution. 
Figure 14. - Isentropic spike self-starting inlet designed for free-stream Mach number of 2. 500. Initial half cone angle, 16. 0°; cowl angle, 









































o Upper surface 
o Lower surface 
Theoreticaf cafcufations 
la) Static-pressure dist ribution. 
Dimensionless x-coordinate 
Ib) Characteristic solution. 
lei Schlieren photograph showing isentropic spike cone. 
Figure 15. - Isenlropic spike configuration designed lor free-stream Mach number of 2.49 and focal point Mach number of I. 46. Initial cone 
angle, 16.0· . 
Data from reference 7 
0 Without t ip roughness 
0 With t ip  roughness - Theoretical calculations 
--- Laminar boundary-layer separation 
































1. o r  
(b) Characteristic solution. 
Figure 16. - Isentropic spike configuration designed for free-stream Mach number of 3.85 and focal point Mach number of 1.75. 
In i t ia l  cone angle, 8.0". 
111 
.20 B 
Data from reference 7 
. 18 0 ithout tip roughnes  
0 ith tip roughnes  
-- Theoretical calculations 
. 16 Laminar boundary-layer separation 














































( haracteristi  l ti . 
igure 16. - Isentropic spike confi r ti  designed for free-strea  ach nu ber of 3.85 and focal point ach nu ber of 1. 75. 




































































































-,[.,-, -"'-0 ----l 
lal Static-pressure distribution. 
/,/ 
Dimensionless x-coordinate 
Ibl Characteristic solution. 
o Unpublished data 
Theoretical calculations 
lc) Schlieren photograph of bicone configuration. 
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Theoretical ca lcu lation 
Centerbody su r face 
Cow l su rface 
Reference B 
Centerbody su rface 





(a) Static-pressure distr ibution. 





Dimension less x-coord i nate 
(b) Characte r istic solution . 





Shock wave >, / ,/Y/ 
x-coordinate 
Figure 19. - Capture stream l i ne  used for additive drag calculat ions. 
NASA-Langley, 1968 - 1 E-4626 115 NASA-Langley, 1968 - 1 
Shock wave"""" / 
/' -IJp 
p ---.~~~~ 
i r  19. - t r  str  li  s  f r itiv  r  l l ti . 
E-4626 
q 
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